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"My Universe
was Shaken...

These Speakers
are Amazing!

JeffJeff Cherun
-Home Theater Magazine

Our revolutionary bipolar BP3000Ths, with dual built-in
1000 -watt powered 18" subwoofers, are the absolute

state-of-the-art for music and home theater perfection.
"Speaker of the Decade"

Reviewers and experts agree that
our extraordinary BP2000 Series bipolar
powered towers have set the industry
reference standard for superior music
and home theater performance. Now,
Definitive again literally redefines the
state-of-the-art with a brilliant new
achievement in sonic perfection.

The amazing new BP3000'n, is a true
technological masterpiece! Our engineers
have perfected a highly sophisticated
six -driver dual D'Appolito bipolar array
combined with an awe-inspiring built-in
1000 -watt powered 18" subwoofer.

The result is truly stunning sonic
performance beyond anything you've
ever heard. Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and vivid lifelike realism.
And the astounding high -resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact will
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy. Definitive s new topotthe-line BP30007c combines exquisite

designer styling with performance beyond your wildest dreams!

See our dealer list on page 28

Your Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being a music lover's

dream, the BP3000ms are also the main
speakers in Definitive's perfectly
timbre -matched ultimate home theater.
This astonishing top -of -the -line system
recreates a thrilling "you are there"
virtual reality that will actually put you
into the soundspace of the original
performance or cinematic action.

Definitive's new flagship system
combines the BP3000ns ($2250 ea.)
with the remarkable new CLR3000 (an
amazing center channel with built-in
150 -watt powered 10" subwoofer: $999)
and your choice of Definitive bipolar
surrounds. Or go all the way with our
powered towers in the rear too, for the
Definitive ultimate listening experience!

Defi nitiveTech
the Leader in hIgh-Performance Loudspeakers

11433 Cruuridge Dr. Suite K  Owings Mills. MD 21117.14101363-7148

Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com
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DO YOU CHALLENGE CONVENTION?

Actual Size

LIFESTYLE

HOME THEATER

SYSTEMS

What do you need for sound that

brings your favorite movies, music

and sports programs to life? Giant

speakers? Racks of complicated

electronics? Or is there something

different? Something better? Hear

a Lifestyle system, and hear why

Stereo Review believes, "There

is simply nothing else like it.-

Better sound through research 

1.800.444.60SE
Please Ask For Ext. 685

For information on all our products:
www.bose.com/challenge
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ON THE COVER

The Sony CDP-CX260
and other mega -capacity

CD changers can bring
that old-time jukebox

right into your living room.
See page 64 for a

comparison report on
five CD jukeboxes.

Seeburg 222 jukebox
supplied by John T.

Johnston's Jukebox
Classics, 718-833-8455.

Photograph
by Ralph Masullo

STEREO REVIEW

ONLINE
JOIN US

at our site on America
Online and link up with

thousands of other
people who are interested

in the same good stuff
you read about in Stereo

Review. Browse our

message boards or

search our archives for a
test report from

last year. Somebody
swiped the July

issue before you could
get to it? You can find
lots of the information

you missed on
Stereo Review Online.

ALL YOU NEED
is a computer. a modem.

and America Online
software. To sign up. call

America Online at

1-800-603-8181 for a free
startup kit. Our keyword

is STEREO REVIEW.

SEE YOU IN
CYBERSPACE!

Stereo Review. Stereo, Hi Fi, High
Fidelity, and Backbeat are reg-
istered trademarks of Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
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BOB ANKOSKO

To Our Readers
Long-time readers will remember that this magazine wasn't always known as

Stereo Review. We started way back in 1958 as HiFi & Music Review, at a time

when hobbyists were pondering the move from the familiar single -speaker mono

playback system to a curious new "stereo" setup with two speakers. It was also a

time when the Seeburg 222 shown on this month's cover (and on page 64) was

making history as the first stereo jukebox to hit dance clubs (note the "Channel

I" and "Channel 2" emblems above each speaker - I want one!). To reflect our

growing two -channel orientation, the magazine's name was changed to HiFi/Ste-

reo Review in 1960. By 1968, stereo had gone mainstream, and HiFi/Stereo Re-

view became known simply as Stereo Review.

The name Stereo Review has served us well for more than three decades. And

during that time we've experienced an extraordinary revolution in the way we

listen to music and watch movies at home. Now it's time for another change -

some would argue a change that is long overdue. Next month, in place of the

magazine you're holding in your hands, you'll receive - or find at your favorite

newsstand - an exciting new magazine called Stereo Review's Sound & Vision.

A merger of Stereo Review and our fine sister publication Video, the new

magazine will offer the same equipment coverage you've come to expect from us

- plus a whole lot more. For example, in addition to regular home theater cover-

age, which has been a Stereo Review staple for years, we'll also offer practical

advice, informed opinions, and product reviews in the key home -entertainment

categories of TV, video, and multimedia/convergence. And to make room for all

that, Stereo Review's Sound & Vision will be bigger than a typical issue of Stereo

Review, with at least 40 more pages.

Now, a few formalities: Stereo Review's Sound & Vision will be published ten

times a year, beginning with the February/March 1999 issue. If you have a paid

subscription to Stereo Review, you will automatically receive a copy of the first

issue in mid -January. You will also receive one issue of the new magazine for

every issue of Stereo Review left in your subscription.

Let us raise our glasses high in bidding a fond farewell to the familiar Stereo

Review. We look forward to serving you in the future with Stereo Review's Sound

& Vision - a magazine that we can honestly say will be unique in its ability to

cover and interpret today's ever-changing world of home entertainment. See you

next month!

Bob Ankosko, Editor in Chief
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pure cinema

sound.

Not since the dawn of tali.les has
sound done so much ibr the movies.

When you watch movies at home, every whisper

or scream should pull your mind into the action.

Every word should be spoken to you.

Every note of music should ring clear. Every

shrieking crash, every shatter of breaking

glass should make you jump. And even though

you're not sitting in the best seat in the

theater, we think you should

hear the movie as if you were.

Technics.
The science of soundpure sound

Pam teeter lleceiver with Digitol Sad Processor Do1b1 Digittf (SCVDPS" Docoier; Stereo hole 10011ch (20 Ps -20a, 6 Ohs, 0.050 2I5)  Pon Niter hole 10k6 (I 6 km, ,*d.} 7E, it:cacti 7-

Por more information call 1-800-211-7262 or visit us at www.technicsusa.ccmi
'Dolby Digital Is a trsdemrs 41 Dolby Laboratorieo Licenolha Corporation -MS Sae tradeoff. of Digital Theater Syst,no. I.P.
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DTV Growing
Pains
No one expected the launch of
digital TV (DTV) to be totally
glitch -free, but imagine our
surprise when we pulled our first
(4 -inch DTV set out of its crate,
hooked it up to our rooftop
antenna, and got no picture.
After all, we were only five
blocks from the CBS transmit-
ting antenna! Apparently the
signal was too stmng, and a
severe case of multipath made
latching onto it a tricky affair.

We were able to get a superb
picture, but only after trying
numerous antennas and
positions. The question we're
left with is, which is better, a
picture with ghosts, or no
picture at all? Stay tuned.

AN Digest
 The cable -TV and consumer
electronics industries have
agreed on the IEEE -1394
(Firewire) interface standard, an
essential element in making
DTV receivers compatible with

Who's the Boss?
In 1962, conductor Leonard Bernstein and pianist Glenn Gould
embodied classical music. Young, intelligent, and passionate
about their art, they also had a flair for the media that let them
communicate that passion to the public - and the public was
willing to listen.

So it didn't take long for word to get around when, just be-
fore a New York Philharmonic performance of the Brahms Pi-
ano Concerto No. 1 on April 6, 1962, Bernstein told the concert
and radio audience that Gould's interpretation was so radical
that even he couldn't sign off on it. Wondering aloud, "in a con-
certo, who is the boss: the soloist or the conductor'?," Bern-

,
x,

,-, ', '' ' .,
ifoir:_ 4,..

_Nile

MIR

stein said he had "to take seriously anything [Gould] conceives
in good faith, and his conception is interesting enough so that I

feel that you should hear it too. He did, however, feel the need
for "this small disclaimer."

Many felt that Bernstein had betrayed Gould: others sided
with Bernstein, saying Gould had taken a hammer to the old
chestnut. Asked to comment, Gould, in his typically wry way,
said it was all okay by him.

Sony Classical's recent CD release of this legendary concert
lets you experience the audience's consternation and giddy
anticipation as Bernstein concludes his remarks and the per-
formance begins. It also makes you realize just how marginal
classical music has become. - Michael Gaughn

Too Good for Hollywood
We had been ooking forward to seeing Toshiba's SD7108 DVD
player ever since it was announced last summer. Its Color -
Stream Pro progressive -scan, component -video output (equiv-
alent to a 480p digital TV signal) promised to deliver the best
possible picture quality from DVDs. It was apparently too much
of a good thing, and Hollywood got nervous. Toshiba has now
announced that the player is being postponed indefinitely. Its
statement cited a "lack of consensus within the Copy Protec-
tion Technical Working Group" regarding copy protection for
progressive -scan video outputs on a DVD player. But it also
noted that the company believes that such high -resolution out-
puts "are of critical importance in extending the potential of
DVD in a digital world." - B.F.

digital cable boxes. No first -
generation DTV sets are cable -
compatible.
 While many cable companies
have expressed lukewarm
support for DTV (if any), Cable -
vision Systems, one of the
largest, says it will produce and
distribute HDTV sports
programming. Cablevision,
which has a controlling interest
in Madison Square Garden, the
New York Knicks and Rangers,
and the MSG network, will start
with home games of those
teams, followed by the Yankees,
Mets, Islanders and New Jersey
Devils and Nets. It will likely
distribute the programming to
the New York -based electronics
chain Nobody Beats the Wiz,
which it also owns, to boost
sales of digital TVs.

Long Live VHS!
Think the emergence of DVD
means the end of VHS video-
tape? Not according to the Inter-
national Recording Media
Association (IRMA), which
says that "VHS's future as the
leading entertainment delivery

format is safe." It predicted,
however, that 1998 will turn out
to be the all-time best year for
VHS. with 995 million pre-
recorded tapes sold in North
America. It looks like we'll
never pass a billion. The format
is forecast to begin its slow but
inevitable decline in 1999,
with sales dropping to "only"
985 million tapes.

6.1 -Channel
Surround
So you think that 5.1 -channel
audio is here to stay? Just wait.
This summer's release of Star
Wars: Episode / will he released
in a 6.1 -channel format known as
Dolby Digital-Surround EX. The
theatrical format, co -developed
by Dolby Labs and THX, will
also be used in the Dream Works
movie The Haunting of Hill
House and in Sony's Memoirs of
a Geisha. It adds a center rear
surround channel to the mix,
which is said to allow film-
makers to place sounds more
accurately. What does this mean
for home theater? Don't worry:
Surround EX encoding is fully

8 STEREO REVIEW JANUARY 1999



compatible with 5.1 -channel
Dolby Digital. And if you want
to add the extra speaker, you'll
probably be able to extract a
signal for it from the existing
left and right surround channels.

Music for
Seduction
"If music be the food of love,
play on," wrote Shakespeare in
Twelfth Night. Since he failed to
specify the kind of music that
might put the object of your
affection in the mood for fooling
around, we asked three of our
contributors for suggestions.

Rebecca Day says, "The most

seductive piece of music I've
ever heard is a jazz instrumental
by Maceo Parker called 'Chil-
dren's World' If it has to be
ruled out because of that unfor-
tunate title, I'll settle for 'Moon -
dance' by Van Morrison."

Alanna Nash chooses the
Rolling Stones' "Miss You"
because "it has a jungle beat that
quickly raises the blood pres-
sure, and the primal screams at
the top of Mick Jagger's range
just make your knees want to
bend." Reminding us that
Marvin Gaye was known as the
Sexual Healer, Phyl Garland
recommends his Let's Ger It On

as the most sensuous album ever
made. "My favorite track," she
says. "is 'You Sure Love to Ball'
- bedroom music of the first
order." - William Livingstone

Sing Out, Bert
As we reported in December, the
Sheraton Atlantic City Conven-
tion Center had installed a statue
of Bert Parks, long-time MC of
the Miss America Pageant, that
played a recording of Parks
singing the pageant's coronation
theme. There She Is. A royalty
dispute silenced the statue for a
while, but that's been resolved,
and it sings again. - W.L.

Who's Dreaming of a Divx Christmas?
Is the 1998 holiday shopping season make or break for Divx? Circuit City says no, but a lot of
informed observers say yes. The company has been tightlipped on sales figures - under-
standable enough given the withering media coverEge - but some m xed signals lave
leaked out nonetheless.

As of mid -November, RCA wasn't delivering enough of its Divx players to stores, and the
debut of models from Panasonic and ProScan, consicered crucial to making Divx a holiday
success, had been pushed back to the tail -end of the season. And the biggest problem -
software distribution - had yet to be resolved. Divx isn't likely to catch on until the disc > are
as readily available as the rentals at your local Blockbuster and Hollywood Video. Driving out
to Circuit City or The Good Guys for new discs isn't going to cut it for a lot of people.

On the bright side for Divx, Future Shop, 6th Ave. Electronics, and Nationwide Computer
joined the ranks of Divx retailers, and 300 titles were Expected to be available by Christmas.
Though still a long way from the thousands of "open" DVD titles available, the increased ros-
ter will come as welcome relief for Divx customers who've had their fill of Tubber.

The bottom line is that Circuit City is devouring regional electronics stores with Godzilla-
like zeal, making so much money in the process that it could subsidize Divx from now until
Doomsday. But if Divx pulls up lame for the holidays, you have to wonde- how long Circuit
will keep it on life support before it gets to be embarrassing. - M.G.

Stax o' Trax
It's best to reissue your back cat-
alog in modest installments, yes?
"No!" say Billy Joel, Iron Maiden,
and Hank Williams, Jr. (or at least
their record companies), who have
flooded stores with 15, 12, and 22 re -
masters, respectively. Which of these reissue
programs does the best job?

Coming in a distant third is Curb's Williams
series, from 1977's One Night Stands to 1987's
Hank Live. Fuzzy artwork, no bonuses, no notes
- no thanks, midline price or not. Coming in
second are Columbia's Joel reissues, from
1971's Cold Spring Harbor to 1993's River of
Dreams. Although these are midprice, too, each
one (except Kohuept) is an enhanced CD with
added video clips or live -concert segments,
and the packaging includes original art, some
extra photos, and lyrics. No bonus audio tracks,

MIN111111111Innammow
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however - and not a word anywhere that these
are 24 -bit remasters with multimedia content.

Colombia should take a tip from the clear
winner here, Raw Power/Castle's Iron Maiden
imports, from 1980's self -titled debut to 1993's
Live at Donington. These enhanced CDs are
clearly labeled as such, and they contain video
clips, bins, photos, sound effects, family trees.
and ar "Eddie Gallery" of the band's mascot
(line up the 12 discs on a shelf, and their spines
form an image of the gruesome one). No matter
what you think of the music, this is how a reis-
sue series should be done. - Ken Richardson

Music to Go
Think of Music Press on Demand
(Music POD) as a k nd of take-out
juke joint. Tokyo's V -sync company
has designed and configured new
interactive music terminals, and
it's looking for reco'd companies
that are interested in establishing a
distribution system based on them.
Customers will be able to search

for available sonas by title or artist.
After making then selections, they'll
put money into the machine, and
the sonas will be downloaded over
an optical -fiber link and recorded on
a blank vliniDisc, which will then
pop out of the front of the machine.

It takes about 30 seconds for an
average pop tune to download.
The terminal can also download
album -art and labe, information and
print oul a color card containing
an assortment of labels with artwork
and lyrics. A video monitor mourted
on top of the POD shows music
videos to attract customers. For
those who have difficulty choosing
titles, tha terming will allow listening
to song before purchase. Esti-
mated price per song is between
V300 to '500 (about $2.60 to $435).
Customers can bang their own
blank MmiDiscs cr purchase one
from the terminal for an extra $2..60.
With definite appeal to teenagers,
the Music POD could become a
regular fixture in video -game
arcades in the near future. While the
terminal is not ye' on the market.
V -sync estimates a price of about
Y2 million each (more than $17,000).

- Bryan Harrell



Upgrade Madness
Let me see if I have a firm grasp of the situ-
ation. I needed to get a VCR so that I could
enjoy the benefits of the home movie craze.
I then needed to upgrade my old, but very
serviceable, two -channel receiver to a Dol-
by Pro Logic model and acquire three more
speakers so that I could enjoy the full the-
ater experience in my living room. Okay.
Then I had to upgrade my VCR to S -VHS
to improve the picture quality. All right.
Now I am being told that in order to truly
enjoy movies at home I need a DVD player
- what joy! And, of course, out goes Pro
Logic and in comes Dolby Digital! While
I'm at it, I need to replace my mix -and -
match speaker set with five balanced and
timbre -matched units.

But the joy does not stop there - oh, no!
- because, as it turns out, DVD players
will soon be able to play audio discs just
like my CD player, which I bought because
it was supposed to be the pinnacle of audio
reproduction. The new DVD-Audio ma-
chines, however, will have some problems
playing the hundreds of CDs I currently
own. Yes! And to make matters even more
convenient for consumers, there will be
competing formats! This is in addition to
the new HDTV set I will need to get, which
will not receive digital signals from my ca-
ble company!

Ladies and gentlemen. please stop the
madness. Nicholas Solimini

East Haven, CT

We hate to break the news to you, but the
forthcoming DVD-Audio discs will almost
certainly not play on current DVD-Video
players - but, on the bright side, the new
DVD-Audio players will play CDs. The
DVD-Audio standard allows for so-called
"universal" players that can handle both
kinds of DVDs, but there's no telling when
they will reach the market. For more about
this madness, including the competing Su-
per Audio CD format, see "Technology Up-
date" on page 26.

To audio machine makers: Stop making
two -channel stereo machines immediately.
Take all of them from the market and dump
them into the recycling bin behind your fac-
tory. Now start making five- or six -channel
surround sound machines as soon as possi-
ble. This is the right thing for 2Ist century.

To consumers: Stop buying two -channel
stereo machines regardless of how cheap
they are. Start buying five- or six -channel
surround sound machines with "built-in"
Dolby Digital. DTS, or THX modes. This is
the best thing for you. Koon Por

West Linn, OR

Ummm ... well. thanks for sharing!

Positive Feedback
I read with amazement the letters to the edi-
tor in November. In about 20 years of read-
ing Stereo Review, I've never seen such in-
tense criticism. These are controversial
times, indeed! In several cases it seems that
the letter writers didn't thoroughly read the
articles they criticized!

I just want to go on record as someone
who is very satisfied with your editorial
content. I enjoy the creative shifts in ap-
proach and especially the strong opinions
(not all of which I agree with). Keep up the
good work and "Damn the Torpedoes"!

Gary Card
Nepean, Ontario

I would like to address Ken Pohlmann's
"piss off' comment, which a subscriber
criticized in November "Letters." I really
enjoy Ken's articles because he tells it like I
would. I'd rather you used down-to-earth
language than be a bunch of stuffed shirts
speaking only in tech jargon. Ted Fricke

Green Bay, WI

Multichannel Truth
I've owned quite a few different audio sys-
tems, and I have auditioned numerous mul-
tichannel and high -end two -channel sys-
tems. I also attend as many live perfor-
mances as possible.

I have never heard instruments or vocal-
ists emerge from the rear of the hall in a
live concert. In my opinion, multichannel
recordings simply do not portray musical
truth, by which I mean accurate imaging,
soundstaging, and tonal balance. They are
great at recreating the movie theater, but at
the expense of the ultimate musical experi-
ence. Since music is what I prefer, I've cho-
sen the two -channel audiophile approach.
Multichannel is simply not my idea of mu-
sical accuracy. Larry Martucci

Uniontown, OH

You're entitled to your opinion, but see
"Tech Talk" (page 36) and "Systems" (page
82) for a different view of whether multi-
channel reproduction aids musical truth.
And, by the way, there are more than a few
pieces of classical music that do call for
performers at the rear of the hall!

Divx Yea! Divx Nay!
Your magazine turned me on to Divx even
though your reports were negative. I am
now a proud owner of a Divx/DVD player,
and I couldn't be happier about my deci-
sion. I can play both formats, and I can get
new movie releases for just $4.49 each. I
can have Divx movies delivered right to my
door for just $1 more on the first disc and

500 for each additional disc. I bought the
RCA model, and I've not run into any prob-
lems. The people at Divx were very helpful.
and I was up and running within -40 minute.
of getting it home. Greg Forchette

Franklin, TN

I liked the ease of purchasing Divx movies.
so I bought a Zenith player at Circuit City.
Divx customer service was prompt, polite,
and very helpful. In less than 20 minutes I
was up and running. That first machine,
however, would randomly "drop out" a sec-
ond of sound when playing any disc. I re-
turned it with no hassles, hooked a new ma-
chine into my system, and again loved it.

But Divx sent me a disc to update the
player's software, and drop -outs started with
the second player, too. Divx tech support
said, "Jeez, we don't know what happened,
but we can have the 'techies upstairs' get
back with you in a day or two. If they don't
call, be sure to call us in three days or so."
The machine is going back to Circuit City,
and I will purchase a DVD player and put
up with returning the discs to Blockbuster
as I have always done with tapes. Good-
bye, Divx. Howard Thompson

Kalamazoo, MI

The Laziness Factor
Finally I put my finger on what was miss-
ing from your discussion in August of the
future of the CD: the "Homer Simpson"
factor. What drives mass consumer deci-
sion -making is the innate laziness that lures
us to simpler and easier products. LPs van-
quished 78s because we didn't have to get
off the couch as often. CDs trumped LPs
with yet longer playing times and remote
controllability so that we barely needed to
leave the couch at all. Improved audio qual-
ity was the icing, not the cake, in those
transitions.

Obviously something will replace CDs
someday, but for now Homer is on his
couch, his CD jukebox on shuffle -play, dis-
co tunes blaring. When DVD-Audio rings
the doorbell to offer music only bats can
hear and more speakers than we have ears,
my guess is that Homer won't be listening.

Hank Imes
Edmonton, Alberta

THX Responds
Since its beginning nearly a decade ago,
the THX Home Certification Program has
made a great deal of difference to a great
many people. The program was originally
designed to set a tangible performance stan-
dard for premium, high -end audio products.
To achieve this lofty goal, it drew on the
dedication and brilliance of the audio
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Beginning in 1999, Stereo Review will be incorporated into a
new magazine, Stereo Review'.3 Sou -id & Vision.

Sound & Vision will continue to bring you everything you loved
about Stereo Review-and ots more. More equipment reports, more feature
stories, more new products. Written and edited by the same experts you've

learned to trust when shopping for components.

If you're a current Stereo Review subscriber, you'll start receiving
Sound & Vision with the February/March issue. If you're a newsstand buyer,

remember to look for the Sound & Vision logo stating in early 1999.

From Digital TV to DVD, from surround sound to set -top convergence,
Stereo Review's Sound & Vision will be where technology

becomes entertainment. And where you'll find the information
you need to make buying the righ: stuff a sure thing.

To subscribe, call 1-800-365-6120.



"... hyper -dean, smooth -as -silk... strong recommendation"
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LOOKING FOR GREAT HIGH -END SPEAKERS A- A PRICE THAT

WON'- BREAK T -1E BANK? LISTEN TO -HE CRYSTAL-CLEAR,

NATURAL SOUND OF PARADICM!

VI.HETHEF YOU WANT TO DANCE 'Ill DAY/N, BOP 'TIL YOU DROP

OR 1 JST CHILL. THESE PARADIGM SPEAKERS WILL DO IT

ALL - AND THEY'LL ROCK YOUR HOVIE THEATER, TOO!

$ 56 6
PCADIGAT SYSTEM FIVE

FPCIITS.
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Pr WIRED SUR'

MINI

CC -35o

ADP -170

PS -1000

PARADIGM SFEEKERS ARE SONICALLY ACC...RATE WHICH

MEANS NO MATTER WHAT YOU WAN- TO -EAR, THEY'LL
SOUND BE1-ER THAN ANYTHING ELSE OUT THERE.

CHECK OUT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER

TODAY AND ASK TO HEAR THE PARA) GM SYSTEMFIVE.
AT $1566, IT'LL BLOW YO J AWAY!
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LETTERS

world's most prestigious engineers, some
working for THX and some on the staffs of
our prestigious roster of licensees. Its suc-
cess is embodied in hundreds of products
that bear the THX logo, products that un-
questionably perform better because of
their adherence to THX Certification stan-
dards. In addition, and perhaps most impor-
tant, it simplifies the purchase of home the-
ater products by providing customers an in-
stantly recognizable guarantee that products
carrying the THX logo truly represent "the
best in their class."

Our new program, THX Select, is based
on the same basic values as the original
THX program: great sound and premium
performance. Only now these enhancements
are designed for the smaller rooms found in
most American homes - and for the small-
er budgets also found in most American
homes. And why not? No one disagrees that
the performance of computers, big -screen
TVs, and many fine audio components that
feature the Dolby Digital logo, for example,
has continued to improve while their prices
have continued to drop. In 1999. midprice
audio products will experience another dra-
matic benefit with the introduction of THX
Select certification.

And so we move to Corey Greenberg's
distasteful and gratuitous attack on THX in
the December issue of Stereo Review. In his
"High End" column, Mr. Greenberg states
that THX is "dumbing down" its require-
ments like a Florida school system that
graduates children who can't read. In addi-
tion to being a weak analogy, this is a com-
pletely groundless attack. THX is not dumb-
ing down its standards. The companies in-
volved with THX Select are not dumbing
down their products. And customers are not
dumbing down their passion for the best.
Mr. Greenberg should not disrespect your
readers by so negatively discussing an en-
tire category of products that he has never
seen and, more important, never heard. A
contrarian position is part of the American
tradition. An uninformed attack is just poor
journalism. Monica L. Dashwood

General Manager, THX
San Rafael, CA

Correction
The Technics desktop minisystem in No-
vember's "Executive Decision" comparison
report was inadvertently misidentified. It
was the SC-HD55.

We welcome your letters. Please write to Edi-
tor, Stereo Review's Sound & Vision, 1633
Broadway, New York, NY 10019; or e-mail to
StereoEditdaol.com. Include your street ad-
dress and phone number for verification. Let-
ters may be edited for clarity and length.

THE LILT.VATE IN HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOLIolD"



"i"VE HEARD HIGHLY REGARDED
$2,000 2 -WAY 6-INCHERS THAT
COUID NOT KEEP UF..."

-1Grty Green11,N, Audio, JIP the Para(101i Mini Monitor

NOW, SPECTACULAR HIGH-PERFORMANCE

SPEAKERS CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE AS

149 PER PAIR. COMPLETE HOME THEATER

SPEAKER SYSTEMS - POVIEREDSUBWOOFER

INCLUDEC - BEGIN AT A SHOCKING S816.

BUT DON'T LET THE PRICE FOOL YOU.

SPENDING. MORE ON OTHER BRANDS

WILL ACTUALLY GET YOU LESS.

LISTEN TO THE MOST AWARD -WINNING

SPEAKERS OF THE '90S AT YOUR LOCAL

AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER TODAY.

www.paradigm.ca

.

In the US, contact AuotO5.jviNA 1119.) 9a, 2410, Ntogatv Falls NY t4302 965.620186

In Canada, contact PARAter.44 20f Airagem.E.Nd, Mississauga, ON LiT 2VI tel 905-5641994

Copyright c 1998 Fbroc985 ElectePtc.., Ira cr.d BovanCarp

Prices reflect manutactur.r; Ft11.,
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FOR NEARLY A DECADE,
THE WORLDS MosT

RESPECTED HOME THEATRE
COMPONENTS HAVE

EACH HAD ONE THING
IN COMMON...

In 1982, George Lucas challenged a group of engineers to permanently raise the quality
of theatrical presentation. After 16 years, and nearly 2000 THX certified theatres, only the size
of the audience has changed.

Today, more people applaud the THX experience in more venues than ever. From multi -ilex
theatres to the world's most discerning homes, the THX brand still stands for the same thing -
the best investment in entertainment that money can buy. Which is why, today,
THX Home Theatre products are more than a standard cf technical excellence.

They are a guarantee of the ultimate Home Theatre experience.

ASK FOR IT.
LUCASFILM

01998 LUCAS/TIM LTD.



RODUCTS

Panasonic Turi your stereo TV into a home theater
with the PV -8664 VHS Hi-Fi VCR from Panasonic. Its Spatializer

processing technology can produce 3-D surround sound from
just two speakers, even th3se in your TV. The VCR can be pro-

grammed to skip over commercials during playback or tc for-
ward automatically to the beginning of the novie on a rented
tape. The PV -8664 also hiss VCR Plus Gold, which assigns the

channels for your area based on your Zip coda A front -panel AN

input is provided. Price: $350. Panasonic, Dept SR, One Panasonic

Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094; phon 3, 800-211-7262; Web, sww.panasonic corn

Denon The party r ever stops
with Denon's DCM-5000 11)0 -disc CD

changer system ($1,800), which can
provide uninterrupted playback from
dual transports that let you select and

cue up one disc while arother is still playir g. There's also a
Cross Fader function for seamless segues. A PC keyboarc can
be connected directly to ease the chore of entering disc/name
information, and there's ar RS -232 computer port for compati-
bility with the Escient Tune -Base CD management system. The

DCM-5000 can be connec-ed to up to five DCM-5001 100 -disc
slave changer units (above $1,300 each). Dencn, Dept. SR, 222 New

Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054; phor e, 973-575-7810; Web, www.del.denortcom

Boston Acoustics The Boston Acoustics Mi-
cro Referelce System8000 prcves that you can buy a 5.1 -chan-

nel speaker system and still have room for furniture in your
home theater. The six -piece system includes two 67/a -inch -tall

Micro80x front left/right satellites and an 8 -inch -wide Micro80c
center speaker, each with ore 31/2 -inch copolymer midrange
driver and a wide -dispersion 3/4 -inch dome tweeter. The Mi-
cro80pv sibwoofer, with a 7 -inch copolymer cone and a 65 -
watt ampl fier, stands 97/s it ches tall. Two 41/4 -inch tall Mi-
cro80e su-round speakers will 31/2 -inch drivers complete the
set. System frequency response is given as 44 Hz to 20 kHz ±3

dB, nominal impedance as 8 ohms, and sensitivity as 89 dB.
Price: $703. Boston Acoustics, Dept. SR, 300 Jubilee Dr., Peabody, MA

01960; phone, 978-538-5000; Web, www.bostonacoustics.com

RCA You can avoid the c -ossfire of yet another format war
with RCA's RC5230Z, which plays both standard DVDs and
pay -per -viewing -period Divx ciscs. It can switch aspect ratios
between 4:3, 4:3-letteroox, and 16:9 with compatible DVDs,
and it has multiple-viewing-ar gle capability. Other features in-
clude five search modes and enhanced on -screen displays for
direct access by chafrer/track and frame number/time. The
player has an optical Dolby Digital output and includes 96-
kHz/24-bit audio processing End a 10 -bit video digital -to -ana-
log (D/A) converter. It has one composite -video and one S -vid-

eo output and a front -panel headphone jack with volume con-
trol. A universal remote contr-31 is included. Price: $499. RCA,
Thomson Consumer Electronics, Capt. SR, 10330 N. Meridian St., Indi-

anapolis, IN 46290; phone, 800-776-:226; Web, www.rca-electronics.com
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Aiwa The AV-DV70 five -channel A/V receiver is Aiwa's first
with a built-in Dolby Digital decoder. The receiver is rated to de-

liver 120 watts each to the front left, right, and center channels,
plus 60 watts each to the two surround channels. Features in-
clude four DSP ambience modes, a built-in graphic equalizer
with five preset curves, and an on -screen display. The AM/FM
digital -synthesis tuner has 32 station presets and a sleep timer.

There is one coaxial and one optical digital input and a front -
panel A/V convenience input. Price: $600. Aiwa, Dept. SR, 800 Cor-

porate Dr., Mahwah, NJ 07430; phone, 800-289-2492; Web, www.aiwa.com

lip co
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Kenwood Every picture can tell a crystal-clear story
with Kenwood's DV -2070 DVD player. It features a 10 -bit video

digital -to -analog (D/A) converter for the best possible video res-

olution, and the player's video noise -reduction system is said to

sharpen the picture even further. The DV -2070 can pass signals
from DTS-encoded DVDs and CDs, and it can play discs en-
coded with 96-kHz/24-bit audio. Other features include an 18 -
track programmable memory, on -screen menus, and front -pan-

el CD Text display. The player has a coaxial and an optical digi-

tal audio output, two composite -video outputs, two S -video
outputs, one component -video output, and gold-plated RCA
jacks. A remote control with joystick is included. Price: $850.
Kenwood, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801; phone, 800-

536-9663; Web, www.kenwoodusa.com

NOTE All prices and product information are supplied by the
manufacturers. Dealer prices may vary.

JBL Ease tie stress
of rush hour by cranking up

the tunes with JBL's

Decade Series DA6502

car power ampl fier.

The 150 -watt stereo amp

features a variable bass

boost, a built-in crossover

with a Butterworth

alignment, a floating -ground

input for a factcry head

unit, and a high -output

MOSFET power supply.

Triple Threat Protection

Circuitry guards against

shorts, thermal -unaway,

and over-currert problems.

Gold-plated speaker
terminals and two line -level

and two speaker -level

inputs are provi Jed.

Price: $230. JBL, Dept. SR, 250

Crossways Park D-., Woodbury,

NY 11797; phone, 100-336-4525;

Web, rrww.jbl.com

Acoustic
Research
Tall cool one: The P428PS

powered tower from Acoustic

Research is a ported speaker

with an 8 -inch long -throw

rear -firing subwoofer driven

by a built-in 120 -watt ampli-

fier, an 8 -inch woofer, a 5 -

inch midrange and a 1 -inch

tweeter fitted with a wave -

guide. Frequency response is

given as 38 Hz to 20 kHz and

sensitivity as 90 dB. The
black ash or cherry cabinet

measures 411/2 x 91/2 x 111/2

inches. Price: S599.

Acoustic Research, Dept. SR,

535 Getty Ct., Benicia, CA 94510;

phone, 800-969-V48; Web,

www.acoustic-research.com

Optimus The Home Theater Power Cer ter from Radio
Shack's Optimus can help you avoid tripping over wires and ca-

bles crisscrossrrg your listening room floor. Up to six compo-
nents can be connected and left switched on. Tt e master pow-
er switch turns four of the outlats on or off; the other two are
unswitched for memory -equipped A/V gear. A phone line and
two pairs of coaxial lines can also be routed thrc ugh the Power
Center and take advantage of its protection against power
surges and spil.es. It also filters out electromagnetic and radio-
freqLency intererence (RFI). A 6 -foot cord is included. Price:
$1 OC. Optimus by Radio Shack, Cept. SR, 700 One -andy Center, Ft.

Worth, TX 76102; phone, 800-843-7422; Web, www.radioshock.com
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How does Sony raise the star
With the DVP-S7700,

so

N
0.39

The DVP-S7700 remote

features phosphorescent

keys for the principal

functions. Because not even

home theater enthusiasts

want to fumble around in

the dark.

No.4.

You're not just watching DVD

you re also watching television.

That's why the DVP-S7700

'emote also controls 38

orands of television plus the

Volume setting for 8 brands

of AN receivers

No. 59:

Admittedly. the DVP-S7700's

glass epoxy audio circuit

ooard is more expensive

is also more resistant to

seat and humidity. And

Sony goes further. The

:ircuit board uses copper

:races that. at 70 micrometers,

are twice as thick as

mnventional designs. You

get maximum conductivity

and minimum noise.

DNR PREV - NEXT

DTS

DVD/CD
lOttit VIDEO 0/R. CONVERTER

cum. csomaTE

'

O 0000O 00pp
O 00

MD

011011.1 MONO MP.,
fil/P

alal =SI =X 0
CP

Win 0 0

SONY
DVD

'" 33:
V'hen you're listening to

a CD, you're probably not

tt inking about the power

transformer. But you'll be

happy that the DVP-7700s

eigineers did. The rouna-

cure ("R -Core') power

transformer minimizes

him mechanical vibraticn

aid magnetic flux leakage.

No. 73:
DVD is a format rich with

options. But getting to the

ones you want can become

quite a chore. That's why the

DVP-S7700 incorporates our

DVD Navigator" remote

with Menu Disc." control

It gives you effortless

point -and -click operation

for both hardware and

software menus. And the

DVP-S7700 on -screen

displays feature new

multi -color icons for

easier recognition -

and easier operation.

`"66
In video, theres an eternal

struggle between the

ultimate in resolution

and the ultimate freedom

from picture noise. The

DVP-S7700 refuses to

compromise. Our

sophisticated Digital Video

Noise Reduction uses field

buffer memory to achieve

high -resolution pictures

remarkably free of noise.

`"-14:
Many second -generation

DVD players produce

disjointed images it high-

speed forward and reverse.

Powered by a 32 -bit RISC

microprocessor. Sony's

exclusive SmoothScan '

picture search addresses

the problem. So the

DVP-S7700 delivers a

smoother more natural flow

of images at high speed

and slow motion - in both

forward and reverse.

As added protection against

chassis bending and flexing.

the DVP-S7700 disc

transport is mounted in

the center. And the player's

aluminum front panel

blocks air -borne vibration.

".67.
To maximize channel

separation the left aid

right audio circuits are

designed in a twin

monaural configuration



Bard for DVD performance?
any number of ways.

IDEO CD
24bit 0/A CONVERTER

DVD
TITLE MENU RETURN

0

pTICAL PICK UP

Sony helped create the

international MPEG-2

digital video standard on

which DVD is based. Our

comprehensive knowledge

is evident in our MPEG-2

decoder design. It achieves

superb picture quality.

As you would expect with

a player of this caliber, the

DVP-S7700 incorporates a

copper -plated chassis to

reduce electromagnetic

interference. We also use

comer -plated chassis screws.

"32:
Multi -channel sound is a

world of multiple options.

That's why the DVP-S7700

offers digital pass -through

for both Dolby` Digital and

DTS' signals. Just connect

a superb decoder - such

as Sony's TA-E9000ES

Preamplifier - for the

full digital surround

sound treatment.

.1111111

.o.8,
Formed from high -carbon

iron casting, the DVP-S7700S

all -new isolating feet help

dampen shelf -borne

vibration. Even the location

of the screw holes helps.

They're off center b diffuse

resonant modes w thin the

feet themselves

\-62
Other players make y3u

search through menus for

the Dolby Digital or CTS

5.1 -channel sound tracks.

The DVP-S7700s Audio

Priority feature locates the

right data stream instantly

and plays it automatically.

For quick professional

access to each scene, we

created the Sony jog and

shuttle dial. This single

control enables you to

activate Frame Advance.

Slow Motion and High

Speed Search - in

forward and reverse.

ENTER

0
a

`D.78 -
The DVD-Video standard

offers linear PCM stereo at

up to 96 kHz sampling rate

and 24 -bit resolution. The

DVP-S7700 incorporates

96 kHz/24-bit c.pable

Digital -to -Analog converters

to reproduce sound with

clarity and detail.

No.qq.""
For those times when

you're not using the digital

outputs. the DPV-S7700

offers a special Digital -Off

mode. It reduces even the

slightest possibility of

interference with the analog

output stages.

q7." 
Sony s remarkable 12.5

MHz optical digital output

module delivers high

accuracy with amazingly

low jitter. The optical output

is complemented by a coax-

ial digital output for the

most precise digital -to -

digital interface.

OPEN/CLOSE

`"26:
The DVP-S7700 preserves

DVD video clan y with true

component video outputs

- Y/PB (B-Y)/Pp (R -Y).

You'll get the highest quality

connection to high -end video

projectors and monitors.

"76:
Vibration can affect the

audio circuits and the servo

system. Excess servo

voltages can also affect

the video and aucio quality.

For this reason. the

DVP-S7700 is bult upon

an anti -resonant Bulk

Molding Compound (BMC)

honeycomb base. It extends

the full width of the chassis

to steadfastly resin' vibration.

The DVP-S7700 also uses a

BMC disc tray to iurther

suppress resonance.

N" 11
The S -Link interface of

the DVP-S77D) -elps you

combine Sony audio and

video components to form

a superbly irlejrated

convenient %/sem

When you select a function.

Auto Power automatically

switches on the appropriate

equipment. When you

hit a Play bun' Auto

Function autuTtat cally

selects the appropriate

AN Receiver 3rd Television

inputs! The net effect: a

system that anticipates

virtually every need

As the first manufacturer

to recognize the .mportance

of 10 -bit Video Digital -to -

Analog Conveims Sony

was certain to :loose a

10 -bit converter or the

DVP-S7700. ligh-

performance 2' 1/1112

design renders dark -to -light

picture gradations closer to

the original mcvie master.

' 98:
Because video en-husiasts

require the utm)s-. in

flexibility. the D/P-S7700

also provides twc S -Video and

two composite video outputs

91:
DVD-Video players can

encompass three aiterent

linear PCM sampl ng

rates: 44.1 kHz (fo CD)

as wellas 48 anc 98 kHz

(for DVD). In orcer tc

deliver the full scni:

benefit. the DVP-S77100

analog low-pass fikei

automatically atte--Lat

at the right frequency for

each sampling rae. The

result? No matte- what

sampling rate is used.

you'll experience improved

signal-to-noise rate and

lower distortion.



5 more rea o choose the DVD Player that sets the Standard. 5 Free Discs.

Soh. I lectoonses
I !icily Ihnn,
Path likkjo. NJ 076.50
http Nwww.Sony.cOnlidad

HIE FIFTH ELEMENT

From our earliest work in DVD, Sony has understood that

Reference Standard hardware requires culling -edge software.

That's why we're obsessive about the audio and video quality

of DVD. II also explains why, when you buy a Sony

DVP-S7700 DVD Video Player

between now and January 31, 1999,

you'll receive five DVDs absolutely free

You II get the eye-opening

AVIA Home Theatre Set -Up Guide from Ovation

- the disc that helps you optimize your

system settings. You'll get the James Taylor DVD

Live at the Beacon Thedlet, a concert that was

conceived, recorded and produced specifically for the DVD

format. Arid you'll choose three movies from over 1,000

DVD titles available at NefFlix coml

(See your Sony retailer or www.sony.com/dvd

for complete details.)

I

The Sony DVP S7700 raises the standard for DVD

performance all impressive number of ways. This

flee disc offer adds five more.

PICKnix
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NEWPRODUCTS

ELITE

Me A  ;

1114 W di WI

Pioneer Laserdisc collectors won't be shut out of the
DVD revolution with the Pioneer Elite DVL-91 combi-player. It
also plays CDs and DVDs, including those with 96-kHz/24-bit
audio, as well as CD -Rs and CD-RWs. The DTS-compatible
player contains 10 -bit video and 20 -bit audio digital -to -analog

converters and features Dolby Virtual Surround sound based on

an SRS Labs TruSurround chip, which enables 3-D imaging us-
ing only two speakers. It also uses Pioneer's proprietary Legato
Link conversion process, said to restore frequencies above 20
kHz that are lost during d gital recording. It has two component -

video, two composite -video, and two S -video outputs and one
optical and two coaxial digital outputs. Price: $1,800. Pioneer,
Dept. SR, 2265 E. 220th St., Long Beach, CA 90810; phone, 800-746-6337;

Web, www.pioneerelectronics.com

ii

1111411110111-..._

411111aW

Polk Audio The CS -400 center -channel speaker
from Polk Audio is said to provide a near -perfect timbral match
with the company's main left/right speakers that also use Polk's
Dynamic Balance technology. It has a bass -reflex enclosure and

dual 61/2 -inch woofers flanking a 1 -inch trilaminate tweeter in a

cascaded array - one woofer plays only bass frequencies
while the other handles both the bass and midrange. Doi k 's
patented Power Port and Acoustic Resonance Control tech-
nologies are said to reduce distortion and port noise. Freq Jency

response is given as 60 Hz to 25 kHz -3 dB, sensitivity as 91
dB, and impedance as 8 ohms. The biampable CS -400 has two

sets of gold-plated five -way binding posts, and the cabinet, fin-
ished in black pebble -grain vinyl, measures 81/2 x 183/4 x 131/2

inches. Price: $450. Polk Audio, Dept. SR, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore,

MD 21215; phone, 800-377-7655; Web, www.polkaudio.com

TDK Homemade music
compilations on CD Ere mole

affordable than ever with

TDK's C D -Twin -R recordable

blank disc. Playable in all

home, personal, and car CD

players, the 74 -minute -long

CD -Twin is produced with

TDK's Reflex Mirror Tuning

technology and MSi

recording material for higher

reflectiv ty and sensitivity

than previous CD -R media. t

has a double -layer protective

system that is said to provide

50 percent more resistance

to physical damage. Price:

$8.99. TDK, Dept. SR, 12 Harbor

Park Dr., Port Washington.

NY 11050; phone, 800-835-8273;

Web, www.tdk.com

7,

Kinetic Claimed to
be one of the world's "most
powerful" in -wall speakers,

Kinetic Audio's Rex is rated

for maximum power handling

of 200 watts. It has a 12 -inch

polymer woofer, a 2 -inch

midrange, a 11/2 -inch

tweeter, and a variable, plug -

gable port. Frequency

response is given as 18 Hz to

22 kHz ±2.5 dB, sensitivity

as 91 dB, and nominal im-

pedance as 8 ohms. Mea-
suring 13 x 24 x 6 inches, the

Rex is available in standard

black, white, or natural oak

finishes as well as exotic

wood veneers. Price: $1,500

a pair. Kinetic Audio, Dept. SR,

P.O. Box 215, Arlington Heights, IL

60006; phone, 847-254-6556

BDI f you love home theater so much you think your equip-
ment belongs on a pedestal Becker Designed Inc. (BDI) offers
the next best thing: tt- e Odeon Collection of NV furniture. The
Model 7200 (below left, 5625) has three tempered -glass
shelves, and the top shelf can hold up to 200 pounds -
enough for a 35 -inch V. The Model 7201 (right, $750) has four

shelves and a top -shelf limit of 175 pounds. The lower shelves
of both models can each f old 90 pounds and have usable
depths o' 18 inches. Cptiona casters with brakes are available.
The pieces are finished in maple or cherry wood veneers. Becker

Designed nc., Dept. SR, 14101 Parke Long Ct., Chantilly, VA 20151;

phone, 800-428-2881; Web, www.bdiusa.com



Bose For sound that's anything but square, Bose has in-
corporated its third generation of satellite speaker "cubes," the
smallest ever, into the Acoustimass 15 six -piece home theater
system. The set comprises five 61/4 -inch -tall satellites in rotat-

ing dual -cube arrays and a powered bass modLle measuring 14
x 233/4 x 71/2 inches. Each satellite contains a pair of 21/2 -inch

drivers, while the bass module houses two 51/4 -inch long -throw
drivers. The front speakers can handle up to 2C0 watts of pow-

er, the surrounds 100 watts. A separate low -frequency effects
(LFE) output from an AN receiver can be directly connected to
the Acoustimass module. The system is available in black or
white. Price: $1,399. Bose. Dept. SR, The Mountain, Framingham, MA

01701; phone, 800-444-2673; Web, www.bose.com

Escient Hate hunting through piles of CDs to find that
one song you just have to hear? The Escient TuneBase Pro MK -

I controller, which connects to a TV and CD changer, provides a
graphical interface that lets you search your collection by artist,

album title, song title, or musical style with a wireless keyboard
and remote control (not shown). The system displays CD cover

art from a database and contains information on 250,000 discs,
with software upgrades available by modem. The TuneBase can

control most high -capacity CD changers and has one RS -232
port for bidirectional external control by a computer. Price:
$4,000. Escient, Dept. SR, 12955 Old Meridian St.. Carmel, IN 46032;

phone, 800-372-4368; Web, www.escient.com

Sony Switching
tapes in your personal

stereo while on the go

is a snap with Sony's CD -IT

cassettes, which feature

a slide -out case for easier

access than typical
hinged cases. The tapes

are colored red for

normal -bias and blue for

high -bias. Both types

come in 74-, 90-, and

120 -minute lengths and

are priced at $1.19, $1.29,

and $2.19, respectively,

for normal -bias and $2.19,

$2.59, and $2.89 for

high -bias. Sony, Dept. SR,

1 Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656;

phone, 800-222-7E69;

Web, www.seLsony.com

Standesign
Rack 'em up! The Fat Boy

A4 component rack from

Standesign features a thick

tubular frame, finished in

"black pearl" (S399) or

stainless steel ($599), that

holds four glass shelves.

It stands 36 inches tall,
and there are 63/4 inches

of usable space between
each 173/4 -inch -wide shelf.

A taller six -shelf model

and a wider horizontal three -

shelf AN modal are also

available. standesign,

Group Madsen L'd., Dept.

SR, 1723 Adams St. NE,

Minneapolis, MN 55413; phone,

800-811-9757

Snell The XA 90ps
tower speaker from Snell

features a controlled -disper-

sion passive section
comprising a 1 -inch tweeter,

two 21/2 -inch upper -midrange

drivers, and two 61/2 -inch

lower -midrange drivers, plus

dual 10 -inch subwoofers
powered by a built-in 300 -

watt amplifier. Measuring
541/2 x 11 x 191/2 inches, the

speaker comes in black -

painted oak or cherry veneer.

Price: $7,000 a pair.
Snell Acoustics, Dept. SR, 143

Essex St., Haverhill, MA 01832;

phone, 978-373-6114; Web,

www.snellacoustics.com
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Use the new Sony Card and rn the things you buy into everything Sony.

Workaholics take note: make some time for play. Earn Sony Points toward movies, music,

electron.cs and games with the Sony Card from Citibank.There's no annual fee. Come on, live a

little. For 3 mld time, call 1800 748 -SONY 4o apply Or visit our website, wv,wsonvrnmi:onvcard

The Sony Card Fr r The official currency of playtime:"

movies

music

electronics

games

01998 (Sash Dakota). NA Member FIX eClan condemns and cyclotrons may guly.For details reendre how )10l! can accumulate and use Sony Pants. please see the Drrertory cf 'ieryter that .+Mbe sent to you along will your Son/ Card Tare Sony C. 6 owed to
Cuban, (South ota). NA Or 1998 Sony Electron. In Reproduction n yrnole ar n part rolixart ...erten permsan es prehOrted Al nets reserved Sony Sony Cad and 'the Arai currency ce' Orem& art trademarksof Sorts



16 mg "tar," 1.1 mg nicotine cy. per cigarette by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Comp icate Pregnancy.

Philp Morris Inc. 1998
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DVD-Audio vs. SACD
Some major players deny it, but all signs point toward a
rumble in the audio jungle. by GORDON BROCKHOUSE

THERE MIGHT BE ENOUGH room
in the world for one high -resolution
multichannel music format, but do we
really need two? That's a question
you're likely to hear from more and
more audio fans this year as both DVD-
Audio and Super Audio CD make their
debuts.

Not only will there be two formats,
but the hardware and software for both
could start popping up in stores at
around the same time, confusing
people already weary from sort-
ing out DVD-Video from Divx
and DTV from HDTV. A pro-
tracted debate over copy protec-
tion could force the introduction
of DVD-Audio, now planned for
the first part of 1999, to be de-
layed as late as summer - or
within weeks of the scheduled
U.S. introduction of Super Audio
CD (SACD). At this writing, in
mid -November, there's still plenty
of time before either format is
due out, and a lot could change
by then, but it looks like we're
heading into that treacherous ter-
ritory known as a format war.

The WG-4 - the industry
group responsible for cobbling
together the DVD-Audio specifi-
cations - is taking a conciliato-
ry approach. Asked if a war was
looming, WG-4 member Jordan
Rost responded, "I hope not." He
said there is no technical reason
why Sony's Direct Stream Digi-
tal (DSD) technology, on which SACD
is based, can't be incorporated into
DVD-Audio. But it would be optional
and not mandatory, and for SACD spon-
sors Sony and Philips, there's the rub.

Both Sony and Philips are WG-4
members, but they broke ranks with the
group because they were concerned
about backward compatibility with ex-
isting CDs. Both companies also be-
lieve that PCM (pulse -code modula-
tion), the technology behind DVD-Au-

dio, has reached its limits and that DSD
represents the audio future.

Contending that DVD-Audio and
SACD are very different platforms,
Sony spokesman Marc Finer called talk
of a format war irresponsible and pre-
mature. "DVD-Audio is positioned as
an extension of DVD-Video, with the
long-term goal of merging with DVD-
Video," he maintained. "Super Audio
CD is an extension of the CD platform.

resolution multichannel playback. Even
if both camps bent over backward to
market around each other - which is
unheard of - they would still find
themselves butting heads.

Also, more and more people are let-
ting their CD players collect dust, opt-
ing instead to play back CDs on their
DVD players. Machines that play both
DVD-Audio and -Video discs should
reach stores right around the time sales
of DVD-Video players hit their stride,
and these "universal" machines should
be able to ride their video brothers'
coattails. As the number of DVD play-
ers in use grows, backward compatibili-
ty diminishes as an issue.

Finally, only the canine branch of the
audiophile market is likely to be able to
distinguish between the subtleties of

the two formats. Sony and Phil-
ips might push SACD more to-
ward the high end, while DVD-
Audio, like DVD-Video, comes
out of the gate as a mass -market
format. In fact, however, both
formats are capable of audio-
phile -quality sound.

No matter how you cut it, you
have two similar technologies
vying for the same small piece of
turf. That's a format war.

SUPER AUDIO CD
While Sony supports the DVD format,
the pure audio market is not going to
disappear. With SACD, we can pro-
mote the highest -quality sound for both
the general market and the audiophile
community."

Sony and Philips might say that
they're not trying to pick a fight, but
consider the scenario: Only a small
proportion of the people who own au-
dio equipment have systems capable of
multichannel playback, let alone high -

The Hard Sell
Promoting higher resolution is
probably not such a great way to
get people to flock to either for-
mat -a fact some record labels
and hardware manufacturers are
acutely aware of. While Bill Al-
len, director of new technology
for BMG Entertainment, thinks
96-kHz/24-bit DVD-Audio re-
cordings sound great, he added,
"The general public is not bang-
ing down our doors for a better -
than -CD experience. We recog-

nize that as a mass marketer."
On the other hand, Paul West, vice

president of studio operations, engi-
neering and quality assurance, for Uni-
versal Music Group, believes "it's mul-
tichannel that is really going to propel
DVD-Audio." He's probably right.
Nay -sayers raise the specter of quadra-
phonic (four -channel) sound's ignomi-
nous crash and burn in the 1970s, but
after years of hearing surround sound-
tracks in movie and home theaters,
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Definitive's Bipolar
Superspeakers

Triumph in Triple
STeaker- of -the -Year
Grand Prix Victory!

`Just like our new flagship BP3000m, the award -winning BP2000m,
BP2002 and BP2004 all combine our revolutionary bipolar technology
with built-in powered subs for extraordinary music and home theater!"
"I would choose these speakers
for myself' -Julian Him h. Stereo Review

If you're looking for the finest sounding
music and home theater speakers available,
listen and you'll agree that Definitive's
bipolar powered towers are clearly your
obvious choice. Our unprecedented triple
Grand Prix triumph absolutely confirms
what the world's top reviewers all know:
Definitive loudspeakers sound the best!

"Bipolar Superspeakers"
- Brent Butterworth. Home Theater

Experts agree that bipolar loudspeakers are
sonically superior to all others for both music
and home theater. In fact, top expert Brent
Butterworth wrote, "Bipolar systems are as
close as we've come to finding the Holy Grail."

Unlike conventional loudspeakers, all of
Definitive's revolutionary bipolars have two
sets of precision drivers which radiate sound
front and rear in an omnidirectional pattern
exactly the way sound is produced naturally.

The sonic benefits are dramatic, recreating
a remarkable room -filling three-dimensional
soundfield which is the closest thing to being
there. In addition the wide dispersion benefits
of bipolar technology, assure every listener of
superb sound wherever they sit or stand.

Definitive's magnificent BP2Ouun, BP2002 and BP2004 Home Theater
Systems will make the 'Jolts of your room seem to disappear and you'll

actually feel like .vou re right at the concert or literally part of the movie.

See our dealer list on page 28

"ThLs slanunin' system will probably
kill any others you've heard"

-Brent Butterworth, Horne Theater

With their awesome built-in high powered
subwoofers, the BP2000hl ($1499 ea. with
15" sub and 500 watt amp), BP2002 ($999 ea.
with 12" sub and 125 watts) and BP2004
($749 ea. with 10" and 125 watts) will all
achieve a unique combination of delicate
musicality and thunderous power for music
and movie perfection in your home.

"Has given me that special thrill
that usually costs ten or more times
its price to obtain"

Julius Ihrsch, Stereo Renew

In addition to their totally unsurpassed sonic
performance, Definitive's powered towers also
deliver absolutely unequalled value. And when
you combine them with our perfectly timbre -
matched center channels and surrounds, you
will have a Dolby Digital' and DI'S' ready home
theater system which, to quote Video Magazine,
"will make you literally feel like you're part of
the movie." You must experience these Grand
Prix Award -winning superspeakers today!

nitive Tech
"The Leader in High-Perfonnonce Loudspeakers

I I-133 Cmnridge Dr.  Suite k  Using, \ ID 1111-(-110, 363-7145

Visit us at http://v,sv..detinitiseiech.com



TECHNOLOGY UPDATE Definitive Technology®
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers

we're all used to music and sound com-
ing at us from all directions. Hearing
music -only recordings in surround
seems almost second nature now.

If that all sounds sensible enough,
get ready for another dose of reality:
most of the initial DVD-Audio and
SACD releases will be in stereo, not
surround. Audiophile label Telarc, for
instance, is recording about four al-
bums per month in DSD, but all in two
channels. Michael Bishop, Telarc's
manager of technical services, said that
there was only one Philips multichan-
nel DSD recorder in North America,
and it was being shared between many
labels. Telarc has a number of major
multichannel classical albums lined up,
he told me - for the year 2000.

Some DSD recordings are already
available, but on CD. Mobile Fidelity
(another audiophile label) is remaster-
ing albums using a modified Studer an-
alog tape player and a Sony DSD re-
corder. This "GAIN 2" system down -
converts the DSD sampling rate of 2.8
MHz to 44.1 kHz for CD, but the 2.8 -
MHz DSD master can still be used for
an SACD version when the time comes.

Echoing Telarc, MoFi plans to release
its first SACDs in two channels. "But
anything's possible," according to John
Wood, its director of new technology.

Some multichannel recordings are
being done, though, such as those by
MCA Nashville producer Tony Brown,
who's said to exploit very precise posi-
tioning of the vocalists, combined with
a more traditional approach to the loca-
tion of the instruments.

Rost said he expects the first big
DVD-Audio software push to come late
in 1999. Some of the titles will be new

releases from major artists, others nee
mixes of existing recordings. But he
warned that it will be a couple of years
before studios have the necessary re-
cording and mastering equipment to
make a significant number of multi-
channel DVD-Audio recordings.

Lines in the Sand
It takes a scorecard to keep track of all
the roster changes and additions as the
DVD-Audio and SACD camps become
better defined. At Audio Expo '98 in
Tokyo last October, Sony, Philips, On-
kyo, and Sharp all participated in an

We Are Not Alone
EVER BEFORE IN JAPAN HAS SO MUCH PROMISE about new audio
formats been met with so little enthusiasm by so many people. The re-
cession has had a negative impact on sales of audio/video products,

with consumers instead spending their limited funds on non -AN gear like cell
phones and computers.

Philips's recent introduction of three new CD recorders highlights another
hurdle. While interest in CD -R is on the upswing, people are wondering just
how many audio technologies engineers have on the drawing board. Con-
sumers feel overwhelmed by a kind of music -format future shock and are even
more inclined to wait and see than they were when DCC and MiniDisc went
head -to -head at the beginning of the decade.

Denon, Kenwood, Onkyo, Sharp, and, significantly, Philips and Sony voiced
support for both DVD-Audio and SACD at Tokyo's Audio Expo in October.
However, JVC, Pioneer, Toshiba, and Matsushita (Panasonic and Technics in
the U.S.) are supporting only DVD-Audio - at least for now. This might seem
to tip the scales toward DVD-Audio, but home theater has never really caught
on in Japan. Most houses and apartments are too small, so multichannel au-
dio doesn't have the same appeal here that it does in America. Backward
compatibility gives SACD the advantage.

Sony's hard-won success with MiniDisc showed that it has what it takes to
get SACD accepted by both consumers and the music industry. The company
plans to include the new format in everything from components to rack sys-
tems to portable players. Portables are especially important in a nation of
commuters. SACD will probably be the strongest performer in the general au-
dio market, with DVD-Audio holding its own with multichannel home theater
systems. The laurels will likely go to whoever is swiftest in getting products to
market and in gaining the support of the recording industry. - Bryan Harrell
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Authorized Dealers
tt- Alaska Audio Juneau. Pyramid Anchorage
- Cohen's Electronics Montgomery. Kincaid's TV: Tuscaloosa

kis Audio: B,rmingham. Palm Audis Video 1untsville
ip- Custom Audio Video Little mock
Jerry's Audio Video. Phoenix:, Tucson. ScPsdale

ound Pro Flostaff Warehouse Electronics Yuma.
CA- Access to Music Larkspur. Accurate AN: S Lake Tahoe.
Ahead Stereo. Los Angeles. Audio Concepts Long Beach, San Gabriel.
Bay Area Audi) San JoseBools Kamen Fresno. Christopher Hansen
West A.Coas: Home Ent. Atascadero. Creative Stereo Santa Barbara.
David Rutledge Audio Palm De.9.d. le Audio Berkeley. Digital Ear
Tustir. Dow Stereo Video San Degah Suburbs, La Jolla, El Cam,
Chula Vista, Escondido. Dynamic Entertainment Danville.
Lee's Home Theater Visalia. Monterey Stereo Monterey.
Paradyme Sacramento. Perlom ems Audio: San Francisco.
Shelley's Steeeo Video. Santa Monica. Wood'and Hills
S stems Design Redondo Bead'. Vtleotek Westminster

- Soundtrack Denver & Suburbs. Boulder, Ft Collins
Coloradoorado Springs
Gi- Al Frank! n's Greenwich. Audio ttc ()raga
Carstons StereoNideo Danbury. Roberts Audio Video New
Lonoun The Sound Room Wesiportl. Stereo Shop: Hartford.

Ain - Myer -Elmo.
i 1 oneWilmington

- Absolute Sound Wintor Part. Audio Advice of NW Florida
ensacolaAudio Advisors West Pair Beach Audio Center: Deerfield

Beach. The Aediohouse Vero Beach. Cooper lor Stereo Clearwater.
Hoyt Stereo Jacksonville. Palm Audio Destin. Sound Components.
Coral Gables. Sound Ideas: Gairesvide. Sound Insights Ft Pierce.
Sound Waves Lakeland. Stereotypes: Dayton Beach
.0- Laser Disc Enterprises:AtlantaNerd TV:Columbus.
Stereo Connections Valdosta. Stereo Festival: Atlanta.
HI- Honoldu Home Theater. Hogolu a

rg. Ullimwe Electronics Cedar Rapids. Des Moines.
Archer Audio Video. Ft. Dodge. AudeVideo Logic: Des Moines*
Audio Visions Sioux City. Hawbeye Audio Iowa City, Cedar Falls.
Reniar's Dubuque.
I - Ultimate Electronics Boise. WiseBuy Idaho Falls.

Absolute Audio Rockford. United Audio ...:enters Chicago &
ubdirbs. Good Vibes Champaign. Jon's Home Ctr. Quincy.

Sound Forum: Crystal Lake* Steling Electronics Sterling
ill- Classic Stereo: Ft Wayne, Mishawaka. K ngs Great Buys
Evansville. Ovation Audio: ClarlGvills. Indianapolis Lafayette
tt_S- Accent Stud Overland Pa lx' Advance Audio Wichita.
Audio Junction Junction City. Manhattan

Ovation Audio Lexington, bouisvile
- Altermar Audio Metairie. Wet Audio Baton Rouge.

Wright'sr Sound Gallery: Shreveport
MA- Goodwin Audio: Boston, Strewlbury Nantucket Sound. Hyannis.
Erthamplon Audio Northampton. Pfttsfield Radio:Pittsfield
KO- Gramophone: Baltimore. Eicon City. Myer-Emco Gaithersburg.
Beltsville, Rorkville. Soundscape: Balimore
MI- Contemporary Audio. Okemps. Pecar's .DetroitYfroy
Classical Jars Holland. Sound kith ron Mtn  Stereo Center FRAY.
Flin, Court S. Listening Room: Sagrew.
MN Audio King Minneapolis & Suburbs. Rochester. St. Cloud.
Audio Designs Winona
MO- Independence AN: Independer. RMS. Springfield.
Sound Central St Louis.
M_S Ideal Acoustics: Starkville. Md. clland TV:Hattiesburg.PlayersMd.AN Ridgeland.
SAAT- Rocky Mt. Hi Fi Great Falls
NC' Audis Video Systems Cha lotteAudio Visions Wilmington.
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"If you want truly incredible
speakers at an unbelievable
price, run and get this system:"

-Jeff Cherun, Home Theater Magazine

Definitive's remarkable $799 ProCinema
sab/sat system features:
 Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance

for Music and Home Theater Perfection
 125 -Watt Powered 10" Subwoofer
 Cast -Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
 Optional Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
 Dolby AC -3* Ready
 In Black or White

Home Theater Magazine raves:

-Fully awesome...close to
perfection...clearly sets a new
standard for sub/sat systems"
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
SACD demo. Meanwhile. Panasonic.
JVC, Pioneer, Samsung, and Yamaha
reaffirmed their commitment to the
DVD-Audio camp. Denon and Onkyo
showed prototype SACD/DVD-Audio
players, giving showgoers a glimpse of
the likely audio future. Pioneer, Sam-
sung, Panasonic, JVC, and Toshiba have
already demonstrated prototype DVD-
Audio players, while Marantz has shown
an SACD prototype.

Sony and Philips continue to stand
by their original announcement that
SACD will appear in the U.S. in the fall
of 1999. The DVD-Audio group hoped
to have hardware and software on the
market in January, but that seems un-
likely at this writing. The bugaboo is
copy protection. Rost said an "aggres-
sive target" would be to have an agree-
ment hammered out by the end of
1998. If that came to pass, it would still
take months for manufacturers to incor-
porate the technology, suggesting a
late -spring introduction at the earliest.
West, however, didn't think the WG-4
would arrive at a consensus until spring.
That would then push the DVD-Audio
launch dangerously close to SACD's
scheduled introduction.

A number of copy -protection propos-

als are on the table. The recording in-
dustry would prefer a system where the
digital content on the disc is encrypted.
This would allow the protection to work
on any future systems where compo-
nents are connected on a digital signal
bus, most likely Firewire (IEEE -1394).
Only digital components manufactured
in accordance with the protocol would
be able to decrypt the data. A preampli-
fier, for instance, might be allowed to
play a disc, but a recorder wouldn't be
allowed to make a copy. The system
would allow record companies to permit
limited recording if they wish.

Initially, decryption, decoding, and
digital -to -analog conversion of DVD-
Audio discs will be done inside the
players, which will be connected to oth-
er components through analog outputs.
Nothing would prevent copying a disc
on an analog recorder or on a digital re-
corder through its analog inputs.

The DVD Forum would like to use
"digital watermarking" to place signals
within the program material that would
also be transferred to analog copies and
digital copies made from an analog sig-
nal. (Sony and Philips have already fi-
nalized the watermarking technology for
SACD.) Future digital recorders would

detect these embedded signals and refuse
to copy protected material.

Listening tests will be conducted be-
fore a system is ratified to make sure the
watermarking process is inaudible. Man-
ufacturers want a system that's easy and
inexpensive to implement and easy for
consumers to use. The music companies
want a robust system that can't be easily
hacked.

Peace in Our Time
Can war be avoided? Many see hybrid
SACD/DVD-Audio players as the best
way out. These players will probably
be expensive initially, but mass accep-
tance of DVD should bring the cost
down fairly soon. Some software com-
panies will likely release titles in both
formats. Telarc, for instance, hasn't ruled
out the possibility of downconverting
DSD recordings to high -resolution PCM
and releasing them on DVD-Audio.

At press time, prospects for reconcil-
iation appeared dim. "I think there are
going to be two formats," said MoFi's
Wood. West, of Universal, agreed that
"a format war is possible," but he pre-
dicted that the recording industry would
pressure both sides to come together, as
happened with DVD-Video.

 2x 100 w/ch. into 8i2

 full function remote
100% symetrical
circuitry

 preamp output

 high current capability

 modular construction

 digital volume readout

 balanced input

 solid aluminum machined
remote control

amplifier CAP -So

Perfect match for the CAP -80:  dual 20 bit PCM 1702 DAC's
 HDCD filter
 single -ended and balanced outputs
 7512 SP/DIF digital out
 solid aluminum machined remote control

Classe 5070 Francois-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada HaT IB3
Tel.: (514) 636-6384  Fax: (514) 636-1428  www.classeaudio.com
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RECOMMENDED NEW TITLES AND CLASSIC REISSUES BY RAD BENNETT

LOST IN SPACE
You have to wonder what the target audi-
ence was for 1998's elaborate Lost in Space,
since its overall G -rated attitude was laced
with enough adult language and situations

75).
Lost in Space: Who's in danger now, pal?

to earn the movie a PG -13 rating. Still, it's
fun to watch the special effects and Gary
Oldman's effective, over -the -top perfor-
mance as Dr. Zachary Smith. And the DVD
edition, offered in New Line's features -
laden Platinum Series, is brimming with ex-
tras: full -motion menus (with a cool pre-
view option), a trailer, a music video, delet-
ed scenes, complete filmographies of the
cast (including scenes from other New Line
movies), two separate screen -specific com-
mentary tracks, two featurettes (The Future
of Space Travel and Building the Special
Effects), and an episode -by -episode syn-
opsis of the original TV series, including
interviews with some of its stars. If that's
not enough, put the disc in a DVD-ROM
drive and you can display the shoot-
ing script (with links to the movie)
as well as play five interactive
games. The movie and the extras
are presented in state-of-the-art
video, and the sound gave my new
Paradigm subwoofer a real test,
which it passed with flying colors.
One-sided dual -layer; English, Dolby

Digital 5.1; English subtitles; closed -

captioned; letterbox (2.35:1); 130 min

(feature). New Line Home Video. 524.98.

AMERICAN GRAFFITI
George Lucas's 1973 valentine to the
early 1960s is one of the most enduring
period movies of all time. The THX
digital transfer for Universal's 25th -
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across

anniversary Special Edition DVD may seem
dark to some, but according to the director's
commentary, that's the way he conceived
and shot the movie. If you have your moni-
tor and your room lighting properly adjust-

ed, a wealth of details will
emerge from a rich picture
that is never muddy or
murky. Furthermore, as dis-
cussed in the nearly 80 -
minute documentary on the
making of American Graffiti,
the movie broke ground in
drawing on rock & roll clas-
sics, with each song careful-
ly chosen to comment on a
particular vignette and mixed
to seem as if it was emerging
from the scene. It all comes

quite clearly in the beautifully
processed matrix surround.
One-sided dual -layer; English, Dolby Digital two-

chaneel matrix surround; French, Dolby Digital

two -channel mono; Spanish subtitles; closed -

captioned; letterbox (2.35:1); 112 min (feature).
Uni I Home Video, $34.98.

WILD THINGS
It's pointed and nasty at times - and cer-
tainly steamy, with Neve Campbell and De-

nise Richards wearing little, to cope
with the Florida heat. But 1998's

The Wild Bunch (from
left): Dillon. Campbell.

Richards. Bacon

Wild Things, also starring Kevin Bacon and
Matt Dillon, is always intriguing, a fresh
visit to the genre of noir mysteries. And the
DVD edition is a dream. With its long shots
and pans, this is the kind of title that could
have given first -generation DVD players a
fit, but I don't see a trace of digital artifacts.
George S. Clinton's Cajun -tinged jazz score
is exceptionally well reproduced; perhaps
that's why he is included in the commen-
tary track along with director John Mc -
Naughton, editor Elena Maganini, and pro-
ducers Rodney Liber and Steven A. Jones.
You also get outtakes plus trailers for both
Wild Things and Starship Troopers (in which
Richards also appears). Tip: Don't do the
home -video equivalent of leaving during
the credits by switching them off or head-
ing for the kitchen. You'll miss some very
important revelations.
Two-sided; English, Dolby Digital 5.1; English and
French, Dolby Digital two -channel matrix surround;

English and French subtitles; closed -captioned;

letterbox (2.35:1) and pan -and -scan; 108 min

(feature). Columbia TriStar Home Video, $29.98.

SEVEN SAMURAI
When Akira Kurosawa died in September,
the film world lost a man whom many con-
sidered its finest director. But his work, as
they say, will live forever. And now you can

see 1954's Seven Samurai, arguably his
greatest achievement (and surely the
greatest samurai film), in all its glory
on Criterion's new DVD. From high-
ly contrasted, carefully framed close-
ups to the legendary climactic battle

scenes, each black -and -white im-
age is sharp and clean. A sup-
plemental section on Criterion's
restoration process for the film
shows the before -and -after dif-
ference. The restored soundtrack
is also very good, presenting Fu-
mio Hayasaka's score much more
accurately than might be expected
from a 40 -year -old source. Extras
include the original U.S. trailer
and an informative English com-
mentary track by Japanese film ex-
pert Michael Jeck.
One-sided dual layer, Jap , Dolby

Digital one -channel mono; English subtitles;
1.33:1; 203 min (feature). Criterion, $39.98.



>»Introducing the new Toshiba DVD player with DTS Compatible Digital Output and Built -In Dolby Digital Decoding.
The balance of power in home entertainment has just shifted.

WATCH TOSHIBX

When you look past the sleek design
of our SD -3108 DVD player, you'll
find a combination of features and
performance that quite literally
redefine DVD technok,gy. For instance,
ColorStream' Component Video Outputs
and 3D DNR Video Noise Reduction -
for unsurpassed richness of color and
image clarity. Which is complemented

by a 24-bit/96 kHz sampling rate -
for a finer, more richly textured sound
than you've ever experienced. Even
the system's ergonomic design is
beyond comparison. right down to the
backlit, preprogrammed universal remote.
All of this, in one remarkable DVD player.
Obviously, home entertainment will never
be the same again.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
www.toshiba.com

1-800-631-3811
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Digital -Ready Receivers
n 1 recently purchased a Pro Logic re-

 ceiver that has a sticker on the front
that reads "5.1 -channel input for Dolby
Digital (AC -3)." What does this mean?
Would I have to add a digital decoder boy
for true digital sound? Jon Seely

Darien, IL

A Yes. Some older surround sound re-
 ceivers have a Dolby Pro Logic de-

coder and five distinct amplifier channels,
rather than sharing one channel between the
two surround speakers the way the earliest
Pro Logic receivers did. They rarely allow
external devices to feed those channels,
however. Ever since the advent of 5.1 -chan-
nel digital surround sound, though, some
five -channel Pro Logic receivers have in-
cluded six -channel inputs for decoded Dol-
by Digital (or DTS) signals so that you can
add an external decoder rather than upgrade
the whole works. Signals for the five main
speakers (front left, center, and right plus
left and right surround) go to the receiver's

corresponding amp channels, while the
LFE (low -frequency -effects) signal goes to
the subwoofer output (or a line output if
there's no dedicated sub output). You can
do the same thing with a DVD player that
has an internal Dolby Digital decoder.

Getting to the Bottom
QMy DVD player has a built-in Dolby
m Digital decoder with six -channel out-

puts. To my dismay, my "Dolby Digital -
ready" receiver has only five inputs, with
no LFE input. I am not sure that lam miss-
ing much from not connecting this line at
all, as the sound is still very good. Still,
what are my options? Mitch Potts

Garden Grove, CA

A If it sounds good nov., why mess
Plim with it? But if you want that extra
oomph, just use the LFE output on your
DVD player to feed a powered subwoofer.
The sub would only work in Dolby Digital
mode, of course, and you'd have to find a

convenient way to control bass level (the
controls on the subwoofers themselves are
usually hard to reach), but it might well be
worth a bit of experimentation.

DAC Differences
n Recently l t'citited to test the effect of
Ws feeding the coaxial digital output of
my CD player into the coaxial input of my
receiver. I was expecting that the digital
connection would improve the sound. but I
was surprised to find that the sound became
much worse. Does this mean that the re-
ceiver's digital -to -analog converter (DAC)
is far inferior to the one in the CD player?

Michael Lim
Hong Kong

A Not necessarily - neither DAC may
PI\ ei be inferior in any absolute sense. In
fact, if the receiver's DAC is truly "much
worse," I'd bet that the receiver is defective
in some way (or some control you aren't
aware of has been activated). Stereo Re -

mu, ma me Dna?
5110P, WU WEN MO
"With the FUCKS ON DiSCtriple guarantee, I can finally collect all those great movies I always wanted on

LaserDisc and DVD. And they spoiled me with the most personalized service in the Biz. I can't lose." -Bob

Save big on THOUSANDS of choice LaserDiscs and DVD's. New/Preowned/Closeout.

Fully guaranteed and absolutely primo. You'd swear tFey were factory fresh...lots are.

Most unique on-line, real-time website. Guaranteed availability when you shop.

 We pay top dollar for your unwatched LD's an DVD's. We'll even split the freight.

Low cost shipping. On -time arrival guaranteed, or you don't pay shipping.

Brand name DVD players: Great prices, selection and advice. "'"EARLY 2,000

AT THE BEST PRICES

Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express, checks. NEW DVD TITLES AVAILABLE)

\ NAFRICAS MOVIF STORE

Call 1-800-4364140
LA Area 818-374-4848

FAX 818-374-4849 www.flirksondiscrom

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES, BUT HURRY,

SOMETIMES IT'S STRICTLY CATCH -OF -THE -DM
ALLOWED

Title LD/DVD Condition Retail Our Price

The Birdcage (letterbox) LD New 539.98 S9.98

Get Shorty (letterbox, AC -3) LD New S34.98 S9.98

Charles Bronson Western Collection LD New S99.98 524.98

Indiana Jones Temcle of Doom (ltbx) LD U/Xlnt 529.99 512.99

Blues Brothers Collector's Edition DVD U/Xlnt S34.98 519.99

We're Open 24 Hours a Day, Seven Days a Week: People, Fox, Website, E -Mail. Staff Hogs 7AM to 9PM M -F, 8AM to 6PM Sat & Sun PST



view's receiver tests have shown the differ-
ences between receiver and CD -player
DACs to be small and, at worst, barely au-
dible at normal playback levels.

MiniDisc Editing
n I am interested in transferring old
%am records and tapes to MiniDisc, inter-
spersed with microphone comments, and
using the pause control to edit as I go. I
don't want the recorder to create a new
track number every time the record -pause
control is activated, but my local dealers
can't find a machine that will do what I
want. Can you help? James Hohmann

Ithaca, NY

A I can't pretend to have played with
M. every MiniDisc recorder on the mar-
ket, but all of the ones I have used will do
as you say, create a new track every time
you pause during recording. That doesn't
matter most of the time, since the disc just
continues playback regardless of what the
readout says. If it is a problem for you,
though, you should be able to use the
deck's "combine" editing function to turn
two consecutive tracks into one.

VCR Inputs
QI have owned a pair of hi-fi VCRs for

m some years, using one for TV and the
other for FM, connected through an exter-
nal -source input. I now want to buy a third
recorder but have not been able to find one
with such a connection, and salesmen I
have asked don't seem to know about it.
Where can I find a recorder with the proper
input? Frank K. Edmondson

Bloomington, IN

A This may simply be a matter of ter-
IME minology, because in more than 20
years of messing with VCRs. I've never en-
countered one - especially a VHS Hi-Fi
model - that didn't have line inputs and
outputs of some form. Not all have dupli-
cate sets of inputs, switchable from the re-
mote control, that would allow you to use
the machine both for dubbing video and for
recording from an FM tuner with minimum
fuss, but many models do. Many also have
a second set of jacks on the front panel to
facilitate the connection of a camcorder for
editing the vacation videos. This set can be
used for other sources as well. If your deal-
ers aren't aware of these facts, you might be
putting your trust in the wrong places.

Price effective December 22 thru
January 29, 1999
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In -Wall Speaker Pair
The ideal addition to any home
theater system. Features 1"
pivotal tweeter, 8" polycone
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Order
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Almost See
Designed For Your Choices
In Home Entertainment
Make your home theater system ',Jock
to the sounds cf music, movies, sports
and more with Phase Technology, your
speaker solution.

Introducing thy Premier Collection
Model PC -500s They offer dramatic
new styling, high performance and
built-in powered subwooters.

With bold col., choices and a
space -saving footprint, these
speakers elirnir ate the need for
a separate sub.

$- 199$ Phase Technology Corp

See the Model PC-SOOs at your
Phase TechncJogy dealer to audition
sounc so real you almost see it.

TECHNOLOGY
it ',pleb Speaker Sciatic as

1 -188 -PHASE TK

www.phasetech.com



DAVID RANADA

Educational Truancy
I PLAYED HOOKY last night. Blowing
off one of the myriad industry schmooze-
fests that take place this time of year (ear-
ly November) - the kind of event where
you stand around with a drink in your
hand trying not to look as bored as the
other people standing around with drinks
in their hands - I went to what I might
have to describe to my boss as a "listen-
ing -standards recalibration symposium."
In other words, I went to a live concert.

It was the Juilliard Orchestra playing,
in Avery Fisher Hall (named after one of
the audio industry's founding fathers), an
extremely ambitious program of 20th -
century masterpieces. It opened with De-
bussy's Jeux, continued with Ligeti's very
beautiful Atmospheres (the music used in
the Star Gate sequence of 2001: A Space
Odyssey) and ended with Messiaen's
spectacular Turangalfla Symphony, com-
plete with enlarged percussion section,
acres of heavy brass, fiendishly difficult
piano solos and, just to send it over the
top, the weirdly expressive cries of an
Ondes Martenot, an early electronic syn-
thesizer. The musicians, led by David
Robertson, played these difficult pieces
dazzlingly well, especially considering
that they are still students.

As almost always happens when I go to
a concert, I was reminded again both of
how far audio has come since the birth of
this magazine in 1958 and of how far it
still has to go. Coming back to our offices
right after the event, firing up the old ref-
erence system, and playing even the best -
sounding recordings of the Messiaen
(Tortelier's on Chandos, Chailly's on Lon-
don) was a vivid reminder of precisely
what is good and bad about the present
state of the art in recording and reproduc-
ing music.

Good
Extremely low background noise. The

blue -haired ladies sitting in back of me at
the concert, with their seemingly inter-
minable crackling of cellophane candy
wraps, raised my noise floor, and my
blood pressure, by at least 30 dB. The guy
sitting to my right managed to get in a
couple of digital -full-scale coughs at the
worst possible moments (I could even
hear their reverberant decay). In contrast,
a good "20 -bit" CD played at lifelike lev-

els in an acoustically insulated environ-
ment like our sound room can have com-
pletely inaudible background noise -
and no coughs. Forty years ago, the best
noise floor you could get out of an LP
was not far from the blue -haired limit.

 Very low distortion. I heard short-term
peaks of what I estimate to be slightly
over 100 dB from my seat in the middle
of Row K, and I could get equally loud
peaks in our sound room without objec-
tionable distortion. The maximum undis-
torted playback levels in 1958 were prob-
ably some 10 dB lower than live because

tleties but with gross ping-pong effects.
Record engineering has come a long way.

Bad
 Imaging, again. Last night's listening
showed clearly that what most separates
the sound of a home playback system
from a live concert is that the concert is a
complete and consistent three-dimension-
al sonic experience and stereo playback
isn't. At Avery Fisher Hall sounds of sig-
nificance were coming from all direc-
tions: the orchestra itself from left to right
front, early reflections from further out on
the sides and above, and reverberation
from everywhere. Stereo at its best is lit-
tle better than two-dimensional (left/right
with some depth thrown in if you're lucky
and some height by accident). While am-
bience enhancement using artificial re -

Hearing a Iiv concert provided
a vivid reminder of precisely what is good and
bad about the present state of the audio art.

of speaker limitations and the lack of
high -power amplifiers. Live playback lev-
els back then would also have annoyingly
exposed LP noise.

Long uninterrupted playing times. The
performance of the Messiaen was inter-
rupted halfway through by well -deserved
applause after the rousing fifth move-
ment. Conductor Robertson then turned
to the audience and said, "It ain't over
yet, folks!" That clearly didn't happen
with my CDs, nor were they ever in dan-
ger of jumping a groove because of a
scratch or dust particle. They also held
the Turangalila complete on one side.

 Imaging. In my orchestra seat, the
woodwinds and percussion were hidden
from view by the strings, the piano, and
the conductor, and they sounded more
disembodied and difficult to localize than
other sections. This is not the case from
some of the hall's balcony seats, where
imaging can be very recordinglike. In
fact, a modern recording can have better
imaging (meaning clearer) than a live
orchestra concert: more precise left -to -
right localization, less recessed in depth.
Many recordings from the early days of
stereo were obsessed not with such sub-

flections can sound very lifelike, even the
best of it doesn't blend with the original
recording in a completely natural way.

Aside from the extremely complicated
and related areas of recording techniques,
speaker design, and speaker/room interac-
tions, the reproduction of full acoustic
space is the only area not yet mastered by
a home audio technology. It's a problem
that only a multichannel audio system can
overcome. To emphasize: this is the only
path audio can follow that is guaranteed
to produce more lifelike sound reproduc-
tion. Extending the audio bandwidth by
sampling at 96 kHz or the dynamic range
by using 24 -bit samples are trivial and
psychoacoustically ridiculous affairs com-
pared with the spatial challenge, which
simply cannot be met with the two -chan-
nel delivery system called stereo.

The technology for the reproduction of
music has indeed been heading in a multi-
channel direction for the last few years, a
direction that offers great sonic and artis-
tic potential. Despite developments in
ambience enhancement and multichannel
music from Dolby Digital DVDs and
DTS CDs, a lot more can, and shortly
will, be done to raise the fidelity of home
audio even higher. The multichannel sym-
phony ain't over yet, folks!
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SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE

Arian Setser Orchestra
The Drty Boogie
Onterscopel *

253476

Pure Funk
Commodores. Chic. Kool

and the Gong more
(Mercury)
245134

Em 6
Inside Our
(RCA) *
245431

'N Sync1.nr7F",,,hoUnPte7 Crl
(RCA) *

244202

"City Of Angels"
U2 Alono Morissette,
Goo Goo Dolls.more

Manor Bros I
239327

introducing

Pfrom
columbia
house

No More Cards
To Return

I

No Automatic
Shipments

2 CDs for1C
plus a hassle -free membership!

Cassettes also available.)
see details

I

friendly, toll -free
customer service

exciting cd samplers of new,
upcoming artists upon request

easy Web site access to
over 14,000 selections

www.playfromcolumbialouse.com

Natalie Imbroglio
Leh 01 The Mrclale

Wishing I Wos There
(RCA)

238329

ITAHIfl
Titanic"

235010

Cherry Popper,'
Daddies

IMot,,
252908

WILL SMITH

BIC WILLIE STYLE

Will Smith
Big Wile Sty/e

(Columbia)
231365

Matchbox 20

RP. World
168161

"Forrest Gump" (Epic Soundtras) 487249 Athenaeum Rodicrsce (Atlantic) 240697 5 Cheap Trick At Budokan (Epic/Legacy) * 241463
Tons Petty 8 The Hearthreakers-Greaitel hits (MCA( 474411 Funk Master F1.1 Ilk The Mix Tape Val,  (Lad Records) 2 256297 Meat Loaf .  Hell (Epic) 279133
Elton John -Greatest Mn (Nyder) 47 011 Di shwalla -And You Deli You Know Who, ides Ahoy, r Sr., 255703 Legacy: A Tribute To Fleetwood Mac's Rumours 239319Ilans/Ailionm)

The Mamas 8 The Papas -Go H,h (Ramos/wed) (MCA/ Bryan Adams -So For So Good (The Hal l&8440,1 467738 CamRon Coniessons Of Fire fUntertainment/Fpirl 121 255455 239194
Primes -The Hits 2 (Paisley Pork) all 460631 Simon & Garfunkees Greatest Hits (Columbia) 219477 "Spawn" Dud Broilers more (Eptc Sometime) * 237057
ABBA -Gold Greatest Hits (Polyclor) 453406 Smash Mouth --Push Yu Mang linterscopel ID 218396 Bone Thugs-N-tiormony -9 1999 bond (Ruthless Records) 12 * 238113

442046 Fleetwood Mac -The Dance (Reprise) 217869 Ker ny G Greatest Hits (Arista) 233627Nirvana hie ern ind PG()
22 Top -Greatest Hits (Warner Bros I 433010 "The Full Manty" (RCA V.csor/ 217281 Busks ss i.s red (Trauma Records) 232819
The Allman Mothers land -A Decode 01 Hre 'e0 '79 (Polyeice 430439 Maxwell Maxwell UnF logged (Columba) 216564 Marcy Playg-ound (Capooll * 232801
"Grease" IPolydorl 424721 Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliott-Sopa Dupe Fly Jon,, Joplin'. Greatest Hits (Columbia) 231670
Peter Gabriel -Shaking The Tree &erten Golden Grob (Geffen] * 413968 (Gold Mind/eostwest) 0 216119 Sent Of Oldies But Goodies, Volume 2-0,00
Madonna The Immaculate Collectan (Sire/V./omen Bros) 414557 Sister Nasel- Somewhere More FORIIII0I (Universal) * 21 5376 The Touch Boys The 9,rel)es more (Original Sound) 231449
The John Lennon Collection (Capitol) 401308 Wierf Joan (featuring Refugee Allston) -The Core., Babyface-MTV Unplowed NYC 1997 (Epic) 231373
Chicagoi19- -Greatest Hits 1'82- '891 (Reprise) 401166 (RsfRosise/Columbial 215244 Enya -Pornt The Sky With Stars The Best Of IRsix,e1 231316
Roy Orbison-nn All Time Ha Vol. I d 2 KV) 377945 Sarah McLachlan-Su-foong (Ansm) 215236 Frykah Bodu-toe (Kedor/Universol) 230870
Journey's Greatest Hits (Columba) 371279 Puff Daddy  The Merely -No Way Out (Pod Iloy/Af &tt 111 215202 Sublime -Second Hand Smoke (Gordon Alley/MCA) 229948
RFC) Speedwagon Greatest Hits (Epic) 36'672 C The 452's -rime Capsule Midnight OR -20 000 Wott R 5 L (Columba) * 228957

Marvin Gaye Greatest Nits (Motown) 36'565 Songs For A Future Generanon (Repose) * 246249 12 Days Of The New (Outpost Recordings) 228528

Guns N' Roses -Appease For Destructs., (Gefle 359984 The Best Of Santana (Columba/Legacy) * 242024 Mose ',,,,Tarr World (Bad Boy/ Nista) EZ 228213

The Best Of The Doom (Flektra) 35'616 The Carpenters Lore Songs (A&M) 244582 I..; lagged Edge -.4 logged Ero (Columbia) * 227017

Jimmy Buffett -Songs You Know By Heart (MCm1 339911 X sc ape-- boces Of My bpsdt (Columbia) 24451 7 Green Day -Nimrod (Reprise)
Ker. Wayne Shepherd Rand -Trouble Is (Reoluton/WS

226001

Billy Joel® -Greatest Hrts Vol. I & 11(Columbial 33.1396 Soul Asylum -Candy Prom A Stranger (Columba) * 243584 225599ny
Book ' veiny (DGC)Cremlence Clearwater Revival-Cluonocle Pulp - lh,, Is Horckore (Wand) * 243113 225029

The 70 Greatest Has (Fonsosy) 301049 Motown 40 Forever-Temptohons, Moron Gaye, Commodores, Boyo 11 Men -fmlueon iMo.own) 224774
The Best Of The Grateful Dead/What A Long, Su.sierries, Puffy's 'ABC" Perms, more (Motown) * 243089 Elvis Presley -Greatest lulrebor Hrts (RCA) 224303
Strange Trip Its Been (Warner Bros 1 291633 Pure Disco 2- Barry Moe, Village People, more (A&M/Poilor) * 242982 Bob Dylan --Rise Out 01 Marl (Columbia) 224279
The Steve Miller Band -Greatest Has 1974.7E (Copal) 290171 lain Meliencamp The Best That I Could Do 1978.1988 (Me-cuis' 242958 Usher- My Woy (InFoce) 0 224246
Eagles ' is, Greatest Hits 1971 1975 (Asylum) 28'003 The Best Of SantanalColumbo/Legocy/ 242024 SocksheM Boys (Enhanced CD) (oe) 244586

LESS WORK. MORE TIME TO PLAY.



INTRODUCTORY
OFFER CDs few Cassettes

also
available.

plus a hassle -free membership

Everclear
So Much For The Afterglow

(Tim Kerr/Cc/pool)
226159

"Godsilla" The Wallflowers.
Puff Daddy featuring Jrmmy Page

move (Sony Music Soundtrack)
249342

THE BEST OF '98
O Royal Crown Revue -The Contender (Warner Bros I * 257667
Rob Zombie-He/1611y Deluxe (Geffen) li 257428
Jd-Llie In 1472 The Original Soundtrack (Colombia( al 255463
0 Liz fthoir-Whaechocolo/espaceegg IMakiclor/Copotoll 254235
Harvey Danger -Where Have All The Merrymakers Gone?
(Slosh/London) * 254086
0 Collett Dion -Let's Talk About Lowe (550 Musts/Epic) 253245
Gerold Levert -Love & Consequences feastwest) 252544
0 Lucks& Williams- Cor Wheels On

A Gravel Rood (Mercury) * 250928
Brian Wilson -knogInolion (Giant) * 250423
Rom...fain -Schnsuehl (Slosh) 249821
Rod Stewart -When We Were The New Boys (Warner Bros / 249367
Gloria Estefon-Gloro/ 249359
Jeff Fosworthy-Tokslly Committed (Warner Bros I 245498
Songs From "Ally Mcestor -
Fent rondo Shepard (550 Music) 244509
With Fain. A Celebration Of Women In Music -
Sarah McLachlan, Jewel Paula Cole more (Arista) 244426
Mya (Interscopel 244343
Sig Punisher -Copotol Punishment
(RCA/Laud Records) In *
"X-Iffies" -Sarah McLachlan. I Aer, Foo Fighters, mare
(Eleloral 244012
NI Saints (London)* 243097
Stabbing Westward -Darkest Days 1(06ml:rot)* 242214
Teri Amos -from The Choirgirl Hose! (Atlanhci 241455
O Faith Hill -forth (Warner Bros) 241356

Jerry Cantrell -Boggy Depot (Columbia) 240630
() Jimmy Pogo A Robert Plant -

Wolkmg Ina Oar-kola/0 (Monk) 241257
Fuel Sunburn (Enhanced CD) (550 Music) * 240275
Eric Clapton-Pilgrun (Reprise) 239145
C Mavericks-Trompohne (MCA) 238410
Dixie Chicks -Wide Open Spaces (Monument) 234757
Billie Myers -Grown -mg Porn, (UnNersoll 230649
LSO -Levert Sweat (ix:shyest) 228171
O Aretha Franklin -A Rose Is 5011 A Rose (Arista) 224253
Our Lady Peace --Clumsy (Colombo) * 189225

244301

C Next Rood Next (Arista) IR * 233890
Brian McKnight -Anytime (Mercury) 221879
Jon B. oat Relax (Yob Yurn/550 Moor) 221853
Jars Of Clay -Much Afraid (SrIvertone/Essenhol) 221663
Elton John The Big Picture )Rocket/ABM) 221598
Mariah Carey Butterfly (Columbia) 221499
Adam Sandler Watts Your Nome, (Warner Bros ) 111 220616

'unto Rhymes -When, 5nd,, (tiekho) LTa 220434
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show" (Ode) 254961

"My Best Friend's Wedding" -Oxon King, Tony Rennet
more (Work) 214759
Limp Biekit-Three Dollar Bill roll IFIrp/Interscopel 214429

Edwin McCain-Magi/Jed Roses lEnhoroed CD) (Loar/Atkne '213520

K-Ci i lobo -love Always (MCA) 213306
B oston -Greatest Hit. (Epic) 212464
James Taylor --Hour Glass (Columbia) 211128
o Swirl 360 -Ask Anybody (Mercury) * 252791
Monson -Middle Of Nowhere (Mercury( 194480
Rush-Retrospeceve I (19741980) (Mercury)

0 Jeff Black -Brrminghorn Rood (Arista Aushn) 
Kiss -Greotesi Kiss (Mercury)

B ee Gees -5e/1 Waters (Rolydor)

The Notorious 111.1.0.-ble Alter Death (Bad Boy/Arista) In 184655
C Billy Bragg & Wiko-Merrnold Avenue (Elektral * 251397

Kelly Price -Soul 01A Wornon (T Necki(slond Block) 251462
Monster Mognet--Powertrip (5 10-50/F1p/ A&M) 250225
Badvnon Turner Overdrive -Best Of BTO (Re -mitered) (Mercurs!  249441

Fourplay i warner Bros) 248799
0 Pure Reggae -Various Artists (Island) 254888

Savage Gorden (Colombia) 186601
Ben Folds Five Whatever And Ever Amen (550 Muso) 185371

PLAY 1
%Ir RECOMMENDS

194472
252205
188110
186619

The Mighty Mighty Bosstories -Lers Fore h (Bog Rig/Mercury! 184283
Heart r1115 (Cap ro

Love ref Somodhi (Radioactive)

I) Ringo Starr-Vet-11ra, Mon (Mercury)

Frank Sinatra -Songs For SwIngin' Lowers (Capitol)

The Who -My Generation The Very Best (MCA)

B orenaked Ladies -Rock Spectode (Enhanced CD) (Reprise)

Paula Cole -Thos Fire (Imago/Warner Bros)

LL Cool J -All World (Def Jam)
Korn Life Is Peachy (Enhanced CD) (Immortol/Epol

0 "Last Days Of Disco" (Work) a
Sheryl Crow (ABM)
Fiona Apple -Edo) (Work) 
The Wallflowers-BrInging Down The Horse (Inbrscope)
Toni Braaten -Secrets (Inface)
Dave Matthews Band -Crash (RCA)
"Saturday Night Fever" (Polydor)
Daryl Hall/John Oates -Rock n' Soul, Port I (RCA)

183889
181511
250456
175125
174169
171397
170035
168914
167726
249474
165969
163584
163477
159202
156703
148551
147025

Stevie Roy Vaughan a Doublet Trouble- rt. Hes (Epic) 140939
Janet Jackson --Deugn 014 Decode 1986 1996 (48M) 139501
Jim Croce Rhutsysiplis & Memories His Grt. His (Sop/Mantic) 139006

Jewel -Pieces Of You (AtIonto) 137463
Styx-&t Hen rime Sends Soil Wfien tt Sounds Thu Good (A861)136721
Neil Young--Horvest (Reprise)

The Beach Boys -Greatest HA. (Capitol)
The Cream Of ark Clapton (Polydcol
AC/DC-Bock In Block (Remastered) IATCO)

Bruce SpringsNien -Greatest Hits (Columbia(

129189
122903
121665
120337
119354

Play from Columbia House, 1400 N. Fruitridge Avenue, Terre
Please accept my application under the terms outlined in This advertisement. rye
sNrley order for S1.50 (that's 14 for my 12 CDs, plus S1.49 enrollment charge).
regular Cub prices, wrthin the next 2 years -and may cancel my membership anytime

Rush me these 12 CDs now: Write the numbers for the
selections you want m the box. provided  Selector- ((' this syrnbo, count as two

Haute, IN 47811
enclosed my check or

I agree to buy 6 CDs, at
after doing so.

PICK YOUR
FAVORITE MUSIC:

Check only ore, but you may
choose your CDs from any
category10

O HARD ROCK4
Enc Clapton

2 5 As an introduction to Play,
take thrs 12th CD now'

Third Eye Blind

El HARD MUSIC
3 6 12 Ozzy Osbourne

KIss

Bonus Offer: Also send this 13th selection at a discount!
I've enclosed an additional $6.98 (shipping/handling will be billed). Li SOFT ROCK

I'm entitled to this 14th selection FREE!
Mariah Carey
Elton John14

I prefer cassettes. (You may order cassettes wok the same 14 -day IIP.Obis93bOn offer!

. MR MRS : , MS

PRINT FIRST NAME INITIAL LAST NAME AGEI091

ADDRESS APT

CITY

Do you have a telephone? (01)

If yes, write in the number: (05)

Do you have a credit card? (03)

STATE

0 Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 No

ZIP CODE

Note. We reserve the right to request additional Informaton, reject any application or cancel any membership.
Canadian members wall be serviced from Toronto -some terms may vary Applicable sales tax added to all
orders 56T -6A -6B-42-43 S.11/599

]R&B
Brian McKnight
Erykah Badu

DANCE/POP
Savage Garden
'N Sync

! ALTERNATIVE
Beck
Torr Amos

'. RAP/HIP HOP
Will Smith
Basta Rhymes

:iCOUNTRY
Garth Brooks
Shanra Twa.n

e e
aetails

Aerasmith Big Ones (Geffen)

Paul McCartney --All the Rear (Capitol)

Tina Turner -Simply The Bee (Capital)
Eddie Money-Greores1 Nth Sound OI Money (Columbal
Bad Company -10 From 6 (Allonhcl
Lord Tariq & Peter Guns --Mole It Reign (Columba) 111 
The Cure -Galore (E14tra)
Churnbawarnba-Tubthumper (Universal)
Counting Crows -Recovering The Satellites (DGC)
Blues Traveler -5tropht On rd) Morning (ABM)
R.E.M.-Autornanc Foe The People (Warner Bros

U2 -Achtung Bohy (Island)

111468
459776
433342
403428
341313
249532
228288
227553
224923
215335
448522
431213

COUNTRY
Patsy Cline's Greatest Hits (MCA) 365924
L.) Collin Raye-The Walls Come Down (Epol 253641

Terri Clark Haw I Feel (Mercury) 245589
C Dwight Tooker's -The Long Way Horne (Reprise) 250258

Mark Wills Wok You Were Here (Mercury) 245571
Tracy Byrd -1 ni From The Country (MCA Nostmlla) 245480
0 Steve Woriner-Surrion Down The Roodhouse (Capitol( 241331

Alan Jackson -Everything I Love (Arista Nashville) 235002
0 Garth Brooks -Sevens (Coped) 232207

Martina McBride -Evolution (RCA Noshnlle) 220236
Michael Peterson (Repro./

Shan -Carrying Your Love With Me
(MCGecrrashvilk)

Clay Walker -Rumor Hos h (Giont)
Reba McEntins-What If It's YOO (MCA)
Deana Carter -Did I Shave My Legs For This?
(Cap

Vince Gill Souvenirs (MCA)

C Brooks & Dunn -If You See Her (Anon)

214544

188631
186692
172973

166397
155259
247759

Third By. Blind
(Eleeal
188151

Shonia Twain
Con, On Cher

{mercury,
229021

SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE WITH PLAY
O At last...a music club that gives you at the savings
and shop -at-home conveniences you'd expect --but
without any of the hassles. No more "selection of the
month"...no more annoying cards to return month after
month...no more automatic shipments of unwanted
selections!
O And as an introduction to Play, we invite you to take
any 12 CDs right now-all 12 for only a penny, plus
$1.49 enrollment charge. What's more, you can take
another selection at a great discount and get still
another one FREE! IA shipping and handling charge
will be added to each shipment.)
0 All you need to do is buy as few as six selections, at
regular Club prices, in the next two years-and that's
it! How long you remain a member is entirely up to
you-you're free to cancel your membership at any
time after buying your six selections. Regular Club
prices are currently $12.98 to $16.98 for CDs, $7.98 to
$10.98 for Cassettes, plus shipping and handling.
0 As a member, you'll enjoy all of these benefits-
exciting Fast Forward CD samplers so you can audi-
tion upcoming new artists-your choice of informa-
tive magazines targeted by music category, offering
thousands of titles at special low prices-toll-free
800 -number for friendly customer service and
easy ordering-and our convenient Web site-
www.playfromcolumbiahouse.com-that puts over
14,000 selections right at your fingertips.
0So take advantage of our 14 -day risk -free trial. We'll
send your new member guide with your introductory
shipment. If not satisfied for any reason, return every-
thing within 14 days at our expense for a full refund -
and there's no further obligation on your part! So
stay tuned to the latest in music by acting now!
0 If the application is missing write to: Play from
Columbia House, 1400 North Fruitridge Avenue,
Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1130

1999, The Columbia House Company
All unauthorized use is prohibited
INContains explicit lyrics which may be objectionable

to some members
* Selection available on CD only.
 Selections with this symbol count as two.



Thrill Seekers!
WHEN YOU WERE a child, did you stop
and look both ways when crossing the
street, or did you just dart out into traffic?
When you were a teenager, did you enjoy
driving your father's Oldsmobile, or was
your driver's license permanently revoked
by an outraged DMV? In your spare time,
do you lounge beside the pool, or do you
bungee-jump nude off the Golden Gate
Bridge?

Most people, by definition, are normal.
They tend to prefer a prudent risk/reward
ratio, realizing small gains and pleasures
in return for manageable jeopardy. Sure,
they'd like to make a killing in the com-
modities market, or play golf with 0. J.
Simpson, or do other titillating things, but
they are ultimately content with a safer,
more predictable existence. Their lives
are well planned and kind of boring.

Then there are the thrill seekers and
risk takers for whom bravery and courage
are qualities to be asserted, tested, and
proved every day. They welcome the un-
known. They enjoy flirting with danger.
They don't want to calculate when they
can guess. These daredevils don't invest
- they speculate. Their lives are exciting!

Now, most people associate thrill seek-
ing with exotic pursuits such as sky -div-
ing and race -car driving. Little do they
know that for many of us, some of the
riskiest decisions, some of the most heart -
pounding moments, occur right in an au-
dio/video dealer's showroom as we buy a
new piece of gear. You think I'm exagger-
ating? Think again! Buying new A/V
technology is a crapshoot.

When we buy a piece of A/V hardware,
we fully expect that it will be useful for a
while - say, ten years. Normal people
look at the purchase price, divide by ten
years, and figure that a $400 DVD player
will cost them $40 a year. so it's a good
investment. Thrill seekers, of course, have
a different outlook. They don't care about
amortizing their purchases. They only
want to be first on their blocks to have the
latest gear, and the devil with long-term
outlooks. They don't mind blowing a
bundle on a new product that may quickly
become junk. The surprising thing is that
even so-called "safe" A/V purchases are
filled with risk, because obsolescence
looms surprisingly large and can occur in
the least expected places.

For example, what could be safer than
buying a DVD player? DVD is the next
big thing, so if you buy a DVD player,
you're making a sound investment, right?
Well, maybe not. If you read the fine
print, you're not buying a DVD player,
you're buying a DVD-Video player. And
while it will indeed play back DVD-Vid-
eo discs, it will not play back the immi-
nently arriving DVD-Audio discs. That's
right, thrill seekers! Can you feel your
heart pounding? Do you enjoy the rush? I
know I do!

The simple fact of the matter is that al-
though DVD-Video and DVD-Audio are
first cousins, they're not on speaking
terms. The DVD-Audio discs slated to hit
stores later this year simply will not play
back on DVD-Video players. Bottom
line: If you want to listen to DVD-Au-

Direct Stream Digital (DSD) format. Is it
better than PCM? Who knows? But it
sure is incompatible! And it might suc-
ceed in the market, so instead of buying a
"safe" DVD-Universal player (note the
irony dripping from the word "univer-
sal"), you might want to wait to buy an
even more "universal" player that plays
DVD-Video, DVD-Audio, and Super Au-
dio CD.

Predictably, thrill seekers have nothing
but pure disdain for conservatism in these
matters. When I expressed mild support
for the Divx feature, torch -carrying thrill
seekers came after me the way the vil-
lagers attacked Dr. Frankenstein's castle.
They spurn Divx because it hedges your
bets. If you buy a regular DVD-Video
player. it won't play Divx discs. If you
buy a DVD-Video player with the Divx
feature, it plays both DVD-Video discs
(with all their perks) and Divx discs.
Thrill seekers hate that kind of belt -and -
suspenders technology! At least they can
take comfort in the inability of Divx-

Some of the most heart -pounding
moments occur when we buy a new piece of
A/V gear. How soon before it's obsolete?

dio discs, you'll have to buy a DVD-Au-
dio player or a so-called DVD-Universal
player - one that plays both DVD-Vid-
eo and DVD-Audio discs.

Now, thrill seekers are very familiar
with the scenario in which early -genera-
tion products don't match up with later -
generation products. In fact, when it comes
to technology, it's like a law of nature.
Cooler technology really does make the
formerly cool obsolete. And because thrill
seekers must always have the coolest,
they are challenged by this obsolescence
each time they whip out their plastic.

The interesting thing is that even a
careful purchaser can experience this
unique thrill because it is so engrained in
technological evolution. For example,
even if you wait until late this year to buy
a DVD-Universal player, assuming one
will be available, you will still face in-
compatibility. That's because the So-
ny-Philips Super Audio CD is lurking out
there. The SACD is very much like a
DVD-Audio disc, but its audio data is en-
coded differently, using the proprietary

equipped players to play DVD-Audio
discs.

Here's another aspect that I find inter-
esting about A/V thrill seekers: the higher
the cost, the bigger the thrill. Case in
point: digital TV. This is a thrill seeker's
dream come true. Imagine the excitement
in homing an HDTV block party next Su-
per Bowl Sunday! Wow! The problem is
that first -generation DTVs are half-baked;
they lack a standardized way to connect
to a digital cable box. Since over two-
thirds of U.S. households have cable -
well, oops!

In truth, I admire AN thrill seekers.
Without these early adopters willing to
take a little risk, no new technology
would ever succeed. It is their inclination
to buy the newest products, and buy them
more often, that makes it safe for coward-
ly mainstream buyers. So I offer my
hearty congratulations to you AN thrill
seekers! I salute your purchasing bravery!
No matter what happens, you have my
undying respect as I join you in marching
forward, just one step behind you.
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Sony TA-E9000ES Dolby
Digital/DTS Preamplifier
DAVID RANADA

Behind its handsome and mild-
mannered exterior, the Sony
TA-E9000ES is simply seeth-
ing with digital activity. It'll

decode three types of multichannel sig-
nal - Dolby Digital. DTS, and MPEG
- and perform all manner of ambience
and spatial enhancement, even without
surround speakers, all with the aid of a
nifty interactive remote control. As if
that weren't enough, the device has se-
cret powers only some of which were
coming to light as we went to press.

The heart of the preamp and one of
the keys to its unusually good sound
quality is a cluster of 32 -bit digital sig-
nal processing (DSP) chips. One of
these integrated circuits, a "floating-
point" SHARC chip made by Analog
Devices, can perform extremely com-
plex audio calculations without running
out of dynamic range. The SHARC
chip is used for the preamp's three mul-
tichannel decoding modes. The result-
ing audio signals can have superior per-

formance in such matters as distortion
and noise, as demonstrated by our mea-
surements (see "In the Lab," page 44).

Two more 32 -bit DSP chips, made

FAST FACTS
KEY FEATURES

 Dolby Digital, DTS, MPEG, and Pro
Logic decoding

 Multiple ambience -enhancement
modes

 Virtual processing for surrounc effects
withcut surround speakers

 Touch -screen remote control
 Five dicital inputs
DIMENSIONS 17 inches wide, E inches
high, 151,4 inches deep

WEIGHT 281/4 pounds

PRICE $- ,700

MANUFACTURER Sony Electronics,

Dept. SR One Sony Dr., Park Ridge,

NJ, 07653: phone. 800-222-7663:
Web, www.sel.sony.com

by Sony, are used for several ambience -
enhancement modes, which usually
work by generating artificial sound re-
flections fed to the front and surround
speakers. But even if you don't have
surround speakers, the preamp's DSP
chips will generate multiple "virtual"
surround speakers - or at least that is
the claim. Several of the virtual modes
also add ambience generation. A sub-
stantial portion of the manual is dedi-
cated to the operation of the preamp's
built-in three -band digital equalizer,
which can separately adjust the re-
sponse of every channel except the sub -
woofer. The equalizer's bass and treble
controls use standard shelving func-
tions. but the midrange control is para-
metric: you can adjust the width and
the center frequency of the band it af-
fects. (Just don't use the narrow band
setting, which is so narrow as to pro-
duce really weird effects with music.)

In all, you can have five levels of
DSP running simultaneously: surround
decoding, virtual -speaker generation,
equalization, ambience enhancement,
and bass management with the bass
crossover frequency variable between
40 and 200 Hz. No wonder three DSP
chips are necessary!

Those chips are just the tip of a high-
tech iceberg. I could go on about the
unusually wide dynamic range of the 1 -
bit digital -to -analog converters (DACs),
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Clean sound quality.
Easily upgradable software.

Very flexible bass management.
Easy to use.

Very good ambience enhancement.

LOW POINTS
Rather tame virtual -speaker modes.

A few remote -control lapses.

which are said to handle 24-bit/96-kHz
data from certain DVD stereo sound-
tracks. There's also the hybrid analog/
digital volume control, for accurately
tracking channel balances, as well as
the wide -bandwidth video -switching
circuitry to discuss - if I only had the
space.

The rear panel certainly doesn't have
any space. It is fully stocked with high-
tech connections: five optical digital in-
puts, three of them duplicated with
coaxial connections; an AC-3/RF input
for Dolby Digital -capable laserdisc
players; and full composite- and S -vid-
eo connections for all six A/V inputs,
which can include two VCRs. An ex-
ternal -processor loop is provided for
video signals (for a titler or other video
signal manipulation). For old time's
sake, there's a moving -magnet phono
input. Outputs include a single set of
multichannel audio outputs as well as
two sets of composite -/S -video monitor
outputs. There's even a nine -pin com-
puter RS -232c serial connector and a
microphone input (labeled "analyzer"),
neither of which are fully explained in
the manual or mentioned in the prod-
uct's color brochure. Tantalizing, to say
the least.

Equally tantalizing was the preamp's
really cool backlit touch -screen remote
control. It arrived, without manual, sep-
arately from our preproduction sample
of the TA-E9000ES. But even sans
manual I was able to figure most of it
out easily. In conjunction with remote
commands stored in the preamp and
downloaded via infrared link to the
handset, the remote will let you com-
mand the main operating features of
VCRs, laserdisc, CD, and DVD play-
ers, and a host of other components
whether or not they are made by Sony.
Of course, it provides full access to the
preamp's own features and is by far the
easiest way to operate them. I especial-
ly liked the remote's auxiliary jog dial,
which quickly moves between options
and sound -processing modes, and the

separate buttons for adjusting the pre -
amp's volume setting.

For those whose fingers are too large
to accurately hit some of the touch -
screen controls, Sony has built a de-
tachable pen -like stylus into the hand-
set that you can use instead. It's a nice
touch, but the pointer is so small that I
give it no more than a week before it's
lost in most homes. Also, signals are
continually sent between the remote
and the preamp, as well as from the re-
mote to other components, so it is nec-
essary to have both the preamp and the
other controlled components in full in-
frared view of the remote simultane-
ously. This shouldn't be a problem in
most systems, but if you want to locate
the preamp very far away from the oth-
er components in your system, you may
run into problems (the remote will beep
in warning).

In case you misplace or damage the
remote, the front -panel buttons and
knobs will also easily operate every
preamp function. One of the preamp's
"hidden" powers (it's not documented
in the preproduction manual I received)
lies in the second knob from the left.
Twist it while playing a digital audio
source, and the front -panel display will
tell you the type of multichannal signal
being received (if any) and its channel
format and bit rate. If the preamp is re-
ceiving a stereo digital signal, the dis-
play will show the audio sampling rate,
the number of bits in each sample, the
SCMS source code, and whether the
bitstream requires de -emphasis. Totally
cool - at least for those of us who
want to know what's really going on.

Setup was quick and easy thanks to
the remote's rapid menu -navigation
abilities and the preamp's desirable
half -decibel speaker -balancing steps.
You can even optimize the virtual -
speaker processing for where the virtu-
al surround speakers are located (at the
the sides or in the rear, at ear level or
higher).

Since Sony makes such a big deal
about the ambience processing of the
TA-E9000ES in its promotional litera-
ture, it was the first thing I tried after
hookup. I'm not generally a fan of
adding ambience effects, even those as
clean as the TA-E900ES's, to multi-
channel program material (in contrast
to stereo music, which often requires
such assistance for lifelike sound quali-
ty). Multichannel programs, movie
soundtracks and music alike, already
contain their producers' intended ambi-
ence effects. Adding more usually re-

sults in worse sound quality: less intell-
ligible dialogue, clouded textures in
music. The preamp's plain, unenhanced
multichannel surround -decoding abili-
ties are extremely good to begin with.
Besides if I wanted a true movie -theater
ambience in my listening room, the first
thing I'd do is sprinkle stale popcorn all
over the floor.

Nevertheless, the Sony's multichan-
nel ambience effects are really quite
good. That's because they are, for the
most part, conservative and not exag-
gerated to produce a stunning show-
room demonstration. Crucial to the
processing's success with soundtracks
was its lack of ambience processing on
the center channel, which carries most
of the dialogue in soundtracks. In those
rare instances where dialogue is panned
to one of the other channels, such as a
scene with Sean Connery's dragon voice
in Dragonheart, the Sony did produce
inconsistent ambience effects in some
modes. But this is inherent to the proc-
ess, and at least with my favorite gener-
al-purpose mode, Cinema Studio A, the
inconsistencies weren't nearly as an-
noying as with the comparatively over-
done ambience processing offered in
other components.

On acoustic music, such as classical
and much jazz, the music -oriented am-
bience modes were also very good -
in fact, close to the best available (those
come from Lexicon and Yamaha). The
Opera and the less reverberant Stereo
Movie settings, both good general-pur-
pose modes, translated the excellent -
sounding Pappano/Alagna recording of
Puccini's La Boheme (EMI 56120) out
of Abbey Road Studio No. 1 where it
was recorded and effectively placed it
on stage. Richard Goode's sonically
tasty series of Mozart piano -concerto
recordings (Nonesuch) became all that
more delectably lifelike with both the
"large" and "small" Hall modes.

As usual, nonacoustical pop music
was less well served by the ambience
enhancement, often becoming a bit too
distant and spacious for my taste with
many recordings. Sometimes it was
better served by the subtle effects of
some of the virtual -speaker processing
modes (the ones that don't also add
ambience).

I used the word "subtle" deliberately,
as the virtual -speaker modes often
seemed to have little effect with two -
channel material, and the effects they
did produce depended greatly on the re-
cording. This is in sharp contrast to the
wild -and -woolly results one can get
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"...may be the best tabletop
radio " Slate

Model 88
Introductory Price!

loammmaimil Only $19999

Who Ever Heard Of A
Radio With A Built -In Subwoofer?

Model 88. Designed By Audio Hall of Fame member
and Emmy Award winner Henry Kloss.

In 1960 Henry Kloss changed how the
world listened to music when he intro-

duced the first high-fidelity FM table radio
- the KLH Model Eight. The new Model 88
by Henry Kloss' once again redefines how
we listen to music.

Model N combines a remarkable
AM/FM tuner, advanced electronic design,

component -quality amplifiers and a

speaker system that includes a built-in

powered subwoofer. It's designed to play music and make it sound
like music...natural and lifelike, including great bass. It is, we

believe, the best sounding table radio in the world.
Model :: includes a slim, easy -to -use remote control. It is

backed by our 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. And best of all,

it sells for only $199.99.

The Performance And Flexibility Of A
Component Audio System.

Model 88 is a table radio that really does sound like a good

component audio system. That's because it uses high-performance
speakers and amplifiers - including a powered subwoofer! Two-
thirds of Model N's cabinet serves as the enclosure for a four -inch

long -throw subwoofer. It reproduces bass with remarkable
accuracy and impact.

Model :: also uses techniques like biamplification and
electronic contouring (a technique pioneered by Henry Kloss) to
create a natural, accurate octave -to -octave tonal balance over the

Henry Noss

enure range of music. And its AMIFM tuner outperforms many

receivers.

We think Model 88 sounds better than many, many component
stereo systems. It even includes two sets of stereo inputs, so you can

connect it to a CD player, tape deck, TV or computer.

Continuing A Tradition
Of Performance.

Henry Kloss created a new

category of audio product - the
FM table radio - when he
introduced the KLH Model
Eight in 1960. He further refined the concept with the Advent Model
400 FM radio in 1974. Both the KLH and Advent radios became

classics. If you'd like to hear the next classic from Henry Kim, call
our toll -free number or visit our website. We invite you to audition it
in your own home, listening to 4:114 music, for 30 days. If you don't

fall in love with it, return it for a full refund.

Thanks for reading.

Fora 30 -Day Home Audition, call...

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434) Or visit www.hifi.rl )11 1

CAMBRIDGE

.tf, tight

SOU NDWORKS
Top -Rated Audio Products...Direct From Our Factories.

311 Needham Street Suite 102, Newton, MA 02464

Tei 1.800-367-4434 Fax 617-527-3194 Canada 1-800-525-4434 Outside U S or Canada 617-339-5935

Retail Stores el the San Francisco BayAre_a Er New England Fel Ilfr IF"' III
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with such virtual surround processes as
SRS and Spatializer. And, like all such
processing, which utilizes acoustic
cross -cancellation effects at your ears,
you just about have to lock your head in
a sweet spot in order for the virtual
speakers to remain apparent. If I moved
my head only a few inches to either
side of the center line between the
speakers. I lost the effect entirely. These
modes are best suited for solo listening.

The virtual -speaker processing did
produce some startlingly vivid effects
with original multichannel material,
such as the spectacular Dolby Digital
soundtrack of Lost in Space (just listen
to this movie - it's not worth watch-
ing). Here the Virtual Multi Rear and
Virtual Multi Dimension modes helped
give the illusion that more than two sur-
round speakers were being used, gener-
ating a more theaterlike presentation.
especially with normal monopole (not
dipole) surround speakers. (Dipole sur-
rounds were more effective in the non -
virtual modes.) The no -surround -speak-
er equivalents (Virtual Enhanced A/B
and Virtual Semi -Multi Dimension)
were, amazingly, almost as effective at
this, but they were still no substitute for
having actual surround speakers. I've
heard even more impressive prototype
demonstrations of surroundless sur-
round systems, and this could be a fruit-
ful area for the preamp's improvement.

I may eventually get my wish. Half-
way through the testing process I re-
ceived a package from Sony containing
an RS -232 cable and a floppy disk. On
the disc was a Windows program to up-
grade virtually the entire operating soft-
ware of the preamp. After connecting
the lab computer to the preamp (so
that's what the rear -panel RS -232 con-
nector is for!), I ran the program, which
worked flawlessly, and ended up with a
clearly improved component.

The technical performance seemed
unchanged, at least with the last -be-
fore -release software version I had in-
stalled. But what would have been sev-
eral damning faults with the remote
control had been entirely fixed. It still
had trouble generating a full set of ba-
sic codes for some non -Sony equip-
ment (including cueing and fast scan-
tling with an older Yamaha CD player
and a new Panasonic DVD player), but
by then the point of the exercise had
been forcefully made. This preamp is
upgradable in a way unmatched by any
other A/V component I've seen. No
taking off the cover to delicately install
a new memory chip, no hauling it in to

a dealer for insertion of additional cost-
ly circuit boards. I hope that future
post -release upgrades - both from
Sony and third -party software develop-
ers - will be easily downloadable
from the Internet.

The TA-E9000ES obviously has a
comparatively huge signal -processing
memory - enough to hold three differ-
ent surround -sound decoder programs
simultaneously. Wouldn't it be neat to

replace the decoders that are relatively
superfluous (MPEG, even DTS) with
signal -processing programs that would
be truly useful - like automatic speak-
er balancing and equalization, or click
and pop removal for needle -in -groove
discs? I can't wait to find out what
Sony is cooking up for future software
upgrades. That cryptic microphone in-
put is still unused, and my mind seethes
with possibilities.

IN THE LAB
DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) PERFORMANCE
All data obtained from Dolby Labs' AC -3
test DVD using dithered test signals, which
set limits on measured distortion and
noise. All channel -level controls and LFE
attenuation set to 0. All speakers set to
"large" except for subwoofer-output
measurements. Reference input level is
-20 dBFS' unless otherwise stated;
reference output level is 200 millivolts. The
resulting volume control setting was -17
dB. All are worst -case figures.

Distortion at reference levels
(THD+N, 1 kHz)
right surround 0.029%

Noise (A-wtd)
right surround -78.3 dB

Excess noise (with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +1.75 dB
18 -bit (EN18) +9.49 dB

Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
left front +0, -0.05 d8

Channel imbalance (individual channels
set at 0 -dB gain) 0.21 -dB spread

Subwoofer output frequency response
12 dB/octave rolloff above selected
frequency

High-pass filter frequency response
6 dB/octave rolloff below selected
frequency

Maximum unclipped subwoofer output
9.1 volts

Subwoofer distortion (worst -case signal)
output level set to -5 dB 0.047%

DTS PERFORMANCE
Test signals from DTS demo disc. These
signals orignate in the analog domain and
may limit measured performance. The
reference input level was -16 dB; reference
output level is the same as for Dolby
Digital. Volume setting was -21 dB

Distortion at reference levels
(THD+N, 1 kHz)
right front 0.017%

Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
right surround +0.03, -0.04 dB

STEREO PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUTS
Reference input and output levels as well
as volume -control setting were the same
as for Dolby Digital. All test signals were
dithered and of 16 -bit resolution.

Output level
(at reference settings) 2 volts

Distortion at reference levels
(THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS' 0.0027%
at -20 dBFS 0.024%

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS) +0.25 dB

Noise (A-wtd) -74 dB

Excess noise (with/without signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +1.4/+1.4 dB
20 -bit (EN20) +15.21/+15.2 dB

Noise modulation <0.25 dB

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.09. -0.45 dB

' decibels referred to digital full-scale

TECH NOTES
Rarely do I measure (or hear) such clean
performance from an A/V component as I
did with the Sony TA-E900ES. Indicative of
this behavior are the noise results for
Dolby Digital signals. At normal volume
settings, background noise in this mode
was inaudible. In fact, the presence of
better -than -16 -bit DACs in the preamp
encouraged me to take excess -noise
measurements using Dolby Digital signals
of 18 -bit resolution, with impressive
results. The usual results with these tests
are at least 6 dB worse.

Background noise and distortion tests
made through the digital inputs in stereo
operation also show some of the preamp's

capabilities with high -resolution digital
signals. With signals of 16 to 24 bits
resolution, the preamp's inherent noise
levels bottomed out between 17 and 18
bits. Spectra indicated distortion
performance substantially better than 20
bits. Our present test equipment doesn't
generate signals at a 96 -kHz sampling
rate, unfortunately, nor could we test
multichannel MPEG decoding.

The subwoofer output was also
unusually clean, even with worst -case
Dolby Digital test signals. Just set the
subwoofer level control to -5 dB or lower,
and it will never overload at the reference
volume setting or lower. - D.R.
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ShowYour Friends
How Smart You ReallyAre.

Henry Kloss

You can spend thousands of
dollars on speakers and sound
systems trying to impress your
friends. But if you're really smart,
you'll buy Cambridge SoundWorks.

Great products. Great prices.
No hassles. No risks.

We make speakers and
audio systems designed

by the Cambridge SoundWorks design team and
Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Kloss (founder
of Acoustic Research, KLH & Advent).

Of course, we think our speaker systems sound
terrific. They make music sound like music, with
carefully fine-tuned octave -to -octave tonal balance,
precise stereo imaging and impressively wide frequency
range - including great bass. They use high -quality
components throughout, and are backed by an industry -
best 10 -Year limited Parts and Labor Warranty*

And because we sell to you direct from our factories
(avoiding expensive middlemen), our systems become
very affordable. Whether you spend $69.99 for a compact
multimedia system or thousands of dollars for an all-out
surround sound system, we promise you one thing: more
sound for your money.

That's why Inc. magazine says "Selling direct allows
Cambridge SoundWorks to price speakers hundreds of
dollars below the
competition." And
Audio magazine says
we may have "the best
value in the world."
And it's why High
Peformance Review

New Ensembk
Audio magazine says our

Ensemble speaker system may he
"the hest value in the world."

Ito
The Surround 5.1

me Theater magazine calls our
mud 51 speaker "the wf ald's best

budget surround speaker."

compared our $599 Ensemble speaker system to models
selling for up to $2800.

literally hundreds of thousands of people have shopped
around, compared...and then chosen Cambridge
SoundWorks, and our unique way of doing business.

Which made us the country's
largest factory -direct audio
company. You get 30 days to
listen in your own home, with
your music, with no "eager" sales
person hovering nearby. And if
you don't absolutely love your
new system, return it for a full
refund. No problem. No ques-
tions asked.

For more information, give us a call at the number
below. Our AudioNideo consultants will answer your
questions and, if you like, send you a free catalog. Visit us
online at www.hifi.com. Or if you're
in New England or northern
California, we welcome your visit to
one of our Factory Stores.

Thanks for reading.

Powered Subwoofer
Boot magazine calls our Powered Subunofer "an

aural atomic bomb...nothing short of phenomenal."

F( q- A Frct. .111

1-800-FOR-HIFI
.1-800-36---i-3-0 Or visit www.hifi.o.gn

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

...

Tel 14100-367-4434 Fax 617 527-3194 "Arada 1-800-525-4434 Outsde U s a ..alacia 6'
Real Stems n ea San Frencsco Bay Area & New Englax1

'All noapederep hoar spades covered by 10 -Year Laded Parts 8 Labor Warranty Oulcloor speakers coaxed by .-Year Larded Pats & Liu Waranty Pottered Speakerscooed by 2 -Year brutal Warranty and all multarde speakers covered by a I Year Limited Waranlk
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Mission 700 Series
Home Theater Speakers
COREY GREENBERG

Mission has long been one
of England's largest speak-
er manufacturers. On this
side of the pond, where

the word "too" is more commonly as-
sociated with Reed, the company's dis-
tinctly British hi-fi gear enjoys a lower
profile. Mission's speakers generally
have that classic British sound that you
either love for its forgiving musicality
or hate for its refusal to get down and
bow-wow-wow-yi ppee-yo-yippee-y ay.
The tight though limited bass response,
nicely open and musical midrange, and
warm, slightly rolled -off highs add up to
a sound that, to my ears, tilts more to-
ward classical music and testosterone -
challenged Euro pop than the rock,
blues, and jazz I enjoy. But that hasn't
stopped Mission speakers from finding
favor with many hard-core audiophiles
over the years. The company's Model
731 mini -monitor, in particular, has gone
on to become a cult favorite of budget -
minded audiophiles here in the U.S.

Now, with Starbucks making a play
for the U.K., Mission's returning the
serve with its 700 Series of budget -
price speakers designed with "an Amer-
ican sensibility for bass and dynamics,"
according to Howard Pleet, president of

Mission North America. Many home
theater owners are finding that as long
as they plant a beefy, corn -fed sub -
woofer over in the corner, they can get
away with using smaller, less obtrusive
bookshelf -type speakers for the main
channels and still rock the casbah. With
that in mind, I asked Mission to assem-
ble an affordable surround sound pack-
age based on the popular sub/sat for-
mat. For the front speakers, Mission
sent a pair of Model 701 mini -moni-
tors, each featuring a 61/2 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch soft -dome tweeter. If you
looked at the photo and wondered why
we shot the speakers upside down,
they're supposed to be that way -
Mission claims that positioning the
woofer above the tweeter improves
imaging. The 701 sports a good pair of
binding posts on its rear panel and, like
the rest of the 700 Series, a black ash
finish with an elegant and distinctly
Sonus Faberesque faux -leather wrap on
the front panel.

For the surround channels, Mission
sent me a pair of Model 700 mini -
speakers. The 700 is a scaled -down
version of the Model 701, with a small-
er, 51/4 -inch woofer and two smaller -di-
ameter bass ports instead of one big
port. It's a good, economical choice for
use as a surround speaker in a home
theater system featuring any of the
larger 700 Series speakers.

Mission's Model 70C2 center speak-
er marries two 5 -inch woofers with the
same 1 -inch tweeter found in the Mod-
el 700 and 701 speakers. The cabinet is
magnetically shielded to prevent the
picture on your TV screen from turn-
ing purple.

The Model 70AS powered subwoof-
er features a ported 10 -inch driver and a
100 -watt amplifier. On the rear panel

FAST FACTS
MODEL 701

(front)
MOCEL 70C2

(center)
MODEL 700
(surround)

MODEL 70AS
(subwoofer)

TWEETER 1 -inch dome 1-ir :h dome 1 -inch dome

WOOFER 6'/2 -inch cone two 5- nch cones 51/4 -inch cone 10 -inch cone

ENCLOSURE ported ported dual ports ported

SIZE 18 x 85/n x 12 8 x 20 x 95/e 131/4 x 71/2 x 10% 18 x 161/2 x 16
(HxWxD) inches inches inches inches

FINISH black ash black ash black ash black ash
vinyl Any! vinyl vinyl

PRICE $375 a pair $319 $250 a pair $500
($1,444 total)

MANUFACTURER Mission, distributed by Denan, Dept. SR, 222 New Rd., Parsippany. NJ 07054.
phone, 973-573-7810; Web, www.mission.co.uk
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Much more detailed and extended
treble than previous Mission speakers.

LOW POINTS
The treble can sound a bit forward.

Center speaker is a little brighter than
the left/right front.

you'll find speaker -level inputs and out-
puts for hookup to an A/V receiver. Un-
like the cheap spring -clip connectors
found on many competing subs, the
Mission sub uses gold-plated binding
posts. It also has a stereo pair of line -
level inputs, also gold-plated, for use
with an A/V surround preamp. Three
rotary knobs control the sub's output
level, phase (continuously variable),
and crossover frequency. The solidly
constructed 70AS isn't likely to dance
across the room during serious low -
bass workouts - it has four adjustable
spiked feet that keep it solidly locked to
the floor.

In a nice retro touch, all of Mission's
700 Series speakers except the 70AS
feature white woofer cones. When I
was just starting to get seriously into hi-
fi in the late '70s, a speaker just wasn't
a speaker unless it had a big, pulpy.
lily-white woofer standing out like a
sore thumb on the front of an otherwise
dark wooden cabinet. Speakers like
JBL's classic white-woofered Model
4312 meant solemn, serious business in
the same way that the inclusion of Jim
Brown in the cast of a blaxploitation
film did.

I auditioned the 700 Series speakers
in my reference system, which includes
a Theta Casablanca surround preamp, a
Bryston 9B five -channel 100 -watt pow-
er amp, a Toshiba SD -3107 DVD play-
er, and a Theta Data III laserdisc/CD
transport. The center speaker sat atop a
Pioneer Elite Pro big -screen TV, with
the Model 701 front and 700 rear
speakers raised 24 inches off the floor
on stands.

Mission calls the 700 Series its
"American -sounding" speakers, and
I'll second that motion - as long as
Mission's definition of "American"
means an extended, detailed high end
and an ability to play loud without se-
vere distortion or even a smoked driver
or two. I have to admit I've never been
a fan of the classic "British" sound -
the muffled treble, anemic low end,
and limited dynamic range of such
British loudspeaker legends as the

Rogers LS3/5A and Quad ESL. Even
though the best of the breed, like the
Quad, throw a lifelike, musical mid-
range, they sound so dull on top and
limited in dynamic reserves that they
just can't help but sound old-fashioned
and tame when called upon to repro-
duce rock music and Dolby Digital
movie soundtracks.

These new Missions, on the other
hand, have less coloration than previ-
ous Mission speakers, including the
Model 731. For starters, they actually
have a high end - this system repro-
duced the treble range with a sparkling
presence that gave it an open, upfront
character about as traditionally British
as a mustard -slathered hot dog on the
Fourth of July. Fans of the classic Brit-
ish sound may consider the 700 Series
speakers too bright, but they're much
more suitable for home theater than
past Missions I've auditioned. Favorite
DVDs like Boogie Nights and Roller -
ball came across with all their recorded
detail intact, and every line of dialogue
clear and intelligible. Except for a bit
of added treble wispiness from the
Model 70C2 center speaker, the timbre
match between the five Mission satel-
lites was right on the money, making
for a vivid, coherent sense of surround
focus throughout the room.

Still, the Mission 700 Series system
fell a bit short of the mark set by Para-
digm's $1,900 LCR-350/PDR-12 sys-
tem, which has become my home the-
ater speaker reference in this price
range. In my comparisons, the Para-
digm system scored in the areas of tre-

ble purity, midrange transparency, and
deep bass extension, and it was able to
play louder without strain than the
Mission combo - for example, George
Harrison's "Wah Wah" from the All
Things Must Pass CD sounded more
muscular and visceral played over the
Paradigms.

That said, the 700 Series is a great
improvement in all of these areas from
past Mission speakers I've auditioned.
The 70AS subwoofer, in particular, is
as un-British a powered subwoofer as
I've heard - that is to say, it's actually
got some lead in its pencil. For some
reason, even the most expensive British
subs, with the lone exception of the se-
rious butt -kickers from REL, have al-
ways sounded underwhelming to me.
They seem to push a lot of air at you
but don't really come together to make
good, solid bass. Not the 70AS - its
rumble was rich and satisfying, and
tight and tuneful enough to do justice
to music as well as movies. While it
didn't quite plumb the depths of the in-
famous arc -light sound effects on the
Apocalypse Now laserdisc - in truth,
few $500 subs can - it nevertheless
sounded bigger and meatier than a 10 -
inch driver and 100 watts usually sound
in my listening room.

In aiming for a more typically Amer-
ican sound with the new 700 Series,
Mission has come up with an afford-
ably priced line of home theater loud-
speakers that carry the family name in-
to new waters. If you haven't heard a
Mission speaker in a while, you're in
for a treat.

IN THE LAB
Mission's front and surround speakers
produced the flattest results of any
speakers we've tested since instituting our
averaged "listening window" quasi-
anechoic frequency -response measure-
ments. Above 1 kHz, the Model 701 front
speaker deviated from flatness by only
±1.8 dB and the Model 700 surround by
±2 dB, both figures representing unusually
neutral sound quality. These results were
obtained at listening angles that follow the
manufacturer's recommendation not to aim
the speakers at the prime listening position
(they have a rising high end with such
angling) but instead to aim them straight
forward. The Model 70C2 center speaker
measured less flat (±5.5 dB above 1 kHz)
and suffered, as do all speakers with side -
by -side woofers, from a large dip in the
midrange response when heard from
more than about 20 degrees horizontally
off -axis.

The Model 70AS subwoofer could
produce useful output at typical levels

down to around 30 Hz. It had an unusually
extended "high frequency" response that
wasn't down by 3 dB until 170 Hz. It
should be easier to get a flat subwoofer-
to-satellite transition with the Mission
70AS than with other subwoofers that roll
off lower down. - David Ranada

SENSITIVITY
(SPL at 1 meter, 2.83 volts input, 1 kHz)
Model 701 front 87.8 dB
Model 70C2 center 87 dB
Model 700 surround 87.5 dB

IMPEDANCE (minimum/nominal)
Model 701 front 4 5/8 ohms
Model 70C2 center 6 8/8 ohms
Model 700 surround 4/8 ohms

BASS OVERLOAD FREQUENCY
(at 90/100 dB SPL)
Model 701 front none/63 Hz
Model 70C2 center 50/80 Hz
Model 700 surround 80/100 Hz
Model 70AS subwoofer none/50 Hz
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NEW ON DVD
SPECIES 2 2264:
SPHERE (SPECIAL EDITION) 22241:

2001.A SPACE ODYSSEY
(REMASTERED EDITION) 1095108

MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN
OF GOOD AND EVIL 2185106

WAG THE DOG
(SPECIAL EDITION) 2209500

AN AMERICAN
WEREWOLF IN PARIS 2206407

SCREAM 2 2220408
LETHAL WEAPON 3 1051507

THE BORROWERS (1998) 2227700

HUSH 2247401

r,:s4 JAMES TAYLOR LIVE
AT THE BEACON 2281905

SPICE WORLD 2209203

r?. TONY BENNETT:; UNPLUGGED 2173003

THE GREAT ESCAPE
(REMASTERED) 1940907

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF 0055103

THE GAME 2176709

GATTACA 2183903

THE POSTMAN
(SPECIAL EDITION) 2209609

:g THE FAN (1996) 2036408

t- CONSPIRACY THEORY 2159705

``. JASON AND
THE ARGONAUTS 0158501

RANSOM 2077600

11/1.) rjr
1.1J -

;J (Aid Detail; below

"MUST HAVE" MOVIES
TWISTER 1961507

BLADERUNNER.
THE DIRECTOR'S CUT 1097906

THE FUGITIVE 1197706

G I JANE 2179703

CONTACT
(SPECIAL EDITION) 2177400

CRIMSON TIDE 1453307

SCREAM 2093102 GOLDENEYE 1920502 MASK 2293108 THE ENGLISH PATIENT

LETHAL WEAPON 0630806 GLORY 085900 ENTER THE DRAGON - (WIDESCREENI

LIAR LIAR 2107209 CLIFFHANGER 1149301 25TH ANNIVERSARY IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE

SOUTH PARK -VOLUME I 2210300 DIRTY DANCING SPECIAL EDITION 2208205 AMADEUS

2010: THE YEAR (REMASTERED) 2277101 HIGHLANDER - FLUBBER
WE MADE CONTACT 0266007 IN THE NAME 10TH ANNIVERSARY L.A. CONFIDENTIAL
WEST SIDE STORY OF THE FATHER 1247709 DIRECTOR'S CUT 1970805

PULP FICTION
RAN 0103903 HIGHLANDER 2:

THE RENEGADE VERS ON 2077105

(REMASTERED) 2166403
TOTAL RECALL

THE CROW 1374206 SCREAMERS 1933101
STARGATE-

SPECIAL EDITION (LBX)
FIRE DOWN BELOW (1997) 2159200 ZERO EFFECT 2234409 FIRESTARTER 2292407

GOODFELLAS 0969808 ABSOLUTE POWER 2090207 GEORGE OF THE JUNC LE 2148401
TOMBSTONE

JUMANJI 1918002 ANACONDA 2137503 GROSSE POINTE BLANK 2137909

THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT 2052009 AUSTIN POWERS: THE LOST BOYS 0631507 MR. NICE GUY

CAMELOT INTERNATIONAL MOST WANTED 2179208 OLIVER! (REMASTERED)

(REMASTERED VERSION) 2051308 MAN OF MYSTERY 2141509 NATIONAL LAMPOONS POINT OF NO RETURN

CARRIE 0050302 BRAZIL 0211607 ANIMAL HOUSE 0211508 101 DALMATIANS

DARK CITY 2233401 EXECUTIVE DECISION 1955905 THE MAN WHO RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD

JFK (DIRECTOR'S CUT) 2146405 FALLEN 2209104 FELL TO EARTH 0198507 (REMASTERED)

UNDER SIEGE 2: ARMY OF DARKNESS 112/201 AMERICAN GRAFFITI RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD -
DARK TERRITORY 1483007 NO ESCAPE 1288505 (SPECIAL EDITION) 2223808 PART 2 (REMASTERED)

PHENOMENON 2036002 LEGENDS OF THE FALL 1371301 MONEY TRAIN 1923101 RAMBO III (REMASTERED)

OWN THE BEST DIGITAL AUDIO AND VIDEO TECHNOLOGY EVER
Build a collection of your favorite movies
on DVD! Just write in the numbers of the 2
DVDs you want for $4.95 each. plus ship-
ping and handling. In exchange, you simply
agree to buy 4 more DVDs in the next two
years at regular Club prices (which current-
ly start as low as $24.95, plus shipping and
handling)-and you may cancel member-
ship at any time after doing so. What's
more, you can get still one more movie for
the low price of $14.95 and have less to
buy later (see complete details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks (up
to 13 times a year) reviewing our Director's
Selection-plus scores of alternate choices.
And you may also receive Special Selection
mailings up to tour times a year. (That's up
to 17 buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want the
Director's Selection, do nothing-it will be
sent automatically. If you prefer an alter-
nate selection, or none at all, just mail the
response card always provided by the date
specified. And you'll always have 10 days
to decide; if not, you may return the selec-
tion at our expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue
your membership after fulfilling your obliga-
tion, you'll be eligible for our generous
bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy more
great savings on the movies you want-for
as long as you decide to remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details
of the Club's operation with your introduc-
tory package. If not satisfied, return every-
thing within 10 days, at our expense, for a
full refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 -hours a day.

1-888-CHC-DVDS
(1-888-242-3837) Dept. SOY

If you want a movie on DVD that you
don't see here. just call us and ask.

OVD
CLUB
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1430008
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1254200
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Columbia House DVD Club, Dept. SOY
P.O. Box 1173, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1173

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in
this advertisement. As a member, I need to buy only
4 more selections, at regular Club prices, in the next
2 years. Send me these 2 DVDs for $4.95 each-
plus $1.69 each shipping/handling (total: $13.28).

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
_I Also, send me my first selection for $14.95, plus $1.69 shipping/handling, which I'm
adding to my $13.28 payment Cotal: $29.92). I then need
to buy only 3 more (instead 04 4) in the next 2 years.

Please check how paying: J My check is enclosed. MFJ/MFS
J Charge my introductory DVDs and future Club purchases to: MFK/MFT
J MasterCard U Diners Club J AMEX J VISA J Discover

Acct. No.

Signature

Name

Exp. Date.

Address Apt No

City State

Zip Phone No. (

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
J i own a Personal Computer (1) JI own a PC with a CD-ROM (2) :-111 plan to buy a PC with a CD-ROM (3)

NOTE: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, reject any application
or cancel any membership Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States.
Applicable tax added to all orders. R-JAN99-SR
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NAD Model T770
Dolby Digital Receiver
DANIEL KUMIN

Many of the latest -genera-
tion 5.1 -channel A/V re-
ceivers are burdened by
too many features, too

many controls, and too many menus,
displays, and readouts for user comfort.
NAD, in contrast, has stripped the new
T770 surround sound receiver to its
essence: five powered channels rated at
70 watts each, Dolby Digital and digi-
tal -domain Pro Logic decoding, only
one additional surround mode, and a
rigorously limited collection of buttons
and controls both on the faceplate and
on the supplied system remote control.

This back -to -basics approach - an
NAD tradition - is immediately obvi-
ous from the front panel, which con-
tains just three modest sets of pushbut-
tons, sensibly grouped by function, plus
tone and volume knobs. A wide display
window lights up with blue readouts of
source and mode data, but all except

FAST FACTS
RATED POWER surround mode. 70 W

x 5, all channels driven, into 8 ohms
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than

0.08% THD; stereo, 80 W x 2
KEY FEATURES

 Dolby Digital, digital -domain Pro
Logic decoding

 "impedance -sensing" power -amplifier
circuitry

 6 -channel analog input for use with
external 5.1 -channel decoder

 one general-purpose ambience mode
DIMENSIONS 173/8 inches wide, 61/4

inches high, 14 inches deep

WEIGHT 371/7 pounds

PRICE $1,699

MANUFACTURER NAD U.S.A., Dept.

SR, 1600 Providence Hwy., Suite 286,
Walpole, MA 02081; phone, 508-660-

8300; Web. www.nadelectronics.com

the selected input are really too small to
be visible from more than a few feet.
Labeling is white on NAD's hallmark
dark -gray panel, but the relatively large
type and bright -white ink make legibili-
ty a good bit better than the norm.
Overall, I found the appearance quite
attractive and the controls easy to use.

Around back, the T770 supplies a
conventional set of inputs and outputs
arrayed around a large vent for the in-
ternal fan. Interestingly, the fan is de-
signed to come on only during high -
volume surround -mode playback, so
the odds of your hearing it are pretty
slim. The receiver sports five A/V in-
puts, all of which support S -video as
well as composite -video (RCA -jack)
connections - even the front -panel
Video 5 convenience input can handle
S -video. Video 1, Video 2, and two of
the four additional, audio -only inputs
are also equipped with outputs for a
cassette deck, VCR, or other recorder.

There's a set of six RCA jacks for
5.1 -channel input from an outboard
DTS or other non -Dolby Digital sur-
round decoder, selectable either from
the front panel or the remote control, as
well as pre -out jacks for each of the six
channels. Digital inputs include one op-
tical, one coaxial, and one AC-3/RF for
a laserdisc player. This should prove
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THE ENERGY e:XL" SERIES

faithfully reproduces the sound

made at the time of the recording.

You'll experience rich mid -range,

clearer, higher registe- and

undistorted deep rhythmic

bass. The end result is natural

sound that is both sweet and

colorful. To fully appreciate the

e:XL Series, come in and hear

them at your nearest authorized

Energy' dealer today.

A Division of Audio Products International Corp. 3641 McNicoll Ave. Scarborough, Ontario,

Canada MIX 1G5 Telephone N16)121-1800 Fax (4161321-1500 wwwenergy-peakers.com M LJSICAL TRUTH.'
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adequate for most systems today, but if
you have a MiniDisc recorder or a sat-
ellite receiver with a digital output in
addition to a DVD/CD player, it will
seem far less so. Add future set -top dig-
ital cable boxes and next -generation
video games to the devices competing
for scarce data ports, and three digital
inputs (effectively only two, really) sim-
ply will not suffice. A multiroom stereo
audio output is endowed with indepen-
dent source and volume control for two -
zone installations and NAD-Link jacks
for interconnecting another NAD sys-
tem - providing unified command
from one or both zones.

The supplied remote control operates
all of the T770's functions, of course,
and incorporates basic -function control
of NAD CD players and cassette decks.
It is not preprogrammed or "teachable,"
however, so if you have a mixed -brand
system you will find it less useful. The
handset is quite solidly made, and 1
found the T770 itself to be nicely fin-
ished and well built, though not unusu-
ally so given its hefty price.

I set up the NAD receiver with my
standard five -speaker array, which in-
cludes a full -range front left/right pair
of average sensitivity and high-perfor-
mance center and surround speakers.
As always, I left out a subwoofer at the
start so as to drive the T770's amplifiers
as vigorously as possible. Speaker con-
nection was eased by average -weight
banana -type jacks all around (though
U.S. dual -banana plugs don't fit).

NAD spotlights the T770's new Im-
pedance Sensing Circuit amplifier de-
sign, which permits it to deliver clean,
dynamic power, with safe current peaks
of 45 amperes, into a wide variety of
real -world speaker loads without strain-
ing the heat -sink capacity permitted by
its sensibly sized chassis. I did not use
speakers of unusually low impedance.
but the T770 did produce punchy,
smooth, impressively extended sound at
levels perceptibly higher than its mod-
est power ratings might have led me to
expect. Certainly, the T770 gave up lit-
tle if anything to most "100 watts x 5"
receivers I've encountered either in dy-
namic, high-level two -channel use or in
the five -channel surround modes.

The T770's surround performance
was exemplary in most respects. It em-
ploys the Motorola 56000 -family digi-
tal signal procesing (DSP) chip set for
all its surround modes, and the design-
ers appear to have done their circuit -
implementation homework. The receiv-
er was impressively quiet in all modes,

never yielding noise audible from the
listening position at any conceivable
real -life volume setting. Dolby Pro
Logic (DPL) tracking was superb, with
no audible channel leakage, and Dolby
Digital sound was all I could expect:
precise, dynamic, balanced, and always
impressively intelligible. Even at true
opera -house levels, the Don Giovanni
scene from the Amadeus DVD (Warner
Home Video) sounded deep, ambient.
and defined - in short, spine -tingling.
NAD says that the T770 employs high-
performance 18 -bit -resolution sigma/
delta digital -to -analog converters for all
channels (and analog -to -digital convert-
ers for surround play of analog sourc-
es), which could well contribute to its
fine sound. Whatever its source, musi-

cal detail and depth were amply evident
both on two -channel CDs and on the
few multichannel music DVDs current-
ly available, such as Delos's DVD
Music Breakthrough (DV -7002), which
sounded fabulous.

NAD complements the T770's two
Dolby modes with a single ambience -
enhancement mode, dubbed EARS, for
Enhanced Ambience Recovery System
(a bit forced in my book). The process
appears to send a full -band stereo dif-
ference signal (L - R) to both surround
speakers and a dollop of unsteered
mono to the center speaker.

EARS is said to add natural spa-
ciousness to stereo sources, and in
many cases I found this to be true. It of-
ten worked very well with natural -

IN THE LAB
DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) PERFORMANCE
All data obtained from Dolby Labs AC -3
test DVD using dithered test signals, which
set limits on measured distortion and
noise. All channel -level controls and LFE
attenuation set to 0. All speakers set to
"large." Reference input level is -20 dBFS'
unless otherwise stated; reference output
level is 1 watt into the specified imped-
ance. All are worst -case figures

Output at clipping (1 kHz, 8/4 ohms)
one channel driven (front) 100/108 W
one channel driven (surround) 101/108 W
five channels driven (8 ohms) about 67 W

Distortion at 1 watt (THD+N, 1 kHz)
8 and 4 ohms 0.1%

Noise (A-wtd)
left surround -70 dB

Excess noise (with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +2.2 dB

Frequency response (left surround)
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.1, -0.2 dB

Channel imbalance (individual channels
set at 0 -dB gain) 0.3 dB spread or less

Subwoofer output frequency response
about 12 dB/octave rolloff above 68 Hz

High-pass filter frequency response
12 dB/octave rolloff below 78 Hz

Maximum unclipped subwoofer output
7.75 volts

Subwoofer distortion (master volume and
sub trim at -3 dB) <0.05%**

STEREO PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUTS
Reference volume setting for noise is the
same as for Dolby Digital; subwoofer off.

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS*) +2.6 dB

Noise (A-wtd) -72.1 dB

Excess noise (with/without signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +4.5/+1.75 dB

Tone -control range
40 Hz t10 dB
6 kHz ±10 dB

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.5 dB

TUNER PERFORMANCE
All figures except frequency response are
for FM only.

Sensitivity (50 -dB quieting)
mono 21 dBf
stereo 42.5 dBf

Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 1.5 dB

AM rejection 58.4 dB

Selectivity
alternate -channel 55.5 dB
adjacent -channel 1.8 dB

Noise (at 65 dBf)
mono -77.8 dB
stereo -70.1 dB

Frequency response
FM 20 Hz to 15 kHz +0.09, -0.87 dB
AM 67 Hz to 3.09 kHz +0.3, -6 dB

 decibels referred to digital full scale all six channels driven by 30 Hz at 0 dBFS

TECH NOTES
Driving all five channels to clipping
induced about a 5 -percent AC power -line
sag, from 120 volts to 114 volts, but this is
typical for real -world home AC power
supplies. Tone -control measurements are
given at 40 Hz and 6 kHz rather than our
usual 100 Hz and 10 kHz because, unlike

typical receiver tone controls, the T770's
bass control is confined to the deep bass
and its treble control shelves over a wide
treble region. The tuner's FM selectivity
was rather poor, but the noise was very
low, especially considering the so-so
sensitivity.
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We put the

Mirage AVS-Seri e<

AUDITION THE AVS-SERIES MIC
AT THE AUTHORIZED MIRAGE
IN YOUR AREA OR LOOK US UP
WEB: www.miragespeak

NficroSystem

It's here and it's hot. From the
minds at Mirage comes "home
theater in a box", delivering high
performance and high flexibility
without the high price.

The AVS System. 3-1/2" 2 -way
speakers with real 1" dome
tweeters for broad frequency
response and high sensitivity.
Complete with built-in low
frequency overload protection
to blend perfectly with the
outstanding Mirage PS -Series
powered subwoofers.

Softly contoured corners add
elegance and reduce edge
diffraction. Front and rear
molded copolymer baffles are
locked into a one-piece solid
wood cabinet for increased
rigidity and amazing
performance.

The miraculous new AVS System
from Mirage. Discover the real
power and impact of compact
home theater.
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Excellent sound.
Simple, easy layout, features, menus.

Useful EARS mode for ambience
enhancement.

Superior tone controls.

LOW POINTS
Only two digital inputs (plus AC-3/RF).

No channel -level memories.
Some bass -management limitations.

Expensive.

acoustic recordings. I was impressed by
the mode's ability to liven up the many
good -but -unremarkable recordings that
populate my collection. A favorite old
Brahms CD by the Cantilena Piano
Quartet (Arabesque Z6553) sounded
notably deeper and more spatially de-
tailed with EARS engaged. On this and
many other chamber and orchestral
CDs, I found the NAD processing to be
quite benign with respect to timbre and
spatially very attractive. It wasn't per-
fectly transparent, but then I've yet to
find any ambience -enhancement mode
that is.

EARS was less effective with typical
studio -made pop recordings where sep-
arate tracks for each performer are
mixed down to stereo, such as James
Taylor's Hourglass (Columbia), which
often sounded somewhat "flat." (The
same is frequently true when such pro-
ductions are played through a Pro Log-
ic decoder, too.)

I'd have felt even more sanguine to-
ward NAD's one -size -fits -all surround
mode if the T770 provided a workable
way to adjust relative channel levels on
a routine basis. It doesn't, for EARS or
either Dolby surround mode. You have
to plod through the menu system and
run the circulating -noise DPL calibra-
tion routine. Nor is there any way to
store different relative channel levels by
source, mode, or preset. That's too bad,
because I frequently preferred EARS
with the surrounds set 1 or 2 dB lower
than "stock," and with all systems I use
I routinely tweak the Pro Logic center -
and surround -channel levels by a deci-
bel or two from program to program.
But making such adjustments was often
too much trouble with the NAD T770.

I did, however, discover a setup re-
striction that could affect some sys-
tems. The T770's bass -management in-
cludes only center (small/large/none),
surround (yes/no), and subwoofer (yes/
no) options. With surround set to "yes"
and subwoofer set to "no," bass is redi-

rected to the main left/right speakers,
which are presumably best able to re-
produce it. That's all well and good -
except that it works only in the Dolby
Digital mode. In the DPL or EARS
modes, if you set the sub option to
"no," the surround channels play full -
range, willy-nilly, and the surround -
channel bass is not sent to the left/right
outputs.

So even if you wanted to exploit Dol-
by Digital's full -range surround poten-
tial with large surround speakers, it
would do you no good with the T770,
since in the digital mode the surround
signals always cross over to the sub -
woofer output (or to the front speakers,
if you have no sub): there is no "large"
surround option. Conversely, it's possi-
ble that stereo programs with signifi-
cant low -frequency content could suffer
a slight loss of bass weight when
played in the DPL or EARS modes if
your surround speakers - like mine
and most others - have limited bass
response. However, Dolby Surround -
encoded CDs and tapes almost never
have surround -channel bass content,
and these sounded outstanding played
through the NAD's Pro Logic decoder.

The T770's tuner sounded just a bit
better than usual with strong FM sig-
nals, delivering musical and dynamic
sound on the best programs - few and
far between, these days. But it rated no
better than average at extracting weak
or distant broadcasts. AM reception
was barely better than average. The
T770 offers seek tuning in FM only,
manual tuning in both, and memory
presets for 30 stations.

Along with its fine surround circuits
and excellent amplifiers, I found a
number of things to like about the NAD
T770. The on -screen display's restric-
tion to just three "levels" makes it un-

tit

usually navigable, and the remote's
spacious layout gives it an easy feel.
Placing the mute button way up top, far
from the volume controls, is hardly op-
timal, though. The backward array of
input buttons - from left to right: Vid-
eo 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 - had me going, too.
(The NAD design center is in London,
and years of driving on the wrong side
of the road have obviously warped the
designers.) The receiver's remote vol-
ume control responds very quickly at
the low ("soft") end of its scale but
slows progressively as you change vol-
ume at higher settings, a nice touch. I
also liked that it's calibrated so its 12
o'clock setting reads "0 dB" and, in a
typical room, corresponds to a realistic
concert level with well -recorded or-
chestral or chamber CDs played on av-
erage -sensitivity speakers or cinemalike
levels from DVD movies. Finally, the
T770's tone controls buck current trends
by confining bass action to the true -
bass -only region, reducing unwanted
(by me, anyway) midrange effects, and
by "shelving" treble action lower than
usual; both engender more effective
program equalization.

The NAD T770 is one AN receiver
that should prove of interest to those
who spend as much time listening to
serious music as to waching films and
who wish to avoid as much complica-
tion as possible. On paper, the T770
obviously doesn't win any "watts -per -
dollar" contests. And it would be dis-
ingenuous to ignore that several com-
petitors offer similar power and fea-
tures - on paper - for a good deal
less. On paper. Serious listeners, how-
ever, as well as those with a "Zen" for
simplicity, may well choose to disre-
gard the paper and decide instead with
ears, eyes, and hands trained instead on
the thing itself.

SANS bOTTLES PL1\5TIC
FirsT in.

OEDNEvici)RT,i5AN
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Denon DVD-5000
THX-Certified DVD Player
KEN C. POHLMANN

The worth of a diamond can be
determined by its weight in
carats. Five hundred ounces
of gold is much more valuable

than five ounces. A heavyweight cham-
pion should have no problem handling
a welterweight. And, airbags notwith-
standing, if a 5 -ton truck crashes into a
sports car ....

Without a doubt, for a lot of things,
weight does matter. How about audio/
video gear? Although the quality of
A/V components is not strictly a ques-
tion of mass, the Denon DVD-5000's
hefty 36 pounds suggests that it doesn't
skimp on goodies. In a world populated
by lightweight DVD players, and one
in which you could even build a damn
good player that rests comfortably in
your palm, a 36 -pounder must be some-
thing special, right?

One thing is certain: the DVD-5000's
construction is robustly solid. Its heavy -
gauge copper -plated metal chassis is
"bulletproof," as are its massive power
transformers. In a contest between an
atom bomb and this player, the bomb
would lose. Literally building on its
massive foundation, the player's front
panel has the look and feel of high -end
electronics. It eschews gaudy displays
and excessive buttons to strike a satisfy-

ingly spartan pose. You'll find only the
essential controls, and the few buttons
and knobs have a silky -smooth feel.

There are a number of subtle touch-
es. For example, after calmly waiting in
the stop mode for 30 minutes, the play-
er courteously switches itself to its
power-off/standby mode. Nice. The
display is understated. My only qualm:
although the blue fluorescent look is
clean, it's reminiscent of the display

FAST FACTS
KEY FEATURES

 Coaxial and optical digital inputs and
outputs

 Component -video output
 Two S -video and two composite -

video outputs

 HDCD decoding
 96-kHz/24-bit audio D/A converters
 Backlit remote control
DIMENSIONS 17 inches wide, 5'/4
inches high, 143/8 inches deep

WEIGHT 36'/4 pounds
PRICE $2,500

MANUFACTURER Denon America,

Dept. SR, 222 New Rd., Parsippany, NJ
07054; phone, 973-575-7810; Web,
www.del.denon.com

used everywhere on lower -quality com-
ponents. A more distinctive display
would have been welcome. Another
small gripe: the disc drawer is made of
flimsy plastic. At this price, I'd expect a
sturdier tray. Negative nuances aside,
this is one impressive -looking player.

Of course, not only is beauty in the
eye of the beholder, it is also skin deep.
The more interesting aspects of the
DVD-5000 lie inside, where you'll find
a powerful array of signal -processing
circuitry, including Denon's proprietary
Alpha 24 -bit digital filter, a separate
digital filter and decoder for CDs coded
with HDCD (High Definition Compat-
ible Digital), and a set of topflight
Burr -Brown digital -to -analog convert-
ers (DACs) providing 24 -bit resolution
and able to handle sampling frequen-
cies up to 96 kHz. Moreover, the ana-
log outputs feature a differential -mode
configuration to further reduce noise.
Clearly, the Denon engineers didn't
skimp on the electronic design.

As if proof were really needed, the
DVD-5000 proudly carries the THX
Ultra logo, showing that it is certified
by THX to meet its highest standards
for video performance, MPEG-2 video
decoding, audio performance, and user -
interface design. Performance parame-
ters such as picture distortion, color
clarity, and motion artifacts were sub-
jected to certification testing at THX
headquarters. Moreover, the objective
benchmark tests were supplemented by
subjective evaluations of the picture,
sound, and ease of operation. All in all,
this player packs in all the high -end
perks you'd want in a DVD player.

But wait! There's more! The rear
56 STEREO REVIEW JANUARY 1999 PHOTO BY DAVE SLAGLE
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panel reveals even more niceties. In
particular, you'll find an optical and a
coaxial digital input. Using these con-
nectors (and a front -panel source -selec-
tor switch), you can plug in two exter-
nal devices and run them through the
Alpha filter or HDCD filter/decoder
and the Burr -Brown DACs. For exam-
ple, the bitstream from a CD player
with an adequate transport but weak
electronics could benefit from this fea-
ture. The rear panel also provides fixed -
and variable -level analog outputs, a
coaxial and an optical digital output,
two composite -video outputs, two S -
video outputs, and one set of compo-
nent -video outputs. There are also con-
trol -bus in/outs. Can you think of any-
thing missing? I can't.

Like most DVD players, this one
moves front -panel complexity to the
fingertip -accessible remote control. The
remote's 39 buttons duplicate all the
primary controls and provide special-
ized operating controls and access to
and control of the on -screen menus. A
side -mounted button lets you backlight
the remote's 17 translucent buttons (for
night viewing), and the lights even stay
lit for 5 seconds after you release the
button. Excellent!

It was with great anticipation that I
hoisted the DVD-5000 into my elec-
tronics stack (being careful to lift with
the legs, not the back). I started my
evaluation with the music side of the
equation. HDCD is a mature technolo-
gy that has met with lavish praise as
well as some skepticism. CDs encoded
with HDCD are decoded by the hard-
ware circuitry in a way that is said to
reduce distortion and improve dynamic
clarity and soundstage. After spending
a considerable amount of time audition-
ing HDCD discs and hardware, I re-
main only mildly impressed by the
processing.

Certainly a number of HDCD discs
sounded absolutely terrific in this DVD

player (I particularly enjoyed
Pat Benatar's lnnamorata and
Trisha Yearwood's Songbook).
However, there was no awe-
some improvement in fidelity
beyond what careful recording
and mastering technique can
impart. Really good recordings
sound really good without HD -
CD, and bad recordings still
sound bad with it. In other
words, against larger forces,

The DVD-5000 reproduced the murky nuances its benefit is small. It's my
of Seven (New Line) with near -cinematic quality. opinion that HDCD was an

interesting technology a few
years ago when designers were strug-
gling to wring the utmost fidelity from
the CD standard. But with the advent
of DVD-Video and the imminence of
DVD-Audio, the role of the playback
electronics in terms of sound quality
will recede, and the recording -studio
side of the equation will dominate the
quality of what we ultimately hear from
a recording.

While the HDCD circuitry in the
DVD-5000 will be welcomed by some
critical listeners, I suspect that most
others will be more impressed by excel-

lent DVD-Video music recordings such
as those from Chesky. I enjoyed a num-
ber of new Chesky releases, including
Sex Without Bodies by the jazz group
Dave's True Story. These are wonder-
ful recordings whose sound bursts from
the speakers, providing a sense of real-
ism exceeding that of many CDs. I
suspect that the musical content above
20 kHz is tiny, but everything in the au-
dible range sure sounded great. The
96/24 specs on these discs are a won-
derful harbinger of what DVD-Audio
will bring, and the DVD-5000 handled
them beautifully. It's worth noting that,
like other DVD-Video players, the
DVD-5000 downconverts the 96 -kHz
audio signal to 48 kHz for digital out-
put. Moving to still farther corners of
my collection, I was disappointed to
find that it could not play back CD -R
discs, only CD-RWs.

Next, I turned my attention to mov-
ies. As you might expect, the DVD-
5000 provides a plethora of perks, such
as letting you select the soundtrack and
subtitle languages or alternative camera
angles (when these are encoded on the
disc). You'll also find a marker function

IN THE LAB
DVD VIDEO PERFORMANCE
Measurements made from a variety of DVD
test discs through the player's composite -
video outputs.

Setup level 7.5 IRE

Differential gain 1 IRE

Differential phase 1°

Horizontal luminance frequency
response (re level at 1 Mhz)
at 4 MHz -0.34 dB
at 5 MHz -1.05 dB
at 6 MHz -6.90 dB

Equivalent on -screen resolution
480 lines

CD AUDIO PERFORMANCE
All measurements made from Stereo
Review's test CD-RW through the player's
fixed -level outputs. All signals contained
dither, which sets theoretical limits on
noise and distortion performance.

Maximum output level 1.92 volts

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz )-0, -0.07 dB

Noise
(A-wtd, re -20-dBFS- input) -76.1 dB

Excess noise (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) -0.25/+0.25 dB
quasi -20 -bit (EN20) +2.21/+3 dB

 an IRE is a standardized unit of contrast
decibels referred to digital full-scale

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.0019%
at -20 dBFS 0.018%

Noise modulation 0.7 dB

Linearity error (at 499 Hz)
at -90 dBFS -0.15 dB

Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany disc) 1,000 pm

TECH NOTES
Nearly every audio and video
measurement I made on this DVD player
showed performance ranging from
unusually good to superb. Excess noise
with quasi -20 -bit signals (EN20) was by
several decibels the best I've encountered
to date, indicating that the player will give
the best possible playback quality with any
"20 -bit" CDs. Distortion performance was
close to theoretical perfection, and the
noise level was actually lower than the
theoretical limit of -75.7 dB. I attribute the
latter result to the slightly too -small least -
significant bit (LSB), which is also
responsible for the tiny linearity error. (The
distortion, noise, linearity, and excess -
noise measurements are interrelated.)

On the video side, the player showed
very fine performance. Its smoothly rolling
off video frequency response didn't have
any of the lower -frequency "peaking" I've
noticed recently on other players, which
can be responsible for an artifically
"punchy" image quality. - David Ranada
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to store up to five locations on a disc
for quick access, an A -B looping func-
tion, chapter and title repeat, and a way
to disable playback of a DVD to block
playback by children or nosy neigh-
bors. All of this and more is handled
through on -screen menus that are rela-
tively easy to navigate once you learn
the basic iconic visual design and re-
member which buttons to push for
which operations (some of the design
choices for the menus are not particu-
larly intuitive).

Like many other high -end DVD-Vid-
eo players, the DVD-5000 uses 10 -bit
DACs to convert the 8 -bit video signal
to an analog output. To test its picture
quality, I cherry -picked scenes from
several movies. For example, the edgy
thriller Seven (winner of the coveted
Pohlmann Award for Best Opening
Credits) includes many darkly lit scenes
that can be tough to reproduce. The
DVD-5000 provided an absolutely clean
and crisp picture that was free of proc-
essing artifacts. Moreover, the picture
properly reproduced all the murky and
shadowy nuances of this film with near -
cinematic quality.

Some players have a problem with
reverse playback (MPEG-2 video en-
coding is inherently forward -moving).
The DVD-5000 handled this quite well,
providing smooth multispeed scans at
all five forward/reverse speeds. Interest-
ingly, at the first forward high speed,
the player provides an audio output; al-
though the soundtrack skips as it moves
forward, it is very listenable, in part be -

HIGH POINTS
o - -so con on.
T H X Ultra certification.

Full variety of inputs and outputs.
Topnotch audio and video performance.

Good user interface.

LOW POINTS
Cannot play CD -R discs.

Expensive.

cause it is pitch -shifted to sound like
normal speed.

Throughout Seven and the other
movies, the surround sound reproduc-
tion was topnotch through my reference
Denon receiver, using either the coaxial
or optical output from the DVD-5000.
A quirk that I hope is limited to my re-
view model: the disc transport made a
very audible high-speed whirring noise
when spinning DVDs.

The DVD-5000 is not Denon's first
DVD player, but it is certainly its most
impressive. Only a generation or two
after the format's launch, wisely build-
ing on lessons learned from the CD era,
DVD hardware has already reached a
high level of sophistication. If you are
looking for the best of the best, the
Denon DVD-5000 will not fail to satis-
fy. It proves that high -end video and
audio really can coexist in one chassis.
Its picture sparkles brighter than any
gemstone, and its sound is more mouth-
watering than any sirloin. At $70 a
pound, it's worth every ounce.

Lel Us
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You!

Photo created and produced by Media Group Marketing, Inc ©
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Monsoon MM -1000
Multimedia Speakers
TOM NOUSAINE

What human pursuit other
than audio uses the word
"flat" to mean "good"?
Nobody wants flat beer

or flat tires. People use "flat" to de-
scribe the bland, the humdrum, or the
monotonous.

But with loudspeakers we love flat.
Flat frequency response is good - the
flatter the better! More important, en-
thusiasts have always loved flat -shaped
speakers. Large, sexy, flat electrostatic
and planar -magnetic speakers have
long been desirable audio art, and now
new flat -panel technologies have been
piquing the interests of audiophiles.

Unfortunately, these exotic speakers
have always been plagued with prob-
lems. We love the shape, but their im-
posing size, poor sensitivity, and pro-
pensity to suck large quantities of flat
green paper out of our wallets have
limited their overall appeal. Now, how-
ever, Monsoon - better known as a car
stereo brand - is bringing flat planar -
magnetic speaker technology to multi-
media applications at the affordable
price of $229.

The MM -1000 three-piece speaker

system includes a pair of planar -mag-
netic desktop satellites and a bass mod-
ule. The bass module's enclosure is
ported and contains all of the system's
electronics, including a pair of 12'/2 -
watt amplifiers for the satellites, a 25 -
watt amp for the resident woofer, and a
crossover specified at 18 dB per octave
at 200 Hz. System frequency response
is rated as 50 Hz to 20 kHz ±5 dB in a
"workstation environment."

FAST FACTS
DRIVER COMPLEMENT 4 x 8 -inch

planar -magnetic (satellites); 51/4 -inch

cone woofer
RATED POWER 121/a watts each for

satellites, 25 watts for bass module
DIMENSIONS (HxWxD) satellite

(including base), 9 x 43/4 x 51/2 inches;

bass module, 11 x 10 x 11 inches
FINISH charcoal -gray

PRICE $229

MANUFACTURER Monsoon, Dept. SR,

47683 Avante Dr., Wixom, MI

48393; phone. 248-374-2200; Web.
www.monsoonpowercom

Planar -magnetic speakers can be
made flat compared with a cone speak-
er because they use a membrane instead
of a cone, small bar magnets instead of
doughnut -shaped ring magnets, and a
"voice coil" that is etched onto the
membrane instead of wound around a
former at the throat of the cone. Be-
cause of its shape and overall length, a
cone speaker needs elastic suspensions
at the outer edge and near the apex of
the cone to keep everything lined up.
The membrane of a planar -magnetic
speaker is fastened only at its perimeter.

All else being equal, the basic ad-
vantages of a planar speaker are more
consistent sound propagation over its
operating range and, for use at a com-
puter, a dipolar (figure -8) dispersion
pattern with nulls directly to the speak-
er's sides. Each MM -1000 satellite at-
taches to a stand that angles the panel
up toward the listener's ears. The bot-
tom edge of the speaker is positioned
near the desktop so that its forward ra-
diation pattern merges as seamlessly as
possible with the acoustic image re-
flected from the desktop.

Dipoles, of course, radiate sound to
the rear as well as the front of the speak-
er. According to Monsoon, when the
satellites are placed at least a foot from
a wall behind them, the reflection will
add spaciousness to the sound, but be-
cause of its delay, it will not mar the
stereo image. Since these boxless
speakers don't put out much bass, the
crossover to the bass module had to be
set at 200 Hz, which means that you'll
want to keep it close to the satellites to
insure a cohesive sound.

The MM -1000 comes with every-
thing needed to install and use the sys-
tem, including wires and cables. The
bass module's inputs and outputs are
located along the top edge of its rear
panel. Connections include two mini -
jack inputs (one cable is supplied), an
input for a wired, mouse -shaped remote
volume/mute control (not shown in
photo), a jack for the "brick" -type AC
power supply that's in line with the
power cord, and spring clips for the
speaker outputs. Speaker wires are per-
manently affixed to the satellites, which
means you have to be careful not to
yank them out.

Mounted on the front edge of the bass
module is a volume knob (it's disabled
when the remote volume control is con-
nected), a bass -level control, and a
Punch button - press it and you get a
2 -dB bass boost below 100 Hz - that's
intended primarily for game playing.
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The bass control has a generous 24 -
dB range of adjustment, and I found the
2 o'clock setting a perfect match with
the satellites. Hitting the Punch button
added a little body to the overall sound,
without obscuring the midrange. Be-
cause the button is on the bass module,
I suspect most users will press it at one
time or another and then forget to turn
it off.

For my listening evaluations, I posi-
tioned the speakers on my desk to ei-
ther side of the computer monitor and
put the bass module under the desk. I
used a variety of music and 3-D test
tracks, ranging from Duke Ellington's
"Take the A -Train" (Digital Duke, on
GRP) to the popular Delos test CD Sur-
round Spectacular.

The first thing I noticed about the
MM -1000 was a pleasingly smooth
sound with no obvious coloration, es-
pecially on vocals. After extended lis-
tening I found that male vocals some-
times had a trace of huskiness, which,
while quite pleasant, isn't really accu-
rate. Piano recordings, which are a dif-
ficult test for any speaker, sounded
smooth and clean, too.

The system's sense of spaciousness
was especially appealing. Sound got up
and out of the speakers. Vocals ap-
peared to come from the screen, and
the overall image was not nailed to the
desk surface as it can be with lesser
multimedia systems. The apparent size

IN THE LAB
Frequency response
55 Hz to 12 5 kHz ±3 5 dB

Low -frequency extension
50 Hz with less than 10°/0 distortion

Maximum output with program
material 105 dB SPL

Frequency response measured with the
MM -1000 set up on a flat. 24 x 30 -inch
tabletop was remarkably smooth and
flat up to 12.5 kHz, with a falling output
above that frequency. The primary
deviation was a smallish dip lust below
200 Hz where the bass module and
satellites don't quite meet. Remeas-
uring at a real computer workstation
with a monitor, tower computer, and
real desktop clutter produced nearly
the same tolerance, verifying that the
system's directionality is as restricted
as it is intended to be.

Dynamics were also excellent. The
system delivered 90 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at 50 Hz with low distortion
(less than 10 percent). and I was able
to register 105 dB SPL at my ears
using a particularly aggressive big -band
recording. - TN.

E>ceilent sound qualify.
Great dynamics.
High-tech styling.

Remote volume/mute control.
Affordable price.

LOW POINT
In -line "brick" power supply.

of the image was also substantially
larger than with typical multimedia
speakers.

Soundstage width extended to just
beyond the edge of the speakers with
two -channel music, but the ambient
field was relatively large and natural
sounding. Center images, while stable,
were somewhat vague and more diffuse
than with a home theater setup.

The performance with computer soft-
ware having 3-D soundtracks was ex-
cellent by multimedia standards, but
not, of course, by the standard of a ref-
erence multichannel system. Although
the MM -1000 produced a very good
sense of spaciousness, sounds were nev-
er placed exactly as they would be in a
surround -sound system with multiple
speakers. But without an immediate
reference for comparison, you'd proba-
bly think the Monsoon system provided
an exceptional degree of realism. In
short, it sounded impressive, perhaps
the best speaker system that I've tested
for multimedia applications. With the
right 3-D software, it blows the pants
off ordinary two -channel stereo in
terms of spatial qualities.

The dynamics of the MM -1000 be-
tray the car stereo heritage of the brand
name. The system has enough kick and
punch to shore up most pop music and
is robust enough to laugh off the crash-
es and bangs of game soundtracks.

Naturally the 50 -Hz bass limit pre-
vents the system from delivering the full
rumble of a good organ recording, but
with pop, rock, jazz, and most orches-
tral music it will deliver enough oomph
to satisfy even ardent enthusiasts.

In sum, the Monsoon MM -l000 is a
three-piece speaker system with excel-
lent timbre, imaging, and dynamics that
doesn't have to be tied to a computer.
Since it has its own built-in power, all
you have to do is add a CD player or
other source and you've got a great lit-
tle music system. The MM -1000's flat -
panel technology and styling are just
frosting on a terrific -sounding cake. It's
flat all right - flat-out good.
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It's the Easy Payment option, a painless
way of making even the very best equip-
ment affordable. So don't wait. Get your
copy on its way today.

Call today for your FREE catalog!

1-800-955-9009
Ask for extension "SR

Or visit our website!

www.crutchfield.com

You'll find the latest
in DVD. Dolby Digital

components, and

MiniDisc, too!

Shop online  Request a free catalog  Browse our Info Library
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The world's "best -sounding table radio"?

RECEIVER manufactur-
ers boast about how many
watts their products can deliver
and how many features they offer. But
when's the last time you saw one that
claimed better than average tuner perfor-
mance? Doesn't anyone care about radio
reception anymore?

One person who has always had a love
of radio is Henry Kloss, and he has a
long, respected history of designing some
of the best -performing radios in the busi-
ness, starting with the KLH Model Eight
back in the early 1960s. His latest, the
Cambridge SoundWorks Model 88 ($199),
continues his tradition of making table
radios that not only perform well but
sound good. Is it "the best -sounding table
radio in the world," as Cambridge claims?
It just might be - at least it's the best
I've heard.

The Model 88 is 14 inches wide, 43/4
inches high, and 8 inches deep. Its only
cooling vent is on the front panel, which
allows for great mounting flexibility.
Two-thirds of its cabinet is taken up by a
powered subwoofer in a bass -reflex sub -
enclosure (its vent is also on the front).

Two other amplifiers pow-
er the 4 -inch left and right

main speakers.
The radio's front panel is clean, with a

total of 19 pushbuttons. They're easy to
use because all of them perform a single
function (except the off button, which al-
so engages the sleep mode when held
down). They're labeled legibly and spaced
for easy operation even by large, clumsy
fingers. A tiny remote control supplied
with the radio essentially duplicates the
front panel's buttons.

The rear panel has an F -connector for
an antenna, a set of RCA jacks for the
CD input, a stereo minijack for the auxil-
iary input, and a DC input that allows the
radio to be powered from a 12- to 16 -volt
source. There's also a set -and -forget sub -
woofer level control that lets you make
the radio as boomy as you want - or
achieve a very balanced, natural sound.

It seemed strange to me at first that the
Model 88 doesn't contain a clock, but
Kloss told me he deliberately omitted
one to avoid "unnecessary complexity."
Besides, he says, a clock belongs on a
nightstand, while a radio belongs where

it will sound best - which is almost nev-
er on the nightstand. (Cambridge Sound -
Works is planning to offer an alarm clock/
infrared controller to turn the radio on
automatically for between $30 and $40.)

Performance on the AM band will
probably please casual listeners, but ra-
dio enthusiasts will be disappointed. AM
sound was surprisingly good; the tuner's
wide bandwith coaxed the most out of
good AM signals. Interstation noise was
practically nonexistent, which seemed al-
most eerie for AM, because the Model 88
is designed to deliberately reduce its au-
dio gain when receiving weak signals.
The circuitry acted too aggressively, how-
ever. When I had the radio about 35
miles east of New York City, many sta-
tions I would expect to hear on the cheap-
est portable radio were all but inaudible
because of the Model 88's attempt to re-
duce the "noise."

FM performance, on the other hand,
was very good. Kloss eschewed the off -
the -shelf tuner chips used so commonly
in underperforming receivers and instead
went for a discrete -component design.
Even without an external antenna, the
tuner performed fine on local stations.
Adding a dipole proved that the Model
88 could easily outperform most of to-
day's receivers in FM reception.

On the FM band, the radio always de-
faults to stereo, but the stereo -blend cir-
cuitry effectively quiets weaker stereo
signals by essentially switching to mono.
The stereo blend was, however, perhaps
too much of a good thing. It seemed to
act even on relatively strong signals,
which greatly reduced the effectiveness
of the "wide" listening mode on radio
programs. With a CD input, the wide
mode (which puts some out -of -phase
right -channel sound in the left speaker
and vice versa) was impressively effective
in widening the soundstage to far beyond
the cabinet.

Quibbles aside, the Model 88 is a great
radio. It might not look as sexy as some
of the new minisystems coming on the
market. But if you're looking for good
sound in a small, convenient package,
you'll probably not find a better combi-
nation than the Cambridge SoundWorks
Model 88. - Brian Fenton

Cambridge SoundWorks, Dept. SR, 311

Needham St., Suite 102, Newton, MA 02484;

phone 800-367-4434; Web, www.hificom
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eaven,
From the local lounge to your living room: our comparison of

five feature -filled, high -capacity CD changers shows that the

jukebox has come a long way in 40 years. by DANIEL KUMIN
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jt's 1958, and you're standing at
the controls of the sweetest little

jukebox you've ever seen - See -

burg's first stereo model, all done up in

immaculate chrome with wl-at look like

hood ornaments on the grilles. The girl

of your dreams has finally said yes, and

she's here with you now, dressed like

pure heaven, the two of you waiting out

the shank of a Saturday evening, want-

ing everyone to go Vome so you can
have the place to yourselves.

But the lounge is crowded. that quiet

little moment alone a long way oft
Temporarily reconciled to the dance -
floor mob, you punch in Gt., take your

date by the hand, and, as the first notes

of the Flamingos' "Only Have Eyes for

You" roll from the speakers, lead her
into the teeming throng. The song is
over much too soon, though. Some
drunk with two left feet trumps into
your girl and elbows you in the ribs,
some joker's decided so play Lawrence

Welk ... and the mood is gene. If only

there was some way you could take that

gleaming new beauty home ...

Dissolve to 1998: You've got 200
discs at your fingertips, just like they
did 40 years ago, but now you don't
have to worry about crowded dance
floors, obnoxious drunks, or Lawrence

Welk fans with pockets full of quarters,

because you're sitting in your own liv-

ing room. Unlike that jukebox of yes-
teryear, your CD megachanger lets you

instantly set - and change - the mood,

and you can pick from your own favor-

ite tunes without having to sit through

FROM THE TOP:

PIONEEF PD -F1007,

KENWOOD CD -2260M,

SONY CDP-CX260,

TECHNICS SL-MC6,

AND JVC XL-MC334



somebody else's. Only one thing
hasn't changed - it isn't any
easier to put the moves on your
dream girl now than it was 40
years ago.

Megachangers have been a
hot item since they were first
introduced, and this continues
to be the fastest growing seg-
ment of the CD player mar-
ket. A "megachanger" is any
CD player able to store 50 or
more discs for playback in any
order. The five reviewed here,
for instance, can handle from
110 to a whopping 300 discs.
The biggest advantage of a
megachanger is that it allows
you to house the most often
played discs in your music
collection in one place, with-
out having to fumble with jewel
boxes or load and unload discs.

Just about all current megachang-
ers, including all those in our test
group, let you enter disc and track titles
via front -panel or remote -control keys.
Most also let you identify, search for,
and organize selections by title rather
than cryptic disc or track numbers. The
five models here can read CD -Text -
the album, track, and artist information
stored in the previously unused sub -
code data area on some recent CDs. All
five let you group discs by genre or oth-
er preferences. You can then extract
"playlists" from these groupings by
disc or track, or you can use them to
edit out unwanted tracks or discs from
shuffle -play sessions. And all five can
use CD -Text titles in their playlist and
search functions. That all of this does
not begin to exhaust the programming

- -
V/111/11111.tit

possibilities is a good indica-
tion of how sophisticated megachang-
ers have become.

This year's models are bigger, faster,
and offer better value than ever before.
And though the manufacturers' tenden-
cy to pile on ever more features of du-
bious merit seems (thankfully) to have
slowed, each of these five megachang-
ers represents some innovative, truly
useful thinking. But there's the rub: this
quintet is so loaded with features that
merely listing them all would fill these
pages. Instead, I've focused on the five
areas of performance that can make or
break a megachanger - disc loading/
unloading, titling, music/disc/track ac-
cess and organization, expandability,
and ease of use.

JVC XL-MC334 Disc capacity: 200 discs Dimensions: 17,0 inches wide, 71/2 inches high, 19
inches deep Weight: 171/4 pounds Price: $330 Manufacturer: JVC, Dept. SR, 1700 Valley Rd.,
Wayne, NJ 07470; phone. 800-526-5308; Web, wwvv.jvc-america.com

JVC
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JVC XL-MC334
 DISC LOADING/UNLOADING. The JVC
changer stacks 200 discs on edge in the

kind of slide -projector -like carousel
common to most megachangers. Disc -
spacing is a bit more generous than
with most big carousels, however,
and red backlighting within the
compartment makes it easier to
load discs precisely. It takes a
while to select a disc slot using
the front panel's jog -wheel (you

have to spin it like crazy), but the
remote lets you skip slots up or
down ten at a time - a thoughtful

feature. The front -panel Exchange
button opens the wide loading

door so that you can change
discs during play, though
only within the exposed
arc of the carousel (about
25 slots, located 75 or so

slots before the one for the
currently playing disc). You

cannot rotate the rack while the
door is open.

TITLING FEATURES. The JVC can dis-
play CD -Text disc and track titles and
use that data for search functions (it can
also show other, much rarer CD -Text
information, such as the songwriter or
arranger). For CDs that lack this new
feature, however, you'll have to enter
your own information, either with the
jog -wheel and keys on the front panel
or with the four-way cursor and equiva-
lent buttons on the remote. As is almost
always the case with megachangers, da-
ta entry was laborious, requiring multi-
ple button presses or wheel spins for
each character entered. The character
selectors on the remote were easier to
use but still no fun. Pull up a chair and
send out for lunch (and dinner) if
you're planning on labeling a full car-
ousel of CDs. Like all the megachang-
ers here, the JVC associates titles with
slot numbers, not CDs. If you move a
disc to a different slot, the XL-MC344
will continue to display the title for its
predecessor until you enter new info.

MUSIC/DISC ORGANIZATION. The XL-
MC334 groups CDs either by preset
genres or customized User Files. The
list of 28 genres includes such popular
choices as Alternative Rock, Jazz, Clas-
sical, Reggae, and even - I kid you
not - Erotic. Such core categories as
Blues, R&B, Soul, and Bluegrass are
nowhere to be found, however. Each
CD can also be assigned to one or more
User Files. You can create up to eight of
these, and unlike the genres, you can
name them whatever you want. You can
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search the loaded CDs by title or artist
(entering just the first few characters of
the name) or by genre. However, once
you find the discs you want to hear, you
have to program each one for playback.
There's no way to automatically play
only discs by artists beginning with
"K," for instance, or all those assigned
to the Rhythm Effects genre.
 EXPANDABILITY. JVC's CompuLink-3
"smart remote" intercomponent system
provides auto source -select, auto pow-
er-on/off, and synchronized recording.
Even better, Text-CompuLink passes
disc and artist titles (CD -Text or user -
entered) to a compatible JVC AN re-
ceiver for display on a TV. The infor-
mation can even be dubbed to a JVC
MiniDisc recorder for use by the MD ti-
tling system - cool. The optical digital
output permits direct digital connection
to an MD recorder, a digital AN receiv-
er. or a preamp/surround processor.
 EASE OF USE. The JVC's small gold -
on -black lettering was hard to read
even in good light. The front panel pro-
vides a generous number of controls,
logically laid out, but the jog -wheel,
which you use to rotate the carousel for
loading and unloading discs, spun the
turntable too slowly for my taste. The
changer's compact remote, though a bit
cramped, has quite readable black -on -
silver graphics. Its four-way rocker con-
trol moves in increments of ones
and tens, substantially easing disc
and character navigation.

Kenwood CD -2260M
 DISC LOADING/UNLOADING. The

sleek, guninctal-gray chassis
of the Kenv,00d CD -2260M
breaks the black-breadbox
mold of most megachangers.
A sticker reading "DTS Multi-
channel Digital Out" strikes me
as misleading - any CD player
with a digital output could claim the
same. DTS compact discs - unlike
DTS DVDs - require no special
output or protocol, just a standard
digital audio output.

The Kenwood's disc door, a drop -
down hatch that automatically sus-
pends play whenever you open it, is
another departure from the norm.
The narrower -than -usual, deeper -
access 200 -CD carousel made disc
loading a bit tricky. However,
once I resigned myself to pinching
CDs by their edges - something I
dislike doing, but which seems
necessary with all such upright
CD roundabouts - the chore

DISC200 TRACK01

KENWOOD CD -2260M Disc capacity: 200 discs Dimensions: 17'.., inches wide. i ,aches high,
181/8 inches deep Weight: 171/2 pounds Price: $300 Manufacturer: Kenwood, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
22745, Long Beach, CA 90801: phone, 800-536-9663; Web, www.kenwoodusa.com

became easier. The Disc Skip knob's
small diameter made it impossible to
spin the carousel with any zip. When I
entered the slot number on the remote,
however, the tray responded with some
serious rpms - nice. The Kenwood is
unique among the four carousel models
here in that you can rotate its tray freely
to exchange. add, or remove discs
while another plays on.

Kenwood's $500 CD -2280M (not
ready in time for this comparison) is
identical to the CD -2260M in almost
every regard except that it has two disc-
drive/optical assemblies, one tucked in
each back corner of its chassis, for mul-
tiroom operation. It can play two differ-
ent discs simultaneously and output

two separate stereo audio signals. You
can alsc use the dual transports for
no -pause playback within the same

room from two different CDs, with
tracks alternating in order, at random,
or according to a programmed sequence.
 TITLING FEATURES. The CD -2260M can
read CD -Text disc, track, and artist ti-
tles, and even the rarer messages giving
the composer, arranger, and so on for
each selection. You can store user -en-
tered. 25 -character disc titles for each
slot as well as up to 20 track titles per
disc - altogether a lot of information
(105,000 characters, by my count).
That's the good news. The bad news is
that Kenwood's data -input method is
beyond Byzantine.

Briefly, you enter the titling mode
and select the disc via small keys on the
remote. You then scroll through the
characters using either the small for-
ward and backward keys or the front
panel's disc -skip wheel. Finally, you
selec- each character via the remote's
Set 1Qy. Oddly, this last operation has
no fnnt-panel equivalent. Odder still,

tie player's readout displays four
adjacent characters at a time -

D -E -F -G, for example - as
you scroll. Because the selected

character flashes only about once
a second, you have to wait to con-

firm which character is really
flashing, which means you have to
slow down to avoid entry errors -
but I found these all too common

anyway. Track titles are displayed dur-
ing playback, but not disc titles, which
are only displayed in stop mode (de-
spite statements in the manual to the
contrary). Because I doubt many peo-
ple will make the effort to enter hun-
dreds and hundreds of track titles, the
disc title would seem a better default
display. Oddest of all, Kenwood was
the first to provide a PC -keyboard port
for title entry on its megachangers a
couple of years back, but there's none
on the CD -2260M. Go figure.
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(xtrcd! CxtrctJ!
Low-cost microprocessor and memory chips have made multi -
component interaction more and more practical. Kenwood's
new top -of -the -line A/V receivers, the VR-2090 and VR-2080
(see test report last month), both feature a graphical LCD -
screen system controller with two-way infrared communica-
tion. In addition to sending commands to the receiver and
source components, such as volume up/
down or disc play/pause, it can also re-
ceive data from the receiver, such as
the currently tuned radio frequency -
or, when used with the CD -2260M or
CD -2280M megachangers, CD disc
and track titles. Downloading a lot of
stored disc data can take up to sev-
eral minutes, and it's best to place
the tabletop -styled remote on a flat,
stable ... well, tabletop (rather than
your lap) to insure a steady download.

The remote's LCD gives you a nice,
legible bar with the disc title, below
which is a scrollable list of track names. You use the joystick to
move to and select a track. I didn't have the time to enter 200
discs' worth of data, and Stereo Review wouldn't authorize the
purchase of a couple hundred new -generation CD -Text discs
(rats!), so I couldn't confirm the remote's ability to store a full

carousel's worth of data. But I imagine this would be a gen-
uinely useful feature with a substantial disc load.

The Sony CDP-CX260's two-way infrared remote allows it to
do much the same things as the Kenwood. Adding a wrinkle to
megachanger cortrol, Sony also lets you use its new DVP-
600D five -disc DVD/CD changer (shown) to operate basic com-

mands - such as disc selection, stop/
play/pause, and track skip - on the

CX260. A nifty device in its own right,
the DVD machine's readout takes over
the numeric display chores, while
disc titles (and track titles for CD -
Text discs) are displayed on the
200 -disc carousel changer as be-
fore. Best of all, you can use the
DVD player to display all numeric

and disc -title text on your TV set -
pretty cool. (The JVC XL-MC334 can al-
so do this last trick when hooked up to
a compatible JVC A/V receiver.)

This isn't the sot of thing techno-pundits usually mean when
they talk about "convergence," but these devices represent ex-
actly that. Working with one of these is a whole lot easier -
and cheaper - than trying to get a desktop computer to work
with your CD player, receiver, or multiroom controller. - D.K.

111* MUSIC/DISC ORGANIZATION. Kenwod
endowed the CD -2260M with the capa-
bility of running one 32 -step user -de-
fined program. As best I could deter-
mine, each step can be an entire disc or
a track from any disc (the manual was
not at all clear on this). Each disc can
also be assigned a Music Type category
from a preset list of 26 that includes
Rhythm & Blues but not Blues, Soul,
Disco, Bluegrass, or - alas! - Erotic.
Playback can be confined to a Music
Type, with discs playing in order or
with the tracks randomly selected. Fi-
nally, the 32 -track Best Selection pro-
gram can be stored as you go by hitting
the appropriate remote key while a giv-
en track is playing. But that's it - no
other user groupings are available. And
given the extensive titling capabilities,
it's surprising that you can't search by
title to locate discs or tracks.
Po EXPANDABILITY. In addition to its ana-
log outputs the Kenwood includes a
coaxial digital output and two different
system -control jacks. An in/out set per-
mits interconnection with most recent
Kenwood receivers and tape decks for
integrated "smart remote" functions, in-
cluding automatic input selection and
synchronized recording. The SL16-Text
output lets the 2260M send title data to
either of two late -model Kenwood A/V

receivers for display on the LCD screen
of its two-way infrared remote (see
"Extras! Extras!" above). You can't
daisy -chain multiple changers, though.
 EASE OF USE. While the basic functions
were straightforward enough, some of
the commands were counterintuitive.
For example, you use the remote's disc -
skip up/down keys to cycle through
certain modes, then select one with the
Set key. This is easy enough to do once
you learn how, but I wouldn't have got-
ten far without the manual. The remote
is small and a bit crowded, with 34
small keys of identical size and shape.
The bright -white lettering redeems
things a bit. While it makes for a clean.
sleek look, the front panel's lack of any
controls beyond the most basic trans-
port commands and a few options like
random and repeat might prove incon-
venient on occasion.

Pioneer PD -F1007
DISC LOADING/UNLOADING. The Pioneer

PD -F1007 crams 300 CDs into a small-
er chassis than any of the three 200 -
disc designs. The trick is accomplished
by spacing the discs very close, even
tighter than in the Technics changer.
and by locating the drive mechanism
inside the carousel's hub rather than in
a corner of the chassis. You might ex-

pect the result to look like a Rube
Goldberg contraption, but the mecha-
nism is actually quite simple. Loading
and, especially, unloading discs takes
sharp eyesight and nimble fingers -a
fair price, I suppose, for the Pioneer's
exceptional disc capacity.

Fortunately, a single -load slot buf-
fered by half -inch spacers maintains
easy access even if every other slot is
packed. This excellent feature, which
simplifies occasional play, seems espe-
cially broad-minded when you consider
that Pioneer could have shoehorned in
another ten slots instead. You can open
the loading bay to change discs in the
exposed 30 or so slots while another
CD, located 40 or so spaces along, con-
tinues to play. You can't spin the carou-
sel to reach other slots, however. The
Pioneer is the only one of these five
changers with a headphone jack.
 TITLING FEATURES. You can enter text,
in the usual cumbersome fashion, either
with the front -panel jog -wheel or the
remote's numeric keypad. The well -de-
signed wheel is clearly faster and easier
to use than the remote, however. Disc
and artist titles can be up to 12 charac-
ters long, and you can enter a disc's ti-
tle while it's playing. The PD -F1007
reads and displays CD -Text disc and
track titles (and automatically scrolls
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them if they go beyond 12 characters),
but not CD -Text artist, composer, or
other names. (Oddly. the changer per-
mits retitling a CD -Text disc, but only
if you begin with a leading space.) You
can also enter names for Custom Play
disc sets (see below).

MUSIC/DISC ORGANIZATION. You can cre-

ate up to ten Custom Play sets, with
each including from one to 300 discs.
The PD -F1007 then plays through the
Custom -set discs in their entirety, in
order. You can also keep an easily
programmed, continuous -rotation Best
Play list of up to 50 tracks from any or
all loaded discs. If you add a track to a
Best Play list that's already full, what-
ever title was entered first is deleted to
make room. (You can also store a sin-
gle 36 -step sequence.) Previous Scan
backs through the 20 most recently
played tracks - useful, I suppose, for
hunting down a song or artist you can't
quite recall. You can also search for a
disc by using the first character in the
title or artist's name. You then use the
remote's plus and minus keys or the
front -panel jog -wheel to step through
the results according to disc number.
This is somewhat useful, perhaps, but
could become a real headache if you
have, say, 150 different Mozart CDs to
sort through.
 EXPANDABILITY. The Pioneer design of-
fers many expansion options, including
an optical digital output for surround
sound decoding or outboard digital -to -
analog (D/A) conversion, and a CD-
Synchro micro -plug to connect a com-
patible Pioneer cassette deck for auto-
mated analog -tape dubbing. Smart -re-
mote in/out minijacks allow components

to be interconnected for one -key system
turn on/off and source selection. The
niftiest option lets you use the
analog audio inputs and "mas-
ter/slave" minijacks to con-
nect another PD -F1007, cre-
ating a 600+2 -disc changer,
with doubling of the Custom
Play lists and other specialized
functions.

EASE OF USE. Considering its capacity
and breadth of features, the F1007 was
easy to operate. The front -panel con-
trols are well laid out, and the jog -
wheel, with its central Enter button, is
fast, responsive, and intuitive to use.
The remote, on the other hand, is
relatively pokey and crowdec with
black keys of the same shape and
size. Colored lettering mitigates this
somewhat. My thumb eventually learned
its way about, but I was never thrilled
by the exercise.

Sony CDP-CX260
 DISC LOADING/UNLOADING. Sony invent-
ed the 200 -disc format and has stuck
with a winner: The layout of the CDP-
CX260 is mechanically similar to its
first, 100 -disc megachangers some five
years back, though with much refine-
ment, including a two-way infrared re-
mote that displays disc and track num-
bers, and even user -entered and CD -
Text titles, on a small LCD. The carou-
sel loads discs on -edge. Disc handling
isn't too fussy thanks to the generous
slot spacing, but there is no exchange
capability. To load or extract a disc, you
must stop playback. A nicely respon-
sive front -panel jog -wheel locates the
desired slot. Pushing in the wheel, how -

PIONEER PD -F1007 Disc capacity: 300+1 discs Dimensions: '6'/2 inches wide, 75/R inches high,
17 inches deep Weight: 1 pounds Price: $425 Manufacturer: Pioneer, Dept. SR, 2265 E. 220th
St., Long Beach, CA 90810; phone, 800-746-6337; Web, www.pioneerelectronics.com
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ever, activates commands for playback
or other functions, depending on the
mode. I repeatedly executed unwanted
commands while spinning the wheel in
search of discs.

TITLING FEATURES. Text entry is re-
stricted to a 13 -character Disc Memo
title for each slot. This is displayed on
the front -panel readout in stop mode
and on the remote's LCD screen during
playback. You can assign a title to each
Group File (see below). The CX260
displays CD -Text artist, track, and title
info on both its front panel and the re-
mote s LCD, automatically taking a
CD -Text disc's title for its slot's Disc
Memo. Entering text was quickest us-
ing the front -panel wheel and keys, but
entry via the remote's keys and rocker
was nicely implemented, too, and on
the whole a bit more comfortable.

Better still, Sony provides a jack for
a PC -standard keyboard. This method
is so superior that it might be worth the
$25 or so for an inexpensive keyboard
just to be able to enter the titles for all
200 discs. (Permit me to note modestly
that I proposed this feature when the
first changers with title memory ap-
peared a decade ago.) The titling fea-
tures are well conceived, but a single
13 -character name is hardly enough to
distinguish among 200 CDs. I again of-
fer the 150 -disc Mozart collection as an
example.
 MUSIC/DISC ORGANIZATION. You can cre-
ate up to three 32 -step programmed se-
quences. (A step can be an entire disc
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JhentiTlIerJ JVC
XL-MC334

KENWOOD
CD -2260M

PIONEER
PD -F1007

SONY TECHNICS
CDP-CX260 SL-MC6

Maximum output 1.9 volts 2.2 volts 2.1 volts 2 volts 2.2 volts

Frequency response
(20 Hz to 20 kHz, de -emphasis off)

+0, -0.3 dB +0, -0.5 dB +0, -0.5 dB +0.13, -0.03 dB +0, -0.1 dB

Channel balance (re 1 kHz)

Channel separation Ire 20 kHz)

Noise iA-wtd. de -emphasis off)

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz) at 0 dBFS'

0.06 dB

72 dB

-74.5 dB

0.004%

0.2 dB 0.06 dB 0.02 dB

69 dB 64 dB 73 dB

-74.1 dB -75.5 dB

0.005% 0.003%

-72.1 dB

0.005%

0.05 dB

64 dB

-74.6 dB

0.005%

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz) at -20 dBFS 0.02% 0.003% 0.03% 0.04% 0.04%

Linearity (at -90 dBFS) +0.6 dB

Excess noise EN16 (16 -bit, without/with signal) +1.25/+1 dB

Pitch error -0.18 cent -

+1.2 dB -3.2 dB +2 dB -1.3 dB

+2.1541.25 dB +21+0.25 dB +4.25/+3.5 dB +1.75/+0.5 dB

+0.02 cent 40.11 cent -0.05 cent -0.04 cent

Defect tracking (Pierre Verany test CD) 1.5 mm 1.25 mm 1 mm 1.25 mm 1.5 mm

Cueing time (nearest/most distant disc) 13/17 seconds 15/18 seconds 12,16 seconds 18/23 seconds 9/12 seconds

' decibels referred to digital full-scale "1 cent = one -hundredth of a musical semitone

....4II five megachangers performed very well indeed on the test
bench. In fact, there was little to set them apart other than
disc -access times - but that may be the single most impor-

tant spec for many consumers in the megachanger market. The Tech-

nics came up big here thanks to its speedy lateral mechanism, about
50 percent faster than nearly all the others. Given its 300 -disc capaci-

ty, though, the Pioneer's times were more than respectable. All five

or a single track.) A Delete Bank mem-
ory can be appended to any disc, in any
play mode, that will automatically in-
struct the player to skip specified tracks
each time it loads that disc -a power-
ful feature I've long thought of as the
"Revolution #9" memory (it's over -
ridable, of course). Hit List stores one -
touch -entered tracks from any discs in
an ongoing roster of 32 tracks. lets you

performed a bit better than adequately on the data -dropout disc -de-

fect test. Though I've seen considerably better results from a number
of single -disc CD players, there wasn't a single stutter or mute in ac-
tual use. All five changers employ variations on 1 -bit D/A conversion.
Their performance in our excess -noise "acid test" (EN16) varied only
within a comparatively small range. In short, all proved to employ ac-
curate, quiet, low -distortion D/A designs. - D.K.

title each track. and automatically de-
letes the oldest entry when filled. You
can also create and name eight Group
File sets, each comprising any number
of discs, with overlap permitted. You
can play back a Group File using any
of the CDP-CX260's four basic modes:
all -discs, one -disc, all -discs -shuffle, and
one -disc -shuffle. Finally, the CX260
can search for titles by the initial letter.

SONY CDP-CX260 Disc capacity: 200 discs Dimensions: 17 inches wide. 7'/8 inches high, 19
inches deep Weight: 21 pound Price: 5660 Manufacturer: Sony. Dept. SR. One Sony Dr., Park
Ridge, NJ 07656: phone. 800-222-76W; Web. www.sel.sony.com

HITS 200

7

411- MOW j

You can then scroll through the result-
ing list via the front panel or the re-
mote's Easy Scroll rocker (titles scroll
on both the remote and the front -panel
displays).
 EXPANDABILITY. The CDP-CX260 of-
fers all the key expansion options.
Plugging a second 200 -disc Sony CD
changer into the CX260's line input
and Control -A 1 jacks increases the ca-
pacity to 400 discs, creating a master/
slave pair that responds to basic com-
mands like a single, larger changer.
Sony's Advanced Mega Control system
allows you to do cross -fades between
tracks from discs in the separate chang-
ers or to program continuous, no -pause
playback. (You can also use the Con-
trol -A 1 jacks to join the CX260 to a
Sony smart -remote system for auto -on/
off, input -selection, and synchro-re-
cording functions.) There is an optical
digital output for connection to another
digital audio component. Also supplied
is a calculator -sized black box, meant
to sit atop the changer or on a nearby
shelf, that contains the infrared trans-
ceiver for the two-way remote.
 EASE OF USE. The front -panel controls
were simple and generally effective.
aside from the jog -wheel's pushbutton
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control troubles already mentioned. Be-
sides the backlit LCD screen, the re-
mote features a flip -up panel conceal-
ing secondary keys and an Easy Scroll
push -to -enter rocker control - all of
which will feel familiar to owners of
late -model Sony TVs. The handset was
a pleasure to use. Because the remote
can show a scrollable, selectable list of
all discs and titles along with Disc
Memo and CD -Text data, finding music
was a snap. I wasn't crazy about having
to open the remote's door to enter track
numbers, though. You have to update
the remote's memory via the infrared
link every time you add new CD -Text
or Disc Memo data, or if the remote
fails to update the track name due to a
blockage in infrared communications.
A progress bar appears on the LCD
during this I3 -second operation.

Technics SL-MC6
DISC LOADING/UNLOADING. Unique

among the changers reviewed here, the
110+1 -disc SL-MC6 stores CDs on -
edge in a horizontal "dishrack" tray
whose disc slots are only 1/8 inch apart.
The tight spacing and smaller overall
capacity make this by far the most
compact machine, with the fastest disc
access. Behind the flip -down front pan-
el, which runs the full width of the
chassis, a clever loading "sled" slides
across the rack, registering the selected
disc number in a notch. A disc placed
in the sled is then rolled into the select-
ed slot. When you want to remove a
disc, a lever catapults it out of its slot
and into the sled. It's simple, effective,
and considerably easier than trying to
load the tiny slots directly. A "+1" slot
in the far -left edge of the rack allows
for single -play operation.

TITLING FEATURES. The SL-MC6 reads
CD -Text artist, disc, and song -title in-
formation at the full scrolling length of
10 characters. You can manually enter
the information for other discs, up to 32
characters for each entry. You can use
the ten -key pads on the front panel or
the remote to enter the characters, but
(as usual) entering the titles for a full
rack would take all day. And you can
only enter data in the stop mode (if you
like music while you work, listen to the
radio). Like most megachangers, the
Technics remembers user -stored disc
information by slot number.
 MUSIC/DISC ORGANIZATION. You can
arrange discs in five groups, labeled A
through E, each comprising from one to
all 110 discs (a disc can be included in
multiple groups). You can't customize

`Jr
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TECHNICS 3L-MC6 Disc capacity: 110+1 discs Dimensions: 17 inches wide. 65/i3 inches high,
151/2 inches deep Weight: 151/2 pounds Price: $300 Manufacturer: Technics, Dept. SR, One Pana-

sonic Way. Secaucus, NJ 07094; phone. 800-222-4213; Web, www.panasonic.com

the group names, but you can choose a
name from a fixed palette of 14, includ-
ing Blues, Classic, New Age, and more.
(What, no Erotic?) Setting up groups is
easy, requiring just a couple of key-
strokes once a disc is selected. It's also
easy to confirm group contents, but on-
ly by disc number, unfortunately, and
only in stop mode. A single 32 -track
sequence can be stored.

EXPANDABILITY. None. The SL-MC6's
rear panel has stereo RCA -jack analog
outputs and a power cord - period.

EASE OF USE. The efficient design of
the Technics changer makes it simple to
use. The lateral -stack layout and small
capacity (compared to the 200- and
300 -disc behemoths) gave the SL-MC6

by far the fastest access time of the five
changers. It could find a single disc in
no more than 12 seconds. The remote is
compact, with acceptable spacing for
its 37 keys. Unfortunately, the keys are
all of the same size, shape, and color
(contrasting background and label col-
ors help a bit).

Jukebox Jury
There are a lot of ways to evaluate
megachangers, but ease of use is proba-
bly the biggest factor in the long run.
When you're trying to set a mood, sway-
ing slowly with your baby to soft music
by moonlight, the last thing you want is
to have to throw on the lights to figure
out why the changer has suddenly de-
cided to play "Whoomp! There It Is."

Fortunately, all five changers have
their own ergonomic advantages. There

are things I dislike about each
one - for instance, there's

got to be a better way to en-
ter disc titles - but none of
them presents any insur-
mountable challenges.
The Pioneer PD -F1007 is

the most ambitious of the bunch,
cramming 300 discs into a chassis
considerably smaller than the aver-

age microwave. And its access time,
surprisingly, was faster than all but

the smallest and simplest of its breth-
ren, the Technics, which itself wins my
least -intimidating award. The Pioneer's
performance, features, and not too lofty
price make it a solid contender.

Top honors, however, access speed
aside, go to Sony's CDP-CX260. Its
superior titling capabilities and disc
organization, keyboard port, two-way
remote, and wealth of expansion op-
tions all add up to a dazzling little
jukebox gem.
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When was the last time your
speakers made you look twice?

INTRODUCING

Gekko" Flat Speakers, a visual revolution in sound.

Gekko" Flat Speakers deliver the most
advanced sound wave technology in a
revolutionary design that will make you
look (and listen) twice.

Gekko Flat Speakers are remarkably
thin (less than two inches thick) and
ideal for wall mounting. This means

GEKKO

that music is carried at ear level, not
foot level. Plus, patented Sweet Space'"
technology spreads sound out to every
space in the room. Whether for home
theater, or music enthusiasts, Gekko
Flat Speakers disperse sound waves
evenly so everyone everywhere can
appreciate superior sound.

And, Gekko Flat Speakers don't only
sound great, they also look great.
The ArtGekko" Collection provides
top-quality art prints and specialty
frames that cover your speaker. Now
your musical taste and artistic vision
are blended in one speaker that offers
a truly multi -sensory experience.

Call our toll -free number to learn about Gekko Flat Simi.- kers, cr look us up on the

web at www. gekkoaudio.com.

1-800-278-3526
THE NEW VISION IN SOUND -eet, Suite #30,



Dealer's
Choice

Specialty audio/video re-

tailers understand real

people. They're on hand when

customers squeeze in a visit af-

ter a long day at the office or

during precious weekend time.

They know people are searching

for a good entertainment value.

The profiles vary - the custo-

mer may be a video buff or a

jazz fan, a single person or an

entire family - but the bottom

line is almost always the same:

People want systems that perform well, but they

don't want to spend a lot of money.

The ways different dealers choose to reconcle

those opposing desires for excellence and econo-

my vary as much as their customers' personalities

THREE EXPERTS

SHOW HOW

TO SURVIVE A

$2,500

HOME THEATER

SHOPPING

SPREE

by REBECCA DAY

and lifestyles. Give three deal-

ers the same budget and they'll

find three different ways to put

together a home entertainment

system. And that's just what

happened when we gave three

seasoned A/V retailers $2,500

each in nonnegotiable Stereo

Review funny money and asked

them to design home theater

sound systems for hypothetical

customers priced as close as

possible to that total. Then we

asked each dealer to suggest a big -screen TV to

complete the system as well as other ways to up-

grade it. Turn the page to see what they recom-

mended. (Note: all prices are "manufacturer's sug-

gested retail." Actual dealer prices may vary.)
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$2,673
HOME THEATER

GRAMOPHONE Timonium, MD

Sony STR-DA3OES
Dolby Digital/DTS receiver $800

Pioneer DV -414 DVD player $525

Definitive Technology
Pro Monitor 100 speakers (4) . . S700

Definitive Technology
Pro Center 100 speaker $199

Definitive Technology
Pro Sub 100 subwoofer S449

A MOVIE BUFF'S

STARTER 3ET
YOU KNOW THE TYPE: He can visual-
ize every Hitchcock movie frame by
frame and recite the cast backward and
forward, but he doesn't know a woofer
from a tweeter. He thought home theater
was for tweaks until he experienced DVD
and Dolby Digital at a friend's house.
Now he's gotta have it. We sent our home
theater novice to Brian Hudkins at
Gramophone, a specialty dealer in Timo-
nium, Maryland.

Hudkins centered the system on a Sony
STR-DA3OES AN receiver. Even though
Dolby Digital is the standard surround -
sound format for DVD, he recommends
this receiver, which also provides DTS
decoding, to avoid any chance of the cus-
tomer's being caught in another Beta vs.
VHS format war. Even if significant DTS
DVDs never hit the market, the STR-
DA3OES will be a solid performer, deliv-
ering 80 watts each to five channels.
That's plenty of power for dynamic sound-

tracks, says Hudkins, and there's an out-
put for easy hookup to a powered sub.

One cool feature that will really grab
any couch spud is the two-way Sony re-
mote control, Hudkins says. The remote's
LCD readout shows the status of the
equipment, so that you can see, for exam-
ple, which radio station is playing or
which surround mode is selected without
having to squint to read the front -panel
display from a distance. Getting a status
report is especially important with a re-
ceiver like the STR-DA3OES, which of-
fers 29 simulated acoustical environ-
ments, three movie modes, and additional
acoustic effects. Hudkins also likes the
remote's uncluttered look. Unlike remote
controls that simply duplicate function
keys for different components, the Sony
remote doesn't; its stop and play buttons,
for example, do double or triple duty for a
CD or DVD player or a VCR. That means
fewer buttons without a loss in function-

ality. The remote comes set to operate
Sony equipment and is preprogrammed
for other brands as well. It can also learn
codes from other remotes.

The other bonus with the receiver is its
limited five-year warranty, which means
"you don't have to think about an extend-
ed warranty," Hudkins adds.

He jumped to Pioneer for the DV -414
DVD player since only the most expen-
sive Sony DVD model can pass along a
DTS signal. Whether the movie buff ends
up siding with DTS or Dolby Digital on
DVD doesn't really matter, Hudkins says,
but his VHS collection will probably take
a hit. "After he experiences movies and
music from DVD in digital surround
sound, I doubt that his VCR will see
much action." With a going "street" price
of $399, the DV -414 is one of the least
expensive DVD players, but it still packs
10 -bit video digital -to -analog converters
and component -video outputs.

Definitive Technology speakers have
long been favorites at Gramophone be-
cause of their trademark bottom -end
prowess. "The bass is remarkable," Hud-
kins says, "but they don't overdo it. They
don't sacrifice musical performance to
produce airplane crashes with realism."
The compact size of the Pro Monitor 100
is a dealmaker, too. "The problem these
days is how to fit six speakers into a fami-
ly room and keep everyone happy," Hud-
kins says. At 10 x 6 x 53/4 inches, the Pro
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Monitor 100 is easy to place, and Hud-
kins recommends putting one in each of
the four corners of the room. The speaker
comes with a pivoting stand, swiveling
wall -mounting hardware, and a keyhole
for maximum placement flexibility.

To preserve timbral consistency all the
way around, Hudkins matches the Pro
Center 100 speaker with front and sur-
round Pro Monitor 100s. He notes the ex-
ceptional clarity of the speaker's two 41/2 -
inch cast -basket woofers and 1 -inch alu-
minum -dome tweeter, which helps the
speaker articulate dialogue as well as oth-
er important center -channel information.
Since all that clarity can easily be lost if
the center speaker directs sound too far
above or below the seating position, the
Pro Center 100's contoured cabinet can
be adjusted to angle it up or down toward
the listener.

The ProSub 100 includes a continuous-
ly variable low-pass filter that allows you
to set the high -frequency rolloff from 40
to 150 Hz, depending on the acoustical
characteristics of your room and your lis-
tening preference. The sub's signal -sens-
ing auto on/off circuit enables the amplifi-
er to power up with the rest of the equip-
ment and to power down after the system
is turned off. Like the other speakers in
the Definitive Pro line, the sub is offered
in black or white. Black remains more
popular than white, Hudkins says, but it's
nice to be able to offer the option.

"The Definitive Tech speakers are easy
to live with, and the sound quality is ex-
ceptional," he assures us. "Add to that the
flexibility of a DVD player that can dou-
ble as a CD player, and you've got a ter-
rific little system."

Still, it could be better, and Hudkins
has a few ideas in mind for when the cus-
tomer comes into more discretionary dol-
lars. A movie on DVD will look good on
any TV, but the bigger the better. Hudkins
chose the Sony KV-32FV1 as a logical
upgrade to this system because of its
high -end video features: a component -
video input that will insure the highest -

Sony Z2 -inch KV-32FV1
Wega TV: $1,599

quality video from the Pioneer DVD
player, color -temperature adjustment, and
the Wega flat picture tube, which delivers
uniform brightness and sharpness from
the center to the edges of the screen.

Once the customer has gotten used to
digital video from DVDs, he's going to
want :t for TV programs, too, so Hudkins
is ready to write up a ticket for the new
Sony SAS-AD4 Digital Satellite System,
which is equipped to pass along a Dolby
Digital signal. To cap off the system, he
recommends upgrading with premium
audio and video cables and a Panamax
surge protector.

RECOMMENDED

UPGRADES

011111111
A

Sony SAS-AD4 satellite system: $499
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MUSIC SYSTEM WITH
HOME THEATER

POTENTIAL
AFTER YEARS OF LISTENING to pint-
size hi-fi out of a low -end minisystem,
this upwardly mobile sales manager was
ready for a music system that sounded
natural rather than overly bright or tinny.
She listens to pop, jazz, and alternative
music in the living room of her town-
house and values convenience as much as
she covets good sound. She'd like to be
able to play music in the bedroom, too,
and a big-sound/big-picture home theater
is on her wish list as well, but she wants
to settle the musical score first. We gave
her requirements to Michael Gallant of
Hillcrest High Fidelity in Dallas and asked
him to build the foundation for a solid
home theater system with a musical bent.

Gallant is a big believer in Yamaha's
proprietary processing circuits. "Yamaha
makes its own signal processors, and they

can deliver a smoother sound," he says,
particularly Yamaha's dedicated Dolby
Digital chip, which only does Dolby Dig-
ital decoding, unlike typical multifunction
chips that have to divide their duties. The
Yamaha RX-V795 five -channel receiver
also boasts a DTS decoder for DTS-en-
coded CDs as well as movies on DVD.
Of course, it also has a Dolby Pro Logic
decoder for surround sound from video-
tapes and TV broadcasts. At 80 watts per
channel, it delivers plenty of power for
both music and movie surround sound.
And its trademark Yamaha DSP programs
can recreate the acoustical properties of
such real -world venues as the Village
Gate in New York and the Roxy Theater
in Los Angeles.

The Yamaha receiver's remote is like
having two remotes in one. The stream-

0

lined titanium handset has a row of
source buttons down the right side,
system power buttons, volume and
mute, and function keys that dou-
ble as directional keys. Most basic
functions can be operated from this
backlit control without ever open-
ing the front cover, but if you want
to go under the hood, more sophis-
ticated control options await. The
remote is both a learning type and
preprogrammed to operate Yamaha
components. It can also store up
to 13 macro commands, each of

which can include up to seven functions.
Yamaha got the nod for the carousel

CD changer as well. At $269, the CDC -
665 offers the best bang for the buck, ac-
cording to Gallant. "It's got a nice, accu-
rate digital -to -analog converter, and it's a
good -sounding machine." On the conve-
nience side, the CDC -665 rates high
thanks to its Play Xchange feature. It may
sound like a small thing, Gallant says, but
being able to swap out four CDs while a
fifth is playing is the clincher for many
folks who are in the market for a CD
changer. And since it's a Yamaha changer,
its remote -control codes are already pro-
grammed into the receiver's remote.

Gallant selected Paradigm speakers for
this system because of their clean, flat re-
sponse and small footprints. For the front
left/right he chose Paradigm Phantom V.2
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tower speakers, but he reassured the cus-
tomer that floor -standing doesn't have to
mean big or bulky. The two-way bass -re-
flex speakers measure roughly 331/4 x 71/2
x 123/4 inches. The 22 -inch -wide CC -170
center speaker is a perfect match.

Since the system has no Dolby Digital
program sources, Gallant selected Para-
digm's tiny Atom surround speakers,
which can do justice to the bandwidth -
limited surround channel in TV broad-
casts or CDs with Dolby Surround encod-
ing. At $179 a pair they came in on bud-
get, too.

A Paradigm PS -1000 powered sub -
woofer rounds out the speaker array. Its
130 -watt amplifier lets it roll out convinc-
ing thunder in a movie soundtrack and
contribute to the overall balance on music
sources, too. "The variable crossover on
the subwoofer allows you to let the sub
take over on the lower frequencies, and
that reduces the strain on the main speak-
ers," Gallant says. "Then the main system
amp is able to reproduce a cleaner mid-
range with more depth and imaging." A
power -saver feature turns on the sub's
amplifier but puts it into energy -saving
standby mode after it no longer sees a sig-
nal, he notes. Measuring 163/4 x 17 x 19
inches, the sub won't make it as a design
statement, but "she can place it under a
table or behind the furniture," he says.

"For the price, this customer is getting

a great value," Gallant says. "She's get-
ting twice :he performance she's paying
for, and she'll enjoy it for years to come."

To elevate the system to home theater
status, Gallant recommends the Yamaha
DVD-S700 DVD player as the first up-
grade. It matches the other components
and is operable from the receiver's re-
mote. Of course, the next step is to move
up from her 20 -inch TV to a 32 -inch
ProScan PS32600 TV. He likes the conve-
nience of the set's Guide Plus electronic
program guide, the (potential) 765 lines

 Paradigm Phantom V.2
speakers (2): $400

 Niles volume control: $85
(not shown)

 ProScan PS32600 TV: $1,139

8
$2,423
HOME THEATER

HILLCREST HIGH FIDELITY Dallas, TX

Yamaha RX-V795
Dolby Digital/DTS receiver $799

Yamaha CDC -665 CD changer $269

Paradigm Phantom V.2 tower
speakers (2) S399

Paradigm CC -170
center -channel speaker $199

Paradigm Atom surrounds (2) $179
C-70 speaker stands (2) $79

Paradigm PS -1000 subwoofer $499

of resolution, and the brightness of the
picture; there's also an S -video input to
get the most out of a DVD.

Upgrading this system to 5.1 -channel
sound requires surround speakers with
greater power handling, so Gallant would
replace the Atoms with a second pair of
Phantoms and relegate the Atoms to the
bedroom, where they'd take the feed from
the main system. He'd add a Niles SPS-4
speaker selector to turn the remote speak-
ers on and off and a Niles volume control
for the bedroom.

RECOMMENDED

UPGRADES

Niles SPS-4 speaker selector: $100

Yamaha DVD-S700 DVD player: $799
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a
$2,476
HOME THEATER

DEFINITIVE AUDIO Bellevue, WA

Marantz SR -585
Dolby Digital receiver $649

Marantz DVD-810 DVD player $699

B&W DM 302
bookshelf speakers (4) $500

B&W CC3 center -channel
speaker S179

Rock Solid PB100 subwoofer $449

A FAMILY SYSTEM

WITH ROOM
TO GROW

HAVING A 14 -MONTH -OLD daughter
himself, Craig Abplanalp, vice president
of Definitive Audio in Bellevue, Washing-
ton, understands the challenges a young
family faces when making an investment
in home entertainment. When we gave
him a $2,500 budget and told him to as-
semble a system for a young family with
room to grow, he didn't have to stretch
his imagination. "You have to address the
needs of today without becoming obso-
lete tomorrow," he says.

With that in mind, Abplanalp selected
the Marantz SR -585 receiver as his con-
trol center. "Marantz's philosophy is to
give customers more performance and
simpler operation," he notes. "A lot of
people take the cost of a receiver and di-
vide it by the number of features to come
up with a feature -per -buck ratio," he says.
"Marantz puts more emphasis on the

audio/video quality than on knobs and
gadgets."

At the same time, he says, the SR -585
can deliver everything this family needs
to enjoy their home theater. There's a ba-
sic assortment of digital signal processing
(DSP) modes to create Theater, Church,
Stadium, and Hall ambience effects from
the multichannel speaker array. Abplanalp
appreciates that all of the processing is
done in the digital domain. "That allows
for better fidelity and separation," he says.
The Dolby Digital Night Mode reduces
the dynamic range for quieter listening,
which will come in handy during nap
times.

Five A/V inputs accommodate the TV,
VCR, and DVD player, leaving a couple
to spare, and front -panel A/V jacks are
ready and waiting for baby's first steps to
be captured on the camcorder. Three

more audio inputs are
available for a cassette
deck or other audio -only
analog program source,
and there are coaxial and
optical inputs for digital
components.

The Marantz DVD-810
DVD player eliminates the
need for a separate CD
player, which simplifies
fitting this system on the
shelves under the TV stand.

Being able to operate everything from a
single remote control is also a must for
this family, which is likely to have enough
trouble keeping tabs on just one. The
learning remote supplied with the receiver
is preprogrammed to control both it and
the DVD player, and it can learn the
codes of the existing VCR and TV.

Sonically, the DVD player is true to the
Marantz philosophy, Abplanalp says. The
enhanced power supply and audiophile -
grade capacitors used in the analog stage
insure good performance even from a
budget -price machine, he says. The com-
pany didn't skimp on the video side ei-
ther, with 10 -bit video D/A converters to
provide a high -resolution picture with
minimal video noise. The icing on the
cake is the Marantz three-year parts -and -
labor warranty on both the DVD player
and the receiver, which gives these cus-
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tomers the kind of insurance they're look-
ing for.

On the loudspeaker side, Abplanalp
plucked four B&W DM 302 speakers
from inventory. He considers the compact
(121/2 x 71/4 x 81/4 -inch) speaker to be
among the best values on the market.
"B&W speakers are used a lot a: re-
cording monitors because they're
known for being extremely
accurate," he says. "A lot of
speakers that are accurate
are unforgiving, but these
are smooth and musical."
The wedge-shaped back
panel of the DM 302's cab-
inet was designed to reduce
resonances, he says, a con-
struction detail that's typ-
ically found on speakers
costing a whole lot more.

The vented, magnetically
shielded B&W CC3 center
speaker was designed to
match the DM 302. The
horizontally oriented CC3
boasts two 4 -inch fiber -
cone woofers and a I -inch
soft -dome tweeter. The rub-
ber feet that come with the
speaker let users adjust its
tilt angle for the best line to
the sofa.

Abplanalp went to Rock

RECOMMENDED

(UPGRADES

Solid Sounds, B&W's sister company, for
the PB100 powered subwoofer. Its 10 -
inch driver and 70 -watt amplifier will de-
liver all the bottom end this family needs,
he says. The vented enclosure uses the
company's Flow Port system. The down -

1,t: itig port allows the air to move
freely through it without

unwanted resonEnces.

A Proton NT3460 32 -inch TV: S1,900

When you're shopping for a system in
this price category, you have to decide
what's important, Abplanalp says. "In this
system we have a strong speaker package
and a receiver that gives you excellent
sound quality without being too gadget -
oriented. Best of all, it offers a lot of flex -
_bilk,/ for the future."

But wilout a good -size TV to serve as
a canvas for DVD, this
family is getting only part
of the total picture. There-
fore, the first stop on the
upgrade path is a 32 -inch
Proton NT3460 TV set.

"It's a great picture for a
conventional (nondigital)
TV," says Abplanalp. The
set's regulated power sup-
ply allows it to produce
better black level and defin-
ition than a lot of other
TVs, he says, which is im-
portant for reproducing col-
or accurately, especially dur-
ing the darker scenes in
movies. "If the black level
is poor, then you can't tell
the grays from the blacks.
With the Proton, you can
differentiate every shade of
gray," he notes. Great for
watching those old Shirley
Temple movies.
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WHEN YOU'RE TRYING TO COAX

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

FROM YOUR SUBWOOFER, WHERE

YOU PUT IT MAKES ALL THE

DIFFERENCE BY TOM NOUSAINE

If you're anything at all like me - and since you're reading
Stereo Review, I assume we have a few things in common -
then you want your home theater to sound as good as it possi-
bly can. No doubt you've played with different speaker place-
ments to get optimum imaging. But what about the subwoof-
er? Did you find the right place to put it to deliver the kind of
smooth bass that brings music and movie soundtracks to life?

Unfortunately, finding the right subwoofer location by ear
is difficult at best. I turned to speaker -placement software for
assistance. But even that didn't help - none of the software
that I ran was able to predict actual in -room response below
about 100 Hz. In real life, not all rooms are shoeboxes that
lend themselves to easy analysis. They have door openings,
furnishings, and different kinds of walls to complicate things.

I turned to a brute -force approach and measured the sub -
woofer response at all possible locations in my room to see
which ones worked best. In other words, at which locations
were the sub's rumbles as low and loud and smooth as they

could possibly be? The equipment I used to measure the sub -
woofer response included a MLSSA analyzer and an Audio
Control sound -level meter. The primary subwoofer was a Vel-
odyne F -1500R.

As you might have guessed from my previous articles for
Stereo Review, I found that corner placement of the subwoof-
er delivered the best bass performance in my listening room.
To convince myself that my room wasn't special in some way,
I "mapped" several other rooms - with the same result. I al-
so conducted a similar study using multiple subs. Convention-
al wisdom says that multiple subs pumping out bass at differ-
ent locations will smooth the in -room response. To my sur-
prise, I discovered that this is completely wrong. A single sub
in a corner blew away two, three, four, or even five subs locat-
ed near other speakers in a surround system.

When I moved to another home, my new listening room
had nearly the same floor space as my old room but almost
three times the volume. The old room was a basic 12 x 221/4 -
foot shoebox (I still wonder why those speaker -placement
programs didn't work better), with a single 5 -foot -wide door-
way and an 8 -foot ceiling. My new room has a similar rectan-
gular floorplan (13 x 23 feet) but adds a foyer, two doorways,
three open archways, an 18 -foot cathedral ceiling, and an
open staircase, all of which make it much larger and very un-
shoeboxlike. The irregular layout, tall ceiling, and overall size
(7,500 vs. 2,150 cubic feet) make it a vastly different space
(see diagrams on facing page).

I worked up a subwoofer placement map as soon as I ar-
rived - what else would a bass freak do when moving into a
new space? The best subwoofer location again proved to be a
corner, the only one with no adjacent openings. No surprises
there. But I discovered other interesting differences that both
defy and confirm conventional wisdom.

Conventional wisdom holds that larger rooms give better,
smoother bass. Supposedly, bigger rooms can "support" low
frequencies better because the longer dimensions more close-
ly approximate low -frequency wavelengths. A 20 -Hz tone has
a wavelength of about 50 feet, and the theory goes that you
need a wall that's at least a half -wavelength long to produce
20 Hz in any room. No rationale for the notion that a larger
room also has smoother bass is ever given, but the reasoning
probably goes something like, "You can't have smooth bass
unless you have deep bass."

If the conventional wisdom were true, we would expect to
get deeper bass extension in the larger room, right? That ain't
what happened. Measuring the frequency response with a ref-
erence 85 -dB sound -pressure level (SPL), I found that the
subwoofer's output was down 3 dB at 20 Hz in my old room,
but in the bigger new room, it was down 3 dB at 27 Hz.
That's a big difference!

Obviously, just because a sound wave doesn't fit in a room
doesn't mean it can't "excite" the air in the room. Think about
it - if it were true that a space must be long enough to hold a
half -wavelength, then people would never hear sounds below
2,000 Hz with closed -back headphones. In fact, in a small
space we get reinforcement at low frequencies. That's why
your voice sounds so deep when you sing in the shower.
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I also compared the maximum SPL
obtained in each room at a 10 -percent
distortion limit. The smaller room had
8 dB more clean output at 20 Hz than
the larger room! It is clear that a sub -
woofer can play not only deeper but al-
so louder in a smaller room. Obviously,
the conventional wisdom is wrong. but
why? That's trickier to explain.

In any room, there are resonances,
or "standing waves" - also called "room
modes" - between each pair of oppos-
ing boundary surfaces, whether a pair
of walls or the floor and ceiling. The
frequency of a room's lowest mode is
normally equal to half the speed of
sound (565 feet per second) divided by
its longest dimension. Other modes oc-
cur at integral multiples of that frequen-
cy, but the higher the frequency. the
weaker the resonance. Thus, my new
listening room's lowest mode is at 25
Hz (565 divided by its length of 23
feet). A room only 12 feet long would
have its lowest mode at 47 Hz.

I plotted SPL as a function of time
and frequency in both my old and new
listening rooms. In the resulting "water-
fall" spectral -decay graphs. I could see
the effect of their room modes from the
onset to the extinction of the test sound.
As the test signal's frequency increased.
the room modes it excited became dens-
er and the sound pressure was more
evenly distributed.

Comparing the graphs for the two
rooms, I could see that while the over-
all frequency response was similar, the

larger room had a much smoother de-
cay. The room modes also became dens-
er and more evenly distributed at lower
frequencies than in the smaller room,
and everything was smoother.

Finally, I measured frequency re-
sponse at three different listening posi-
tions in both rooms: at the center of the
main listening couch, at one end of the
same couch, and at another seat placed
far off the center axis (set against a wall
at about a 45 -degree angle). The re-
sponse differences between these posi-
tions were far smaller in the larger room.
In other words, the sound was more
evenly distributed. Because both rooms
are quite similar in construct:on. the
improvement seems to be related to the
greater density of the room modes.

What can we conclude from all this?
Well, on the one hand, at frequencies
below a room's lowest mode, the bass re-
sponse rises by 12 dB per octave be-
cause there are no room modes. That
really helps at subwoofer frequencies.
and the smaller the room, the more it
helps, because the range between the
lowest room mode and the bottom of
the audible range is wider. On the other
hand, bass response is smoother in a
big room, because the primary room
modes occur at lower frequencies and
there are more modes above them.

So part of the conventional wisdom
turns out to be true, but for the wrong
reason. And there's a related theory -
that a room with stiff concrete or similar
walls provides better bass because it

Although the basic width and length of my original
room (below) are within a foot of my new room's di-

mensions. the open archways and cathedral ceiling of

the larger room (right) make it a vastly different space.

keeps more energy in the room -
that's also wrong. In fact, bass is
smoother in an acoustically absorbent
room than in one with stiff, reflective
surfaces. While it's true that more ener-
gy stays in the room if the walls are
stiff, at lower frequencies that just
makes the standing -wave effects worse:
stiff walls exaggerate room resonances.
Half -inch drywall on regular 2 x 4 -inch
studs is better than solid concrete.

Remember that these conclusions
apply to subwoofers placed in optimal
locations. The main problem with room
modes is that they tend to be widely
spaced in frequency, creating peaks and
valleys in the room response. A sub in a
corner can excite room modes in all
three dimensions: in a noncomer place-
ment, it can excite the modes in only
one or two dimensions, so the peaks
and valleys are more obvious.

No room is perfect for bass. My old
and new rooms both have flat bass re-
sponse at the sweet spot as long as the
subwoofer is properly placed. The small-
er room let me get loud, deep bass
without a huge sub or amplifier. The
larger room gives me smoother response
over a wider area. Which is better?

Neither! We have to play the hand
we're dealt. A big room gives smoother.
more even response at off -center seats.
But it doesn't come cheaply - you need
a big woofer and a lot of power to com-
pensate for lower undistorted SPLs at
20 Hz. Life is a series of tradeoffs, so
why should audio be any different?
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SYSTEMS

Achieving
Sonic Nirvana
IT'S EASY TO PUT TOGETHER A
home theater system that goes crash,
bang, boom, but what if your taste in films
ranges beyond action movies? Stereo Re-
view's classical music editor, Robert Ripps,
wanted a home theater where he could en-
joy films by everyone from Bergman to
Bey. What he got - to his surprise - was
a system that also does justice to his ex-
tensive, and eclectic, music collection.

Robert had been eying the large (23 x
18 -foot) downstairs room of his new
house in Fairfield County, Connecticut, as
a home theater space ever since he moved
in last June, but he was daunted by the
prospect of installing a system from
scratch. "I finally made the decision while
watching Martin Scorsese's film on the
life of the Dalai Lama, Kundun, at a local
movie theater," he says. "It was primarily

a musical decision. I knew that the Philip
Glass score would be better served by a
good home theater setup than by the mov-
ie theater's mediocre sound system."

Most people have the installer recom-
mend the components when opting for a
custom system, but Robert chose almost
all of the equipment himself. He then re-
lied on the skills of Jim Young and Wayne
Tomblin of Audio Video Environments in
Stratford to make the installation a reality.
The result is a refined and flexible system
that still has the muscle to bring even the
most over -the -top DVD movies to life.

At its heart lies a set of Paradigm Ref-
erence speakers: LCR-450s for the front
trio and ADP -450s for the surrounds, with
the bass supplied by a Servo -15 powered
subwoofer. "I chose the Paradigms partly
on the strength of Corey Greenberg's re-
views and partly on their reputation of be-



ing equally good at home theater and
music reproduction," says Robert. "I'm
thrilled with the sound. I would have been
happy with a good home theater setup.
That it is also an excellent music system
is a real bonus. I'm beginning to do more
and more of my critical listening here, in-
stead of on the system in my study.

"I've been surprised by how much I've
enjoyed listening to my CDs on it," he
continues. "They don't sound at all gim-
micky in five channels. The feeling of
space and depth is attractive."

The other key element is a Marantz
PV -5470 rear -projection TV. The room is
more than big enough for a front -projec-
tion system with a 6- or 8 -foot screen, but
Robert felt that such a large image would
dominate the space too much. Going with
a 54 -inch screen helped maintain the
proper proportions between image and
sound. "The sharpness and the color re-
production are impressive," he says. "The
picture looks more like the one from a di-
rect -view TV than I would've expected."

All of the components are new except
Robert's tried and true Pioneer CLD-980
laserdisc player. Like many movie fans,
he has embraced DVD, but it will be
years before most of the films, much less
the opera and concert performances, in
his laserdisc collection are released in the
new format.

Everything is driven by a five -channel
Sunfire Cinema Grand amplifier. Many
systems this big employ two or more am-
plifiers for a broad dynamic range -
some use a separate amp for each chan-
nel. According to Robert, however, the
Cinema Grand has had no problems keep-
ing up with the considerable demands he
places on it.

On the recommendation of installer
Young, Robert chose Sony's SAS-AD3
digital satellite system. "The quality of
the picture from both satellite broadcasts
and DVDs has been stunning," he says.

All of the components and speakers are
connected with Monster Cable. M I000v
Silver interconnects are used for the video
sources and M550i for the audio, with
S 14-4R CL cables for all of the speakers.

Rounding out the system are a Marantz
MV 830 VCR, AV 550 preamp/tuner, and
DVD-810 DVD player. By opting for rear
over front projection and relying on Ma-
rantz electronics, which are known for
both high performance and reasonable
prices, Robert was able to assemble a ref-
erence -quality system for about half the
cost of similar showcase setups.

Marantz also had a lot to do with the
system's being easy to use as well as an
impressive performer. Instead of a profu-
sion of separate remote controls, every-
thing is controlled through one Marantz
Mk II "learning" remote. "The remote
was intimidating at first," says Robert,
"but as I get used to it, I find that having
all of the component controls integrated
into one unit makes it more pleasurable to
use the system.

"I'm most drawn to films that have in-
teresting musical scores," he says. "PBS's
American Masters documentary on Leon-
ard Bernstein, Reaching for the Note, has
just been released on DVD and is particu-
larly well served by the new format. I've
always been a fan of Bernstein and am fa-
miliar with most everything about him,
but the quality of the image and sound on
DVD has gotten me involved in this mate-
rial all over again."

The odds are against getting
all of the elements in a system
this complex right coming out
of the gate. When you're using
many of the components for
the first time, in a new space,
it's difficult to predict how
they will interact with each
other and with the room. In
the weeks since the photos on
these pages were taken, Robert
has begun to have second
thoughts about using dipoles
for the surround speakers. "It
was my decision to go with
dipoles, not Jim Young's," he
says. "Now I'm thinking that
direct -radiating speakers might
sound better in my room."

That issue aside, Robert feels
he has achieved his goal. "Ex-
periencing Kundun at home
has taken me several levels
higher in my audio/video evo-
lution," he says.

- Michael Gaughn
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Hitchcock with director Jonathan Demme

BEST OF THE MONTH
Robyn Hitchcock/Storefront Hitchcock

Robyn Hitchcock has been mistak-
en for an oddball, an alternative -
rock godfather, and Syd Barrett.
That's what you get when you

deal in vivid images and surreal wit and
when you conjure the spirit of psychedelia
as surely as Hitchcock does. The late '60s
usually turn up somewhere in his songs -
as do sex, death, and amphibians - but he
has long passed the line that separates the
artists from the trendies. And although he
has gone in and out of style a few dozen
times by now, his catalog includes an em-
barrassing number of overlooked gems.

Storefront Hitchcock: Music from the
Jonathan Demme Picture (Warner Bros., 62
min). recorded in December 1996 in New
York for Demme's concert film, is about half
new material and half retrospective, and it re-
affirms Hitchcock's status as a classic -model
British pop writer. "I'm Only You," origi-
nally on 1985's Fegmania!, is a reminder
that he was writing lost Beatle songs long
before Oasis was. And his loopier side turns
up in "Freeze," where he reveals who wrote
the Book of Love - and who should have
done it instead. The new songs continue the

writing trend of his previous album, Moss
Elixir, meaning that he's getting warmer
and less macabre, more concerned with uni-
versal topics like romance (the giddy "Let's
Go Thundering") and aging ("1974," one of
the few "veteran rocker looks back" songs
worth a second listen). The one borrowed
entry, "The Wind Cries Mary," has to be the
best Jimi Hendrix cover in years as Hitch-
cock connects with the song's gorgeous
melody and melancholy.

But wait, as they say in infomercials,
there's more! Anyone who's seen Hitch-
cock perform will know what's been miss-
ing from the studio albums: his between -
song intros, flights of free association that
take wild leaps and resolve with a bizarre
image as easily as with a good joke. That's
what Demme apparently set out to capture
in the concert film, which features Hitch-
cock with minimal staging and backup (vi-
olinist Deni Bonet and guitarist Tim Kee-
gan both make tasteful cameos). The sound-
track includes a few prime examples of
Hitchcock's wordplay, each given a separate
track number (the vinyl version has an en-
tirely different batch of intros and a few dif-

ferent songs as well), and they're alternate-
ly creepy and hilarious. Most telling, per-
haps, is a bit of post -concert chatter at the
end of the disc, where Hitchcock does some
brilliant verbal rifling over falafel. Yes, he
can probably do this in his sleep.

There's more good news. When he first
signed to Warner Bros., Hitchcock said that
his electric rock days were behind him. But
he has since had a change of heart and com-
pleted work on a forthcoming band album,
Jewels for Sophia. which may include an
overdue reunion with his old Soft Boys gui-
tarist, Kimberley Rew. For all the low -vol-
ume pleasures on Storefront Hitchcock, I still
miss the sound of him doing heavier pop.
And if the Jewels songs he has played lately
are any indication, we're looking at two ca-
reer peaks in a row. Brett Milano

MANS MORISSETTE
Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie
(Maverick/Reprise. 72 min)

Bceause Alanis Morissette built a career
out of romantic angst, she's in an odd

position now: as a billion -dollar industry mo-
bilizes behind her new album, she's out to
prove she still has the same problems as the
rest of us. It's not an impossible job, but it's
one that this commercially savvy, creatively
limited singer/songwriter just isn't up to.

Starting with the title - which sounds
heavy enough, but what the hell does it
mean'? - Supposed Former Infatuation
Junkie' is a set of diary scribbles dressed up
as major statements. Nearly half the lyrics
amount to a rhyming list of some sort. In
"Thank U" she throws together a bunch of
spiritual buzzwords, begins every line with
"Thank you" or "How 'bout." and comes out
with a barely coherent jumble. "So Pure"
makes promising offers - "Let's discuss
things in confidence / Let's be outspoken,
let's be ridiculous" - but of course the
song ends before she gets close to doing so.

It doesn't help that her coproducer, Glen
Ballard, pulls out a ridiculous amount of
sonic gimcrackery to prop up Morissette's
increasingly shrill vocals. On "Are You Still
Mad" alone, there are toy pianos, earth-
quake drums, and what sounds like a library

STAR SYSTEM
Stellar *****

Excellent * * * *
Good ***
Fair **

Poor *
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Top 10 Reasons Why the
Music Business Went Nuts in 1998

10 CROSSOVER NIGHTMARES Or, "sure, I can do that": Cybill Shepherd sings the blues, Aretha

Franklin sings Puccini, Vincent LaGuardia Gambini (a.k.a. Joe Pesci) "sings just for you,"
Phil Collins plays big band, violinist Vanessa -Mae plays "Hocus Pocus,"

Jewel publishes poetry, and Paul Simon flops on Broadway.

9 IS THERE AN EDITOR IN DA HOUSE? P.M. Dawn calls its new album

Dearest Christian, I'm So Very Sorry for Bringing You Here. Love, Dad.

8 SPRINGTIME FOR PRODUCERS "Elvis: The Concert," "Bacharach:

One Amazing Night," "Teen Idols Tour" with Peter Noone, Davy

Jones, and Bobby Sherman, "The Christmas Angel Tour" with Dorothy

Hamill and Mannheim Steamroller on ice, and A Christmas Carol

starring Roger Daltrey as Scrooge.

7 MORE CROSSOVER NIGHTMARES Or, "sure, we can crossbreed

music and sports": Music of the World Cup, Greatest Sports Rock & Jams

(Vol. 3!), and Extreme Championship Wrestling: Extreme Music,

not to mention Alexi Lalas's Ginger and Shaquille O'Neal's Respect.

6 MARILYN MANSON, GO HOME Michigan proposes a bill to ban minors from certain concerts.
IThe bill fails.)

5 GO AHEAD, CONFUSE ME! Was that album by Block or Bloque? Crumb or Crumbox? 12 Rods

or 12 Rounds? Suncatcher or Pitchshifter? Perfume Tree or Porcupine

Tree? From Good Homes or Far from Home or Far Too Jones or Farmer Ara

Not So John?!

4 EVEN MORE CROSSOVER NIGHTMARES Or, "sure, we can make a

soundtrack of that." Tired of Titanic? Try soundtracks of computer
games (Myst, Riven), comic books (Songs of the Witchblade), and even

dolls (Beyond Pink with Barbie, Teresa, and Christie).

3 A QUOTABLE HOOT Atlantic's Val Azzoli in Billboard on Hootie and the

Blowfish: "The band made the right decision to release Fairweather
Johnson when they did. It did 400,000 the first week, so those people
who are moaning and groaning should just stick it up their ass."

Spin Caught in Loue
Nest with "Singer

2 COVER GIRLS Spin, supposed alternative to Rolling Stone. puts Natalie Imbruglia on the cover.

Not to be outbabed, RS, in four consecutive issues, unveils model Laetitia Casta, country

crossover -and -out Shania Twain, TV jailbait Katie Holmes, and breast -beater Janet Jackson.

SS \

0
Lt

A Editor and Publisher: Jann S. Hefner

1 THE ULTIMATE CROSSOVER NIGHTMARE I've been dying to do something all day, and I think

maybe we can take care of this.... Peabo: Barney. Barney: Peabo.... I feel much better.

PREVIOUSLY UN -THOUGHT -OF, TWO-BIT-REMASTERED BONUS REASON! A year ago, Rhino

joked that we'd better be on the lookout for a boxed set called Hanson The Prenatal Years.
Lo and behold, out pops an actual CD called Hanson: 3 -Car Garage, The Indie Recordings '95-'96.

Art imitates parody! Ken Richardson

of Led Zeppelin string samples. Too many
tracks rely on overload when a simple hook
would have sufficed, though nothing ap-
proaches the catchiness of "You Oughta
Know." Which is probably why Morissette
resorted to putting a naked picture of her-
self on the disc. Brett Milano

SHERYL CROW The Globe Sessions
(A&M, 59 ntin; enhanced CD)
* * *

Sheryl Crow's third album is heavy on
breakup songs, but the real news is

how sharp and complex these breakup songs
are, alternating between honest self -evalua-
tion and lacerating putdowns. And the un-
listed closing track is a breakup song of an
entirely different sort: the first real deflation
of the Clinton/Lewinsky/Starr hysteria to
turn up on a rock album so far.

For those of us who had pegged Crow as
a smart but inoffensive mainstream rocker.
The Globe Sessions comes as a major sur-
prise. In fact, she's now a lot closer to the
creative cutting -and -pasting of an Aimee
Mann or a Liz Phair, going less for the ra-
dio -ready hooks of "If It Makes You Happy"
and more for subtler tunes, rougher arrange-
ments, and sonic twists. The two-part "Am I
Getting Through" is an experiment that
works; the first part builds and broods, and
the second is a manic rocker lasting barely
a minute. When Crow gets an unreleased
Bob Dylan song ("Mississippi," reportedly
a Time Out of Mind outtake), she goes
against type by turning it into a close cous-
in of "Raspberry Beret."

The multimedia content isn't special, but
it delivers the videoclip for "My Favorite
Mistake," a screen saver, lyrics that could as
easily have been printed in the booklet, and
access to a Web site promoting the album
you've already bought. Brett Milano

ALLISON MOORER Alabama Song
(MCA Nashville, 41 min)
* * * *

Newcomer Allison Moorer first separat-
ed from the pack when her song "A

Soft Place to Fall" became a hit from the
soundtrack to The Horse Whisperer. Now her
debut album, Alabama Song, proves there's
a lot more sultry soulfulness where that
came from, but also plenty of sass, strength,
and vulnerability. And it showcases one of
the most arresting and solid talents to hit
Nashville in a decade.

Moorer's unforgettable voice, so know-
ing and emotionally resonant, is put to the
best test in her heartbreaking version of
Walter Hyatt's bluesy "Tell Me Baby." But
she also makes her mark as a writer, craft-
ing songs that simultaneously evoke every
deeply held and regal emotion of the Old
South yet expand on modern values and
sensibilities. It isn't every woman, for ex-
ample, who can reverse the sexual stereo -
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The all new B & K AVR202 Digital

AudioNideo Receiver is the first
American made receiver in 12 years.

Features Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby

Digital (AC -3), and DTS. Upgradable

for future surround sound technology.

Dolby, AC -3 and Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby
Laboratories Licensing Corporation DTS is a registered
trademark of Digital Theater Systems, L L C

-11.12Act

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Technology changes so rapidly it's sometimes difficult justifying spending

money on the "newest and latest." But now you can buy the best
audio/video receiver available knowing it will not become obso-

lete before its time. B & K's all new, made in America, digital

home theater receiver features today's state-of-the-art
surround sound processing systems including Dolby

Pro Logic®, Dolby Digital® (AC -3) and Digital Theater

Systems® (DTS). Most importantly, it is designed

to be upgraded at our factory when new
technology is available. B & K. Great today.

Upgradable tomorrow. It's that simple.

B&K
WE SIMPLY SOUND BETTER.

For more information:
B&K Components, Ltd.  2100 Old Union Road  Buffalo, New York 14227

1-800-543-5252  In NY: 716-656-0026 FAX: 716-656-1291  e-mail: info @ bkcomp.com  Web Site: http://www.bkcomp.com
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popmusic
types - she's the one dropping in for a
night when things get lonely - and still
pull off the spurned -female act with aplomb.

From her Buck Owens-ish "The One That
Got Away" to "Is Heaven Good Enough for
You," a personal meditation on death and
redemption, Moorer defines what main-
stream country music should have been all
through the 1990s but Seldom was: raw,
earthy, powerful, and real. There's hope for
the new millennium. Alanna Nash

TONIO K.
Rodent Weekend '76-'96 (Approximately)
(Gadfly. 72 min)
* * * *

ILong-time readers of this magazine will
doubtless recall that some years back

I described Life in the Foodchain, the debut
release by iconoclastic singer/songwriter
Tonio K., as the greatest album ever record-
ed. Was I being ironic? Possibly, but I have
since awarded that accolade to every sub -

all theater. no gimmicks.

NAD r roe

Funny, withwith all the synthetic effects and gimmicks
available on today's A/V receivers - no one is talking
about what really counts - delivering the best sound for
the dollar. The NAD T770 surround sound receiver's
unique design provides everything you need to enjoy
a great movie or music. And, as with all NAD products,
it maintains a reputation for true value, performance
and simplicity.

NAD - to the rescue.

NAD T770 Surround Sound Receiver
70 watts into 8 ohms (all 5 channels), Motorola DSP processors.
Dolby Digital' and Pro Logic decoding, pre outs (all 5 channels),
5.1 input for external decoder, S video inputs. 2 video outputs,
3 digital inputs, 4 audio inputs, 2 tape outputs, E.A.R.S.
(Enhanced Ambience Recovery System), Impedance Sensing
Circuit (ISC) topology, remote control with NAD Link.

pure. and simple.

800.263.4641 www.NADelectronics.com
NAD Electronics of Amenca, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067
Lenbrook Industnes, 633 Granite Court, Pickering, ON L1W 3K1

Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

NAD

sequent Tonio set. In any case, Tonio no
longer being quite the angry young man,
it's nice to have Rodent Weekend, a collec-
tion of mostly funny/pissed-off early out-
takes and vault plunderings. In its ahead -of -
its -time punk/metal fusion, it feels like the
Foodchain sequel he never made. Several
legendary songs finally see the light of day,
including the long -rumored "Everything,
Including You, Disgusts Me" as well as
"I'm Supposed to Have Sex with You" (re-
corded - don't ask why - for the sound-
track to the Carl Reiner flick Summer
School) and the first CD appearance of the
classic "Mars Needs Women," still the cool-
est putdown song of the millennium. And
don't miss the liner -note list of songs left
off the album, including "What's So Terri-
ble About Heroin?" and "F --k the Whales."
Ah, those were the days. Did I mention that
this is the greatest album ever recorded?

Steve Simels

COLLECTIONS
RED HOT + RHAPSODY:
THE GERSHWIN GROOVE
I Antilles/Venw. 70 min)
**1
BY GEORGE (AND IRA): RED HOT
ON GERSHWIN
(Verve. 73 min)
* * * *
HERBIE HANCOCK Gershwin's World
(Verve, 67 min )
* * *

Among the many releases marking the
George Gershwin centennial in 1998

are three potpourri homages served up by
Verve, primarily a jazz label but here court-
ing the pop market by focusing on Gersh-
win the composer of standards. Red Hot +
Rhapsody is the most varied of the trio in
terms of quality. With a cast of contempo
performers, it offers, at worst, pastiches that
just don't jell, such as Spearhead and Ernest
Ranglin's hip -hop through "I Got Plenty o'
Nuthin'." But with 17 cuts, you're bound to
hit the mark now and then: Sarah Cracknell
and Kid Loco's "The Man I Love" gets the
mix of new -doom atmospherics and old-
fashioned torchiness just right, and Lus-
cious Jackson does an affecting "I've Got a
Crush on You." Also more than just a game
attempt is the collaboration by Angelo Bad-
alamenti and David Bowie, "A Foggy Day
(in London Town)," with the former's ar-
rangement being portentously ethereal and
the latter sounding almost human.

In comparison, By George (and Ira), a
sampling from an earlier generation, sounds
definitive. It's not just that the disc collects
ingers and musicians more comfortable

with the idiom but that on a lot of these cuts
you get them in their prime. Three versions
of "The Man I Love" might seem a bit much



if they weren't from Billie Holiday in 1939.
Lester Young in 1946, and Miles Davis in
1954. And listening to Bill Evans's solo -
piano version of "I Loves You, Porgy" back-
to-back with Janis Joplin's "Summertime"
is to gain a fresh appreciation of Gersh-
win's emotional range.

Herbie Hancock's Gershwin's World is
almost as much of a stew as the two compi-
lations. given disparate guest stars like Joni
Mitchell, Kathleen Battle, and Stevie Won-
der. And because this is Gershwin's "world,"
it includes compositions by influences Mau-
rice Ravel, Duke Ellington, and James P.
Johnson. Hancock is in an impressionistic
mood, providing bright colors for Battle's
wordless vocalizing in "Prelude in C -sharp
minor" and essaying stark abstractions be-
hind saxophonist Wayne Shorter's expres-
sive smears in Duke's "Cotton Tail." Mit-
chell, sticking to the smoky low end of her
register, sounds strained in her role as torch
singer in "The Man I Love" and "Summer-
time," and Stevie Wonder sounds like . . .

well, like he always does. Which isn't bad,
but there's a gratuitous aspect to bringing in
these big names; more Hancock (and Shor-
ter!) would have made for a more coherent
and satisfying disc. Richard C. Walls

JAll
JOE LOVANO
Trio Fascination, Edition One
(Blue Note. 66 min
* * * *

The archetypal trio album of saxophone,
bass, and drums is Sonny Rollins's A

Night at the Village Vanguard from 1957,
and the drummer on that date was Elvin
Jones - still as fierce now as he was 40
years ago and a key factor to the success of
Joe Lovano's Trio Fascination. In the ab-
sence of piano, Jones is frequently called
upon to fill a semimelodic role, which he
does with confidence. And behind Lovano's
solos, he's an elegant demon, as he was with
John Coltrane in the '60s. This instrumenta-
tion places an added burden on a bassist.
too, requiring him to supply some of the
missing harmonic detail but not so much
that he creates clutter. Dave Holland walks
this fine line with determination and grace,
and his solo in "Villa Paradiso" is as inven-
tive as we have come to expect from him.

What about the leader? Trio Fascination
is Lovano's ninth Blue Note CD. and each
has been different. He seems to delight in
meeting new challenges, and this may be
the most demanding he has yet set for him-
self. But whether on tenor or on one of his
other horns, Lovano turns the program into
a tour de force, moving through eight of his
ambitious originals and the standard "Ghost
of a Chance" with a winning combination
of brains and brawn. Francis Davis

QUICK FIXES
DAR WILLIAMS, LUCY
KAPLANSKY, AND RICHARD
SHINDELL Cry Cry Cry
(Razor & Tie, 50 min)* * * *
The singer/songwriters turn a fun side
project into an event. The blending of
voices is miraculous, and the choice
of material is magnificent, ranging
from R.E.M.'s "Fall On Me" to Greg
Brown's "Lord, I Have Made You a
Place in My Heart." The trio sings of
the driving force in us all: to make a
meaningful connection. This album
does that. In spades. Alanna Nash

moe. Tin Cans and Car Tires
(550 Music/Epic, 58 min)* * **
Emerging as one of the more vital of
the Baby Dead bands, moe. has at-
tained an impressive studio polish on
its second major -label release without
sacrificing the integrity of its edgy
jams. The band flirts with styles from
the complex insanity of "Spat Medi-
cine" to the simple balladry of "Letter
Home," but the songs never lose an
engaging zaniness. Andrew Nash

RAY BROWN Some of My Best
Friends Are ... Singers
(Telarc Jazz, 59 min)* *
The latest in the bassist's Best Friends
series features six vocalists, including
Diana Krall, Dee Dee Bridgewater, and
Nancy King (who fare well) as well as
Kevin Mahogany and Marlena Shaw
(who do not). And the sixth? Well, be-
cause she sings rings around the oth-
ers, Telarc should have scrapped the
herd -them -all -into -the -studio concept
and given us One of My Best Friends
Is . . . Etta Jones. Chris Albertson

BETTER THAN EZRA
How Does Your Garden Grow?
(Elektra, 58 min)* *
DISHWALLA And You Think You
Know What Life's About
(A&M, 51 min)*
If this were still the Seventies. bands
like Dishwalla and Better than Ezra
wouldn't be up to their second and
third albums, respectively. They'd be
recognized as the quintessential one -
hit wonders they probably are. The
more credible of these two albums is
Better than Ezra's, balancing new son-
ic ambitions with catchy if insubstan-
tial tunes in the first half but giving in
to pretensions in the latter half. Dish -
walla spends part of its second album

(Continued on page 92)
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Receivers Dolby Digital Receivers
NY

Sony STR -DE3 1 0
Stereo Receiver

100 watts per channel 30-
AM/FM presets A, B & A+B
speaker selector A/V remote
control

$15 999 (SON STRDE310)

TEAC AG -360
'FM presets,

C: '99"
TEAC AG -680

el, 30W304A1 presets
149"

JVC RX-664VBK

-V.rWeMboYtePrnil'i9"D 

Sony STR-DE525
et. r S, OSP mth 11 greet

,gir N remote ALL

Technics SA-AX720
A/V, 100w x 2 or 100.., '

Pro 1AALLDolby 3 Ste, ri.-i

CD Flingers
ibchnics

Technics SL-P6480A
Compact Disc Player

Super One -Chip LS( featuring,
MASH 1 -bit DAC & advance
digital servo system 20-trac
programming Remote control

$72999
TEAC CD -P1120

(TEC SLPG480A)

ock wrath

220v '89"
Sony CDP-XE500

k 00910=1111g,

ore control CALL
JVC XL-V282BK

coy repeat,

Ore control '149"
TEAC CD -P1440

: oh cordial

149"
Dynaco CDV-PRO
HDCD Player with Vacuum tube output stoz,
20 -hock programming, rem:480)8881 799"

MUSIC
WORLD

er ours A Day, 7 Days A Wee-800-221 -8 1 80www.jandr.com
AOL Keyword: J&R
powered by 1 N1 rtAVoRt r

Jazz- Call To Order Music Reviewed In This Issue!
Phil Woods: The Rev And I co 511.99

Nojee: Morning Tenderness CD SI 1.99
CASS 57.99

John Coltrane: The (low Ouortet-
1011Complete Impulse Studio Recordings
it r 563.99
Miles Davis: The Complete Bathes grew
Sessions : : 551.99
Najee: The Best of Now Sll 99

Separate Components

AudioSource AMP Three
Power Amplifier

150 watts per channel, switch -
able to 400 watts mono Auto -
on signal sensing A/B speaker
switching

$35 999 (ASO AMPTHREEI

AudioSource Amp Two

21

Harman Kardon PA5800
Power Amp, 60 watts x S

hi Mfr. Bug. Retail 999 ....'399"
Perreaux 350

. - rfiren11600
nuts CALL

Dynaco SCA 122R 
'329"

Harman Kardon PT2500
/FM presets

si'crorl SIN '249'

$1199
CD

aiatir

CON 480.7

Gary Burton
with Chick Corea, Pat Metheny
Like Minds

5 -Disc CD Changers
PHILIPS

Philips CDC73517
5 -Disc CD Changer

*Change 2 discs without inter-
rupting play Auto search
 Repeat & random play 8x
oversampling Remote control

$9999 (PHI COC73517)

RCA RP -8065
eSlr, ; 8 load system,
3:' g. remote (WO '89"
Sony CDP-CE215
of' 1 feature, 32mork

pr - 770s Term -ft control 1 49"
Yamaha CDC -502
S.
23 -

Sony CDP-CE525

3:

'179"

CALL

Technics SL-PD988
 Change up to 4 dna while I n playing, pitch

oritoi,32-sock programming, remote '199"

Speakers
LBLr__

62% OFF
Mfr. Seg. Retell

JBL CM62
Bookshelf Speakers

2 way 6.5" woofer 0.5"
titanium tweeter 175 watts
 663 Video shielded Built-in
wall brackets Black

Mfr Su Retail $399.95/pr.

$14999!"-1181. CM62-13K1

Yamaha NS -A527

Yamaha NS -A637

Technics SB-LX50-BK

Bose 201 Series IV

'78"

'99"

pr '119"

cons

pr 111911"

Bose Acoustimass' 5 Series Ill

CALL US TOLL FRE

IMMUS1C'WORLD

E FOR
VSHOP BY PHONE

24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

CD MegaChangers
:I Ilk I II Ilk

Technics SL-MC6
110 Disc + 1 CD Changer

110 -disc changer plus 1 single
disc play 14 -preset musical
genre group play 32 -track
programming  Remote control

$19999 (TEC SLMC61

Technics SL-MC3
genres iiroirp9"

XL-MC222
to srnoie2i,si9

JVC XL-MC334
200'1 srrhonger, 8-rciegarr files ntle rnfrioir

Sony CDP-CX220

( :T711011
Sony CDP-CX240
206 -disc changer, Custom file Block- B music

Admired MeseStocoue contra, remote ....CALL

Speakers

59% OFF
Mfr. fag. Retail

JBL CF 1 00
3- Way Floorstanding Speakers
 10" cast -frame woofer 4"
cast -frame midrange *Titanium
laminate tweeter 175 watts
max. 852 Block woodgrain

Mfr. Su Retail $559.90

$2298/"- (181. CF 1001

Technics SB-LX90-BK

; '199"
Yamaha NS -A2837

k ers, duo 'era, shielded

or. '299"
Cerwin-Vega E -315B

tray, IS" coo fir, 400 Ai."
rI Anne! or 1599"

Bose' Acoustimass 10 Series II

999"
JBL L7 50°0 OFF Mfr. Sug. Retail

$999

ITEMS NOT LISTED IN Ting. AD
1.800.221.8180

www.jandr.com

Basin: (tear Horizon- The Best d Bask

u,s, 58.9'
Various Artists: Blue Note Salutes AtIOVII1

,1.Q"
Gonzalo Rubalcaba: Antigua

Gene Harris 8. The Philip Morris
All -Stars: live 5 1 1 99

Kirk Wholum: For You SI L59

Digital Recorders
PHILIPS

Philips CDR880
Reference Standard CD Recorder

*Records audio CDs from
various digital & analog sources
Uses CD -recordable & CD-
rewritable discs 20 -track

CDR880)

Sony MDS-JE520
.61inialsr R,. Log 16.digitol

convener, 1: '299"
Son, MDS-18920

r. 'emote CALL

Sony MDBUNDLE4

Philips CDR760

Byer

'349"

,8(Newriin*
rote '499"

Philips CDR765
Ir Tordable &
of (king '599"

Home Theater Speakers
- -

rte-wm-Velyal.,

Cerwin-Vega HT -S 1 2
Powered Subwoofer

Built-in 150 watt amp 12"
woofer Continuously variable
from 50-150Hz Black wood -
grain cabinet

'32999 (CRV HTSI 2)
Technics SB-C80A , 3 -speaker 144.

Yamaha NS-AP150
'rater sPealr,'

'129"
Bose VCS 10

ci'l'estir'oeld'edil

JBL PSW1200
IS woofer

'.,ants '249
Velodyne CT -150

I5- woofer me/speaker

699"

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432

SONY

Sony STR-DE925
A/V Receiver

11 Ow x 2 or 110w x 5 *Built-
in Dolby Digital (AC -3) & DTS
decoder DSP Digital Cinema
Sound' System Remote

CALL,SON STRDEP251

TEAC AG -D9100
 130w c 1 or 100hv 5, Dolby Digital bolt -in

Dolby Pro Loge Mk. kg. Retail 5699 '299"
Sony STR-DE825
c07r, r 2 ci 100. A 5. Dolby Digital built-in

- Sound', LCD remote CALL
Technics SF-DX6

- ':-500D Dolby
6 CALL

JVC RX-1024VBK
opedome dust

-snore CALL

Harman Kardon AVR65

'99"

Cassette Decks
TEAC.

TEAC W -518R
Dual Cassette Deck

Deck #1 features auto -reverse
playback Dolby B Normal &
high-speed dubbing
Continuous playback Peak-
1,vel meters$7999
TEAC V-377

(TEA W51 8R)

h recording,

el metes '69"
Sony TC-WE625

nonsportS,

CALL
JVC TD -W718

both traritsoriso.

Technics RS-TR575
ns

41( (0:IlSoth "119
TEAC AD -500

 ,-corder Combo, cassette

trh -,tml 279'

Mini Audio Systems
I Ella.

Aiwa NSX-A202
Mini Audio System

 15 watts/channel 3 -disc CD
changer Dual cassette deck
32-AM/FM presets  2 -way
,:,eakers Remote

'15999
(41W NSX.4.2 .

Panasonic SC-AK25
.

Panasonic SC-PM15,
249

'279
Aiwa NSX-A959

why, '

cssenc 399
Aiwa NSX-MT960

45w 2 33,s

4r.1,1M '499'.
Bose Lifestyle 3-11

-

'699

SE HAMA ESPANOL

For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-212-406-7077

Order Code SR901

41,401b
WNW



DVD Players
SONY

Sony DVP-S7000
DVD/CD Player

Plays DVD, audio CD & video
CD formats SmoothScan'
special effects Component
video output Remote

CALL ISON DVP57000)

Sony DVP-S300
31 bit RISC

CALL

Sony DVP-5500D
Cinemodidi

JVC XV-D2000BK

-199"
Panasonic DVD-A310

ound"
CALL

Sony DVP-C600D

re'n'i'otbeuittin kitALLbiD

A/V Add-Ons

Technics SH-ACSOOD
Digital Sound Processor

Dolby Digital (AC-3)/Digital
Theater System digital decoders
2-optical/2-coaxial inputs
 Remote

$29999 r TEC SP1AC500D)

Furniture Works 100AH
2C

'54"
AudioSource E0-8/11

'99"
Sony RM-AV2000

.. up to 12'149"

JVC JX-S300

Plateau MXA6
Soo, lima, 6 shelves,

optional oddon shelves, tel '229"

Mini Audio Systems

JVC

JVC F3000
Mini Audio System

35 watt/ch integrated amp
32 -track programmable CD
player 40I AM/FM presets
Dual auto -rev, cassette 2 -way

5 499"
speakers Rem_ote

Panasonic SC-AK15
(honger MI

sets 1199"

outalve

smote

Sony MFIC-RX55

(.1VC F3000)

Yamaha GX 50

ken,C'erincO7 1370"

JVC EXTD5
to subwoolet (Whin), -CD

-nssp.p is/7, 'FM 399'
Technics SC-HD55

sete,

CALL

MUS1Cr__M61
matimWORLDi

Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week1-800-221-8180www.jandr.com
AOL Keyword J&R
owered b IN 1! Moat D

DVD- Call To Order Movies From Our Huge Inventory!
Good Will Hunting
Six Days Seven Night r 524.99
Gorki& (1998) ,- 519.99
Dances With Wolves .c 524.99
Hunt For Red October 524.99
Cats (Andrew Lloyd Webber) l 524.99
Andrea Bocelli- Romanza In Concert

24.99

Panasonic

Panasonic PV -8450
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

4 heads Trilingual ors -screen

'1

- display 1-month/8-event timer
,' Auto clock set & daylight
1-- saving time TV/cable/DSS

universal remote

5159

$1999 Peacemaker (1797) i..4

Small Soldiers DVD 529.99°VD
Three Tenors- Paris INS DVD 529.99

Casablanca 09121 on 519.99
From The Earth To The Aloon

Graduate (1967) 1" Gone With The Wind

Gemini PMX-18
DJ Mixer

2-phono/2-line/1-mic. input
Cue fader Rotary master, bal-
ance, bass & treble controls
Talkover with "mic on" LED
indicator

$118"
Gemini ST -35

10M1PmX18)

'19"
Gemini XL -100

:-se, 33/45,99"

Numark DM2002X
no/1'ry 9899

Gemini XG-3000
111

'3911"
Pioneer CD.1-100S
Pro (U Player, log dml, analog Dl ettects
pith control, quick start CALL

Micro Audio Systems

JVC FS -7000
iUltra Micro Audio System

30-AM/FM presets 20 -track
programmable top -loading CD
player Analog clock with
dimmer Real cherry wood
speaker enclosure Remote

CALL
Aiwa LCX-350

mev cassette,

'139"
Aiwa XR-M25

auto-iev

- '199"
Panasonic SC-PMO1

0, 1M presets
--s, remotet 199"

4

JVC MX-D402T
, (D changer, 30-FA/15-A1.1ere..249'

Sony CMT-ED1
. 15 watts/ch CD olo-ur'

'le 1M, remote

(PVC F57000)

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

Neadphomos

Ness Pro4AA Limited
Edition 40th Anniversary

Studio Pro Headphones
 Sp.ocial collector's edition with
Johr Koss signature & certificate
of authenticity

40.5 999
-S PROAAALD)

Sennheiser HD400

Sennheiser HD535
19999

Sennheiser HD545

.viral open
plugs '29"

:nth,

Sennheiser HD565
het

'129"

'179"
Sennheiser HD -580
* (trcureaurol, ultrowrde to frequency lesprise29.
velvet or cushions

Electronic Reference
BONUS

FRU
Cross

Digital
Writer Pea

with
purshotw

3Com Palm III
Pocket Size Organizer

Sleek industrial design Sto-es
up h 6000 addresses, 5 yr. of
opp)intments & more HotS>ric
for remote synchronization with
you. PC Dockin_g cradle$36 fb99- 13CM 80303U)

(3Cm CROSSD1GWR)

Shop YO -140
* Fervour Information (*met. 32K memory,.
expends, nine/data management & more '29"

Psian Siena
IMB 'ersonol Info Monogei 'PSN 10001

SPINE PURCHASE whik they lash '99
Casio CASSIOPEIA E-11' ,E 2

8k1. '399"
Philops VELO 500

" &dors CE 2 0,
499'

Hewlett-Packard Jornada 8';0

Rolling Stones Bridges ro Babylon
)14.99

West Side Story . 519.99
Star Trek First Contact CM 524.99

Camcorders
SONY

Sony DCS-PC1
Pocket -Size Digita Camcorder

 120x digital/Ca-I Zeiss 10x
optical zoom lens 2.5"
SwivelScreen LC[ color moni-
tor Color viewfinder Super
SteaAl Sho-' Phot--3 mode

CLL ISON DCRPC1)

NC GR-AX230

'329"
Panasonic PV -L853,
Canon ZR

11"'D'Ix5(114fDixstil CALL

Sony CCD-TRV99
13ropeco1/72-y

9eadyShor CALL

JVC GR-DVAS
*Divot CyoeiC 011 30,4gItIV 10y -opted

zoom. 2 S' color CO, (obi newhnclei CALL

Smart and friendly
CD-RW 226 Plus
Internal CD recorder

With CD-RW ReWritability
2x record/2x rewrite/6x read
SCSI II host adapter Includes
software

$39999 15MD 5,0775,

Serea$744,

Smart and Friendly
CD -R W426 Deluxe

External CD F.ecorder
4x record/2x rewrite/6x read
2MB buffer memory SCSI II

host adapter Incl ides compre-
hensive sof-ware site for PC and
Macc99" (56'10 SAF7821

TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, .; HIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration date 8 signature) To: J&R Music W , 59.50 Queens Mid -own Expwy, Mospeth, Queens, NY 11378. Personal & lousiness checks
must clear our Authorization Center before processing._ Shipping, handling 8 Insu-ance Charge (Continental L SI is 5's, of the to -al order with a 54.95
minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over S500 to SLOW; 3",, for orders ores 51000 to 51500; 2% for crders over $1500 to 52000, 1', for orders
over 52000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air or to Canada Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Puerto Rico, please for irrormation. DO
NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some quo stifles may be
limited. Copyright 1998 J&R Music World. City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affoirs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617

99
Samsung VR8608

(PAN PV84501

'149"
Sony SLV-678HF

; Adcpnve Picture

'179"
Panasonic PV 8662
4 heads,
commercial oclvo, '249"
Panasonic PV -S7670
S -VHS, 4-
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(Continued from page 89)
whining about the success of its first one.
Ultimately, the loudest thing here is the un-
mistakable sound of marketing. B.M.

FIRESIGN THEATRE
Give Me Immortality or Give Me Death
(Rhino. 46 min) * * * *
The late '90s may be strange and surreal.
but the Firesign Theatre is up to the task of
making them even stranger and more sur-
real. In fact, the original comedy foursome
has done the near impossible by making a
vintage Firesign album (in the form of a ra-
dio broadcast during the final hours before
the new millennium), complete with head-
phone effects, blurred layers of reality, and
multiple levels of wordplay. And, they've
brought back their satiric bite. B.M.

DAVID S. WARE Go See the World
(Columbia, 68 min) * * * *
Avant-garde tenorman Ware finally makes
his major -label debut, opening with a blues
and also including "The Way We Were." Is
he selling out? Hardly. Columbia bought
the session from the tiny AUM Fidelity la-
bel. The blues is frantic. And "The Way We
Were" is drawn and quartered over 14 min-
utes. Ware's eruptions are backed by pianist
Matthew Shipp, bassist William Parker, and
drummer Susie Ibarra. Worth a try even if
you aren't a devotee of uncompromising
free jazz. If you are, it's essential. F.D.

WILLIE NELSON Teatro
(Island, 48 min) * * *
After triumphs with Emmylou Harris on
Wrecking Ball and Bob Dylan on Time Out
of Mind, producer Daniel Lanois brings the
same atmospheric aesthetic to this collabo-
ration. His studio tricks work beautifully as
he taps Harris to harmonize on most songs.
Only one problem: of the 11 Nelson -written
songs here, half are remakes dating back to
the early '60s, and the new material suffers
in comparison. In the end, Team, is less a
career statement than an illuminating trip
through Nelson's back pages. B.M.

EMMYLOU HARRIS Spyboy
(Eminent. 62 min)* * * *
No garden-variety live album, Spyboy is
equal parts reinterpretation, reinvention,
and reinvigoration. Although Wrecking Ball
producer Daniel Lanois wasn't directly in-
volved with Spyboy, his influence is evident
in that Harris carried forward his understat-
ed, ambient approach from studio to stage.
And she toured with his band: guitarist
Buddy Miller, bassist Daryl Johnson, and
drummer Brady Blade. This is where chem-
istry comes in: the combination of a folk/
country singer with a roots -oriented gui-
tarist and a black New Orleans rhythm sec-
tion makes for an inspired symbiosis.

Parke Puterbaugh

NIn\n/ nN r'D
EIMICE111.0132E

OASIS The Masterplan
(Epic) This gathers 14 U.K. B-sides and
EP tracks - although Noel Gallagher
has already called it a "ripoff," despite the
fact that it was assembled by the band
with the help of fans. Who loves ya. Noel?

GANG OF FOUR 100 Flowers Bloom
(Rhino, two CDs) Retrospective from 1979
to 1995: 40 tracks plus liner notes by
England's Dreaming author Jon Savage.

NIGHT TRAIN: CLASSIC
RAILROAD SONGS VOL. 3 (Rounder)
TRAIN 45: RAILROAD SONGS
OF THE EARLY 1900s (Rounder)
HOT TRACKS:
TRAIN SUPER HITS (Epic)
The first "presents some of the best rail-
road songs recorded by African -Americans
since 1929." The second draws from both
Anglo- and African -American heritages.
The third is a contemporary set with Johnny
Cash. Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, etc.

NICO The Classic Years
( PolGions/( hroniclec)
MARIANNE FAITHFULL A Perfect
Stranger: The Island Anthology
I in o (DA)

Two ladies. The years of the first are 1965
to 1974; the second haunts 1979 to 1995.

ALICE'S RESTAURANT
(Rykodisr, enhanced CD)

FOOTLOOSE
(Columbia/Legacy)

Two soundtracks. The first celebrates the
30th anniversary of Arlo Guthrie's tale and
includes the movie trailer. The second, just
in time for the Broadway version. salutes
the 15th anniversary of Kevin Bacon's, Cr.
tail and includes four bonus tracks.

SONGS AND BALLADS OF
AMERICAN HISTORY AND OF THE
ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENTS
(Rounder) From the Library of Congress:
"Booth Killed Lincoln," "Mr. Garfield."
"Charles Guiteau," "Zolgotz," and more.

JOSHUA REDMAN
Timeless Tales (for Changing Times)
tti'arner Bms., 64 * * *
The saxophonist's quartet takes ten 20th -

century American pop songs - five from
the classic era, five from the rock era -
and recasts them as vehicles for the group's
well -thought-out, loose-limbed brand of
mainstream jazz. Melody -rich tunes like

11711 Monarch St, Garden Grove, CA 92841
Since 1976
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"Summertime" and "Love for Sale" work
fine. Not so the rock stuff, which owes its
identity more to unique aspects of arrange-
ment and vocals (the jabbing strings of
"Eleanor Rigby," the homely sincerity of
"The Times They Are a-Changin' "). Here,
Redman & Co.'s clever arrangements are
homogenizing and, in most cases, distant
from the original spirit. The solos, though,
are very good. R.C.W.

YOU AM I You Am l's #4 Record
(Ra/Wasabi. 38 min) * * *
Bad luck streak in American dancing school:
After having their #3 (and best) record.
Hourly, Daily, delayed by Warner Bros. in
the U.S., Aussie heroes You Am I saw their
new album delayed, too - and then, on the
eve of its release, killed. Kudos to Wasabi
for picking it up; if only it were as drop -
dead smashing as the previous disc. Still
plenty of Jam punch but not enough Kinks
pop. This band is worth investing in for the
long haul, however. K.R.

ROBERT EARL KEEN Walking Distance
(Arista, 50 min) * * * *
On the best album yet of his spooky Texas
poetry, Keen returns again and again to the
subject of outsiders: those outside of the
law, outside of love, and outside of them-
selves. If Keen hadn't found solace in the
power of songwriting, he just might have
been one of them. That's a key to emotional
survival, but it's also a path to music that
makes a difference. Recommended for the
desperadoes in us all. Alanna Nash

AUDRA McDONALD
Way Back to Paradise
(Nonesuch, 49 min)* * * *
When a semi -unknown like McDonald (who
won Tonys for her appearances in Carousel.
Master Class, and Ragtime) makes her solo
debut, we expect the producers to compen-
sate by placating the listener with, say, the
Cole Porter Songbook. Yet McDonald has
instead collated an adventurous program of
"art songs" from various sources. That her
voice is a very proper, not to mention stun-
ning, soprano seems less important than her
determination to fully inhabit these stories.
transforming each into a moving slice of re-
ality set to notes. Will Friedwald

JOHN PATITUCCI Now
(Concord. 70 min) * * *
THE CHRIS POTTER QUARTET Vertigo
(Concord. 63 min) * * * *
John Patitucci, a good bassist and an inter-
esting composer who has played in decid-
edly commercial milieus, says in the liner
notes to Now that his thinking today goes
more in the direction of John Coltrane and
Ornette Coleman. That sounds good to me,
but he's sometimes drowned out by gui-
tarist John Scofield's AC -drenched work.

Tenorist Chris Potter's playing here is en-
gaging, however - and he's heard to even
better advantage on his own album, Vertigo.
His dialogues with fellow tenorman Joe Lo-
vano on three tracks are the stuff that jazz
should be made of. C.A.

DON WILLIAMS I Turn the Page
OGiant, 43 min)* * * *
Six years after his last appearance on the
charts, Williams returns with an album that

resonates truth, beauty, and, for the most
part, commerciality. His style, a passionate
embrace between country and folk, remains
the same. And in his always relaxed bari-
tone, he reminds us to slow down and take
stock of what matters. Alanna Nash

SPHERE
(Verve 56 min)* * *
With pianist Kenny Barron. bassist Buster
Williams, and drummer Ben Riley all re -
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THE KINKS
KATALOG UPDATE

Ardent fans of the Kinks (is there any
other kind?) will find ample reason
to deplete their savings with a cor-
nucopia of exemplary CD remasters

from both sides of the Atlantic. In Eng-
land, Castle has regally retooled the ear-
ly catalog, a treasure of punchy beat
music, wry social commentary, and liter-
ate pop miniatures from Ray Davies,
rock's finest songwriter. Castle's ten
reissues represent the band's tenure on
Pye (Reprise in the U.S.) from 1964's
Kinks (You Really Got Me in the U.S.)
to 1971's Percy soundtrack (unreleased
here). As my parentheses imply, the U.K.
and U.S. discographies
differed early on, making
the first two Castle reis-
sues indispensable. The
debut LP had 14 songs
in the U.K. and 11 in the
U.S. The CD appends 12
bonus tracks for a 26 -
track Kinksathon! And
the CD for Kinda Kinks,
their second U.K. album
(their third here, after the
cobbled -together Kinks -Size), adds 11
tracks, among them "See My Friends,"
pivotal in Davies's maturation as a writer.

Thereafter, beyond another slapdash
Stateside LP, Kinkdom, the U.S. and U.K.
catalogs became congruent. So why shell
out for these import CDs? Because each
title has sparkling sound, rare artwork,
serviceable liner notes, and bonus -track
bounties. Witness The Kinks Are the Vil-
lage Green Preservation Society, which
pairs the 15 -track U.K. mono version
with a wildly differing 12 -track stereo
lineup that Davies originally submitted
but shelved. Live at Kelvin Hall has been
greatly improved; whereas the vinyl had
muddy sound, the CD is much clearer.

Something Else, their greatest collection
of songs, is extended with eight extras.
Also available: The Kink Kontroversy, Face
to Face, Arthur or the Decline and Fall of
the British Empire, and Lola versus Pow-
erman and the Moneyground, Part One.
More from the Castle goldmine: The EP
Collection, a box of vintage European
sides, and The Singles Collection, a 25 -
track primer plus a bonus disc, Waterloo
Sunset: The Songs of Ray Davies.

Enter Velvel, the U.S. label that's reis-
suing the Kinks' RCA and Arista cata-
logs. Velvel is eight deep so far, from
1971's Muswell Hillbillies to 1978's Mis-

fits. Formerly, Rhino reis-
sued the RCA LPs: com-
parisons reveal the Bob
Ludwig-remastered Vel-
vel HDCDs to be brighter
and crisper, whereas Bill
Inglot's equivalents on
Rhino display more tonal
balance. Velvel's book-
lets are filled with pho-
tographs and informative
liner notes, but bonus -

track outlays vary. Ripe for rediscovery:
Sleepwalker, an unheralded classic that
holds its own with earlier masterworks.
Five bonus tracks, including "The Po-
seur" and "On the Outside" (both unre-
leased), should have you sleepwalking
to the store. Also available: Everybody's
in Show -biz, Preservation Act 1 and Act
2, A Soap Opera, and Schoolboys in
Disgrace. Still to come in '99 from Velvel:
1979's Low Budget through 1984's Word
of Mouth plus new compilations, includ-
ing a two -CD set devoted to Dave Da-
vies's solo work. Currently available from
EMI/Capitol: The Storyteller, a document
of Ray's recent show of "musical words
and spoken song." Parke Puterbaugh

The "hillbillies," circa 1971, with brothers Ray and Dave Davies at far left and right

turning and with alto/soprano saxophonist
Gary Bartz replacing the late tenorist Char-
lie Rouse, Sphere still pays homage to The-
lonious Monk, this time in "We See" and
"Homin' In." Also here are a handsomely
delicate version of Billy Strayhom's "Isfa-
han," a brace of originals by Bartz and Bar-
ron, and an uptempo "The Surrey with the
Fringe on Top." R.C.W.

JONNY LANG Wander This World
(A&M. 53 min)*
When labels like Fat Possum and Rounder
are releasing scads of good blues records,
you have to wonder why anyone would set-
tle for a teenage hot dog like Lang. He can
play flashy licks but not much else, and he
sings like John Belushi imitating Joe Cock-
er. The album is homogenized further by
the generic material and the arena-esque
production. Recommended to anyone who
really misses Pat Travers. B.M.

RON CARTER TRIO So What
(Blue Note, 47 min)* * * *
CHRISTIAN McBRIDE A Family Affair
(Ven'e. 66 min)* *
Ron Carter has become - as he described
himself to me several years ago - "the
Mercedes-Benz of bass players." He does-
n't just walk; he dances and moves through
melodic lines with polished, unconscious
grace. You can hear it in every track of So
What, a trio album that also gets much of its
strength from Carter's two long-time co-
horts, pianist Kenny Barron and drummer
Lewis Nash. Christian McBride is the cur-
rent wunderkind of bassists, but A Family
Affair is a mixed bag of jazz. R&B, and
things verging on pop. Why would he stoop
to trite material? The explanation comes in
a press release: "to pull in some young
fans" and "show them what they've been
missing out on!" Huh? McBride may not
yet be a Mercedes. but he has the potential.
So why play Yugo on this album, eh? C.A.

LOVEMONGERS Here Is Christmas
(b2 Music. 36 min)** *
SARI AND MARI KAASINEN
Can We Have Christmas Now?
(NorthSide, 38 min)* * * *
VARTTINA Vihma
(Wicklow/BMG, 47 min) * * *
I've checked my list twice, and there's still
time to mention two more Christmas al-
bums. each blending traditional carols with
original material. The Lovemongers feature
Ann and Nancy Wilson, continuing their
resurgence outside of the confines of Heart.
The Kaasinens are Sari of Finland's Vart-
tinii and her sister, Mari, enchanting us in
their native tongue. Viirttina's new album,
by the way, is another traditional treat but
lacks some of the modern edge that made
me cuckoo for Kokko (Best of the Month,
March 1997). K.R.
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classicalmusic

BEST OF THE MONTH Nielsen's Greatest
Symphonies from Jukka-Pekka Saraste

In the last 45 years or so I have probably
heard every recording of each of Carl
Nielsen's six symphonies, and have
treasured several. But the new recording

of his two greatest symphonies, Nos. 4 and
5, by Jukka-Pekka Saraste leading his
Finnish Radio Symphony (Finlandia/BMG
21439, 72 min) absolutely sweeps the field
in every respect. Particularly in No. 4 -
The Inextinguishable, the Nielsen sympho-
ny most frequently presented in our own
concert halls - Saraste, the orchestra, and
the production team surpass themselves
and, to my ear, all previous recordings of
the work. Saraste's understanding of the
magnificent score is profound and his com-
mitment to it intense - you might even call

it ferocious, except that that term might
suggest an abandonment of control. Togeth-
er with the fire there is at every point a reas-
suring sense of balance and proportion,
which avoids excess while allowing Niel-
sen's inspiration to flame unfettered.

In the Fifth Symphony, too, Saraste not
only meets Nielsen on his own terms but
again has his troops fired up with the inspi-
ration of fresh discovery, of something like
creation itself, which is what this music,
like the Fourth. is all about. Whatever its
customary ranking, the Finnish Radio Sym-
phony as recorded in these two works is
one of the world's great performing bodies,
and Finlandia's superb recording manages
to convey all the power and drama in the

music without neglecting the warmth in
Nielsen's expressive language. While this
CD quite understandably encourages any-
one with working ears to hope for the re-
maining four Nielsen symphonies from the
same source, it is in its own right irre-
sistible and indispensable - and my "rec-
ord of the year" for 1998. Richard Freed

BRUCKNER Symphony No. 1; Helgoland
Male Choirs; Berlin Philharmonic. Daniel
Barenboim cond. (Teldec /6646, 6/ min)
* * * *

Only the Symphony No. 2 and the so-
called "No. 0" remain to complete

Daniel Barenboim's Berlin Philharmonic
cycle of the Bruckner symphonies. The
First, composed ten years before Brahms
released his own Symphony No. I, has a
special character: no cathedrals in sound
here but rather a youthful rumbustiousness
that reveals itself most openly in the foot -
stomping scherzo and in the brilliant fan-
fare figures that dominate much of the fi-
nale. The very opening bars predict the
marchlike tread of Mahler's Sixth.

As in his other Bruckner performances,
Barenboim offers a resolutely lyrical and
rugged account of the work, using the
somewhat raw -textured original score, and
he is accorded excellent sound by the Tel-
dec production team working in the Berlin
Philharmonic. He has filled out the CD with
the late and seldom -heard symphonic cho-
rus Helgoland, a dramatic retelling of a
mythic Roman invasion of the strategic is-
land stronghold of true -believing Chris-
tians. The choral work is altogether splen-
did - powerful. dead on pitch, and hand-
somely enunciated. David Hall

HANDEL Concerti Grossi, Op. 6
Academy of Ancient Music, Andrew Manze
cond. (Harntonia Mundi 907228.29,
two CDs, 157 min)
****1
I t took Handel an entire month in 1739 to

write his twelve Concerti Grossi, Op. 6 -
an average of two whole days per concerto!
- not that these wonderful and varied
works show any sign of haste. Although
perhaps not as deep as the Bach Branden-

STAR SYSTEM
Stellar * * * * *

Excellent * * * *
Good ***

Fair * *
Poor *
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burgs, they show at least as much technique
and even greater range. The variety dis-
played by their fugues and concerted move-
ments, dances and arias, allegros and largos
is nonstop. These works were in the reper-
toire of the original 18th -century Academy
of Antient Musick and, fittingly, are staples
of its latter-day successor, of which violin-
ist and conductor Andrew Manze is director
and concertmaster.

Manze is the rising star of early -music
performance, and these readings - which
he leads from his concertmaster's desk -
of works that are at the heart of the late -
Baroque instrumental repertoire confirm his
reputation. As varied as the music itself, the
performances overflow with nuance, fresh-
ness, exuberance, and tender expression
while maintaining a big line, pacing, phras-
ing, dynamic contrast and balance.

St. John's Church in London, which
dates from the same period as the music, is
one of the uglier examples of the late, eclec-
tic, derivative British Baroque, but with de-
cidedly beautiful acoustics. It is the perfect
locale for the recreation of late, eclectic
music that is the very opposite of ugly and
derivative. Eric Salzman

RAVEL
Rhapsodie espagnole; Menuet antique;
Ma Mere l'Oye (ballet version); La Valse
( l'hiltp.s 454 452. 59 min
Alborada del gracioso; Le Tombeau de
Couperin; Valses nobles et sentimentales;
Bolero
(Philips 456 569, 63 min)
Boston Symphony, Bernard Haitink cond.
* * *

Bernard Haitink's recording of Ravel's
Daphnis and Chloe with the Boston

Symphony, issued only eight or nine years
ago, was no great shakes sonically and ap-
pears to have been withdrawn. These two
new discs, however, recorded as far back as
1995, are gorgeous sonically (although in
several works the principal flutist is given
too much prominence), and the performanc-
es themselves are more fetching. Haitink
has lived with this music for a long time,
and so has the Boston orchestra, dating
back to when the incomparable Pierre Mon-
teux was its conductor. The playing is dis-
tinguished in virtually every respect and -
particularly in such works as Le Tombeau
de Couperin, where the winds cover them-
selves with glory, and the full ballet version
of Mother Goose (Ma Mere l'Oye)- lumi-
nously evocative on a level that bespeaks
utter conviction.

While Haitink's approach seems to ex-
emplify the idea that if all the instructions
in Ravel's scores are followed meticulously
the interpretation will take care of itself,
other conductors manage to do a bit more
than that without getting in the composer's
way. Haitink's readings are eminently sound,

A Window on Rachmaninoff

Sergei Rachmaninoff's first recording,
of his famous C -sharp Minor piano

prelude, was made in 1919 for Thomas
Edison, and in the same year he cut
the same work on Ampico piano rolls
for playback on that firm's reproducing
piano. For disc recording he quickly
switched to the Victor label, for which
he recorded until 1942, the year before
his death. But he also continued to
make Ampico rolls
until 1929, by which
time the technology
had become passe.

A reproducing -pi-
ano roll, as distinct
from a "player pi-
ano" roll, was en-
coded to include dy-
namic nuances and
rubato, and playback
on a properly main-
tained and adjusted
instrument afforded
a convincing facsim-
ile of the original
performance. Even
the best reproducing
pianos, though, were
no match for the Steinway and
Bitsendorfer concert grands favored by
virtuosos, so for roll -to -disc transfers
there was developed a device called the
Vorsetzer which could be rolled up to a
concert grand and "play" on the
keyboard from the reproducing -piano
roll. In the late 1960s the British Argo
label produced some notable LPs using
this technology.

The new Telarc CD of Rachmaninoff
piano -roll performances from 1919 to
1929 is a comparable achievement. It
uses a new computer technology that
transfers the information from an elec-

tronically reconstructed piano -roll
master directly to a B6sendorfer 290SE
reproducing piano. As with the 1960s
Argo LPs, the piano is recorded in an
ideal acoustic surround. The results are
stunning. All the majesty, uncanny
velocity, and tenderness of the
composer's playing are there, together
with enormous dynamic range.

The repertoire includes a dozen Rach-
maninoff originals,
starting with the C -
sharp Minor prelude,
delectable transcrip-
tions from Schubert,
Kreisler, Bizet,
Mussorgsky, and
Rimsky-Korsakov,
and a singularly
imposing version of
"The Star-Spangled
Banner." Rachman-
inoff also recorded
all but three of the
19 pieces for Victor
discs, and these
performances can be
heard in an RCA
Victor CD set of his

"complete recordings." The Telarc
versions are superior from the sonic
standpoint save for a certain hardness of
attack and release that does not occur in
the disc recordings with their genuine
human touch. It should also be noted
that Rachmaninoff used Steinway
pianos, not BOsendorfers. Those cavils
aside, the Telarc CD is a fascinating
listening experience. David Hall

A WINDOW IN TIME
Sergei Rachmaninoff, piano rolls
(Telarc 80489, 65 min)
* * *1

but in some of these familiar pieces they
seem a tad perfunctory compared with oth-
er recorded versions. Richard Freed

SHOSTAKOVICH Quartet No. 8
WEBERN Langsamer Satz
BURIAN Quartet No. 4
Rosamunde Quartet (ECM 21629, 47 min)
* * *

hostakovich's grimly autobiographical
110PEighth Quartet is currently represented
by at least a dozen recordings. The distin-
guishing aspect of the Rosamunde Quartet's
reading is its emphasis on the lyrical ele-
ment, with much less of a hard edge than in
most other versions.

Webern's Langsamer Satz ("slow move-
ment") dates from 1905, prior to the com-
poser's espousal of "atonal" expressionism.
It is, in effect, an exquisite tribute to the
cousin who eventually became his wife.
Think of Schoenberg's Verklarte Nacht con-
densed to something like 10 minutes. This
performance is a well -considered one, but
not quite as fine-grained as that by the Car -
mina Quartet on Denon.

Most interesting here is what appears to
be the first appearance on CD of music by
the Czech composer Emil Frantisek Burian
(1909-1959), a warm and convincing per-
formance of the somber Fourth Quartet
(1947). I hear some Shostakovich in the
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Gershwin and All That Jazz

I azz at the Philharmonic! Between
a Hindemith's loud, bouncy, neo-
Bachian Ragtime of 1921 and John
Adams's loud, bouncy Lollapalooza of
1995 lies three-quarters of a century in
which symphonic composers were time
and again tempted by forbidden fruit. Is
the result jazz? Of course not: jazz is a
performers' art, and symphonic music
belongs to the composer. But all of the
pieces on Michael Tilson Thomas's new
CD with the young New World Orch-
estra, titled New World Jazz, are marked
by the vitality and the color of jazz as it

came to inflect and even change the
European symphony orchestra.

Darius Milhaud's brilliant and moving
1923 La Creation du monde is one of the
most successful and moving of the early
European attempts to jazz it up. George
Antheil, an American in Europe and
probably the first symphonic composer
to incorporate elements of jazz, is repre-
sented by a real rediscovery: the neat,
unjustly forgotten, and truly jazzy Jazz
Symphony of 1925. Both Leonard Bern -
stein's Prelude, Fugue and Riffs (big -
band jazz hot) and Stravinsky's Ebony
Concerto (Neoclassical non -jazz cool)
are Woody Herman commissions from
the 1940s. The last piece on the CD,
David Raskin's theme from the 1952
film The Bad and the Beautiful, is a bit
of schmaltz that seems to have nothing
to do with the rest.

When it comes to mixing jazz and
classical music, George Gershwin was

there almost at the beginning. The
George White Scandals of 1921 included
(at least briefly) a one -act "blues opera"
by the 23 -year -old prodigy. Rhapsody in
Blue appeared in 1924 and the Concerto
in F (originally called "New York
Concerto") only a year later. Other big
pieces - An American in Paris, the so-
called Second Rhapsody (originally
called "Rhapsody in Rivets"), Porgy and
Bess - followed in the next ten years.

Since Bemstein's death, Thomas has
assumed a special role as the Gershwin
interpreter for our time. New World Jazz
features Rhapsody in Blue and offers the
very Bernsteinian spectacle of a dynamic
conductor directing young musicians
from the keyboard. In another new
release, Thomas, now music director of
the San Francisco Symphony, features
that orchestra in a big (two CDs' worth)
Gershwin centennial program put
together with his typical panache.

Gershwin's own Porgy and Bess suite,
published after the composer's death
under the title Catfish Row, has here
been amplified and turned into a major
overview of the opera by the insertion of
actual scenes (beautifully sung by Audra
McDonald and Brian Stokes Mitchell).
The Second Rhapsody's original orches-
tration was presumed lost after the
composer's death. Thomas found it, and
he inspires the San Francisco players to
hit it hard, taking the solo part himself at
full tilt, crossing clangorous virtuosity
with a rhumba beat, a big modern -music
sound, and cocktail party pianism; he
even adds a piano cadenza, as Gershwin
himself is known to have done. The
result is completely fresh to my ears.
The second disc offers equally satisfying
performances of An American in Paris
- for once, it's not the least bit kitschy
but firm, listenable, exciting, and entirely
believable - and the Concerto in F,
dynamically played by an inspired
Garrick Ohlsson. Eric Salzman

NEW WORLD JAZZ
New World Symphony, Michael Tilson
Thomas cond. (RCA Victor 68798, 68 min)****
GERSHWIN
The 100th Birthday Celebration
Audra McDonald, soprano; Brian Stokes
Mitchell, baritone; Garrick Ohlsson, piano;
San Francisco Symphony, Michael Tilson
Thomas piano and cond. (RCA Victor 68931,
two CDs, 111 min)***Al

two final movements, possibly stemming
from the Russian composer's visit to Prague.
The recorded sound is more intimate than
in other ECM releases I've heard, having
a warm theater ambience rather than a
church acoustic. David Hall

COLLECTIONS
RENEE FLEMING
I Want Magic! (American Opera Arias)
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, James Levine
cond. (London 460 567, 58 min)
* * *

What a gorgeous CD! Here is the first
recording of Blanche's aria from

Andre Previn's new opera based on the Ten-
nessee Williams play A Streetcar Named
Desire. There's more: two songs from Gersh-
win's Porgy and Bess and a pair of arias
from Carlisle Floyd's Susannah, sumptuous
performances of arias from Stravinsky's
Rake's Progress, Samuel Barber's Vanessa,
and Bernard Herrmann's Wuthering Heights,
the "Letter Song" from Douglas Moore's
Ballad of Baby Doe, "Monica's Waltz"
from Menotti's Medium, and Bernstein's
"Glitter and Be Gay" from Candide. What
could be wrong? Why award it only three
stars?

Maybe it's all just too consistently gor-
geous. Blanche Dubois, the inhabitants of
Catfish Row, Susannah without the Elders,
Anne Trulove, Vanessa, Emily Bronte's trag-
ic heroine, the worldly-wise Baby Doe, the
girlish Monica, and the set -upon, ever -inno-
cent Cunegonde - these are vastly differ-
ent characters, and their musical voices, of-
ten close to the American vernacular, are
equally wide-ranging. But soprano Renee
Fleming is never less than the great diva,
and she has what is basically a single grand,
tragic manner, which is truly appropriate to
perhaps two and half of these arias. You
will never hear a better -sung "Summertime:'
but it has nothing to do with Porgy and
Bess. Rather than lifting all these characters
up to grand operatic heights, the vocally (and
orchestrally) thrilling performances seem al-
most condescending. Eric Salzman

BEN HEPPNER Dedication
Craig Rutenberg, piano (RCA Victor 63104,
68 min)
* * * *

Tenor Ben Heppner's uncommonly fine
recital, an imaginative program execut-

ed with care and insight, reveals new di-
mensions of an artist known heretofore
mainly through his outstanding operatic
performances. The all -German program be-
gins with a brisk and straightforward ren-
dering of Beethoven's youthful "Adelaide"
that avoids excessive sentiment. It ends
with a reading of the mature Beethoven's
"An die ferne Geliebte" in which the five
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interlinked poems are subtly unified, bene-
fitting from pianist Craig Rutenberg's skill-
ful management of the transitions.

The four songs of Richard Strauss's Op.
27 are excellent in their different ways. The
alternating pensive and stormy moods of
"Rube, meine Seele" are effectively contrast-
ed. "Cadlie" has dramatic fervor and firm
climaxes, and "Heimliche Aufforderung" is

suitably ecstatic. "Morgen," perhaps the
least suited to Heppner's dramatic voice, is
nonetheless sensitively sung and involving.
There are some individual touches in his
rendition of the seven songs of Schumann'.
Myrthen, Op. 25. "Widmung," for instance.
is unusually fervent rather than tender.

The most provocative selection is Liszt's
three Petrarch sonnets. The varied and wide-
ranging vocal parts are partly helped and
partly hindered by Liszt's original pianistic
concept for these works. If Heppner's read-
ings do not exhibit a be! canto smoothness.
the musical demands are fearlessly met, the
artist's technique triumphing over some dif-
ficult passages across the register break.

George Jellinek

HEI-KYUNG HONG Arias
Orchestra of St. Luke's, John Fiore cond. (RCA

Victor 68881, 60 min)
* * *
I n this recital of eleven familiar, mostly

French and Italian opera arias, Hei-Kyung
Hong, a gifted Korean -born, Juilliard-edu-
cated soprano, displays a warm and round-
ed tone, confident ease in the upper register
up to a secure E -fiat, and agility in passage
work. She meets the diverse challenges of
Mozart's "Dove sono" and "Ach, ich ftihrs"
with as much poise and security as she does
the contrasting character studies of Gou-
nod's perky Juliet and Bellini's melancholy
Giulietta. Her "Caro nome" comes off with
a pearly coloratura, and her Norina (Don
Pasquale) sparkles with the requisite sauci-
ness. Her otherwise reliable intonation is
marginally impaired in the extended Travia-
ta sequence, but not enough to detract from
the overall satisfaction of this CD.

The soprano gets fine orchestral support,
but in two cases ("Depuis le four" and"Rube
sanft") a broader tempo and more expan-
sive phrasing would have enhanced the
emotional effect. George Jellinek

IJACARAS!
18th Century Spanish Baroque Guitar
Music of Santiago de Murcia
Paul O'Dette, Steve O'Brien, Steve Player,
Baroque guitars; Andrew Lawrence -King, harp
and psaltery; Pedro Estevan, percussion
(Harmonia Mundi 907212. 78 min)****

antiago de Murcia was master gui-
tarist and guitar master to the Spanish

royals as well as composer and arranger of
the sensational new dances that were com-
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ing into favor: jotas, gallardas, zarambe-
ques, passacalles, fandangos, cumbees, ca-
narios, and so on. Jdcaras are here defined
as "a group of scamps and high-spirited
people who walked around at night making
a racket and singing in the streets" -
something like the majos and majos painted
by Goya a few decades later.

The one-time liveliness and boisterous-
ness of Spanish public life, from the royal
court to the streets, is almost forgotten to-
day, but rich, colonialist Spain was the point
of entry for the scandalous and sexy new
dances from Africa and the Americas. There
was a kind of street -chic alliance between
the rough and tough lower classes, who
sailed the ships and loaded the cargo, and
the young bloods of the upper classes, ready
to pick up the latest craze from Latin Amer-
ica or Africa via the slums of Madrid and
Naples. De Murcia, who seems to have
traveled to Mexico and Italy, is one of those
shadowy historical figures who have long
been overlooked but whose influence on
music history is probably greater than that
of many more famous musicians.

Paul 0' Dette and Andrew Lawrence -
King here continue their work in uncover-
ing the traces of many a forgotten past. This
is not dry musicology but lively recreation
featuring dancing guitars, harps, castanets,
and tambourines. Much of this surprisingly

contemporary -sounding material needs no
musicological excuse at all for being re-
leased on CD, although it is all based on
authentic 18th -century sources. Here are
some early roots of world music in the form
of a very enjoyable, perfectly modern early -
music album. Eric Salzman

LOST MUSIC OF EARLY AMERICA
Music of the Moravians
Boston Baroque. Martin Pearlman cond.
(Telarc 80482, 65 min)
* * * * *

The Moravian Brethren's settlements in
colonial Pennsylvania and North Car-

olina created an abundance of music for
their religious services and also some cham-
ber music of more than passing interest. In
this stunning Telarc collection, the Boston
Baroque performs no fewer than 32 fasci-
nating pieces from this rich but neglected
treasury of early American music, most of
them choral and most of them new to re-
cording.

Director Martin Pearlman has grouped
the 29 choral pieces into three "Lovefeasts,"
for Christmas, Lent, and Thanksgiving.
Some numbers are more or less in the tra-
dition of Bach's chorales but simpler in
construction and earthier in their musical
language; the period -instrument players in
Pearlman's ensemble make the most of the
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intriguing accompaniments. The fine trom-
bone choir is shown off in two brief num-
bers without voices, and the program con-
cludes with an extended rondo for fortepi-
ano solo by John Gambold.

It's all done as winningly as we would
expect from the musicians who have given
us such inspiriting accounts of the Branden-

burgs and Messiah, the sound is beautifully
tailored to the music, the documentation is
first-rate (with full texts and translations),
and there's a 22 -minute bonus CD on which
Pearlman discusses the music and its com-
posers, illustrating his remarks with exam-
ples from eight of the pieces. A uniquely
valuable rediscovery. Richard Freed

CHRISTINE SCHAFER
Mozart Arias and Strauss Songs
Berlin Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado cond.
(Deutsche Grammophon 457 582, 65 min)****
r%hristine Schafer's light lyric -soprano

voice seems to be the ideal medium
for this program. Mozart's "Nehmt meinen
Dank" (KV 383) is neatly ornamented, and
the two "insert arias" (KV 416 and KV
418) exhibit all the virtuosity needed, in-
cluding the altissimo high Fs. The surefire
"Ch'io mi scordi di to?" (enriched by the
pianism of Maria Joao Pires) is delivered
with a classic poise, the ravishing "Ruhe
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QUICK FIXES
HAHN La Belle Epoque
Susan Graham, mezzo-soprano;

Roger Vignoles, piano (Sony 60168, 62 min)
* * *
A transplanted Venezuelan who studied
under Massenet. Reynaldo Hahn com-
posed highly refined art songs that epito-
mize the perfumed aestheticism of the
salons of fin-de-siecle Paris. His particu-
lar genius was his sensitivity for the lan-
guage of poetry, which seems to give
birth magically to his melodies - some-
times lilting, at other times melancholy.
Graham's vibrant, amber -hued voice and
fine French diction are ideally suited to
this material, and she is ably accompa-
nied by Roger Vignoles in a warm, inti-
mate recording. Jamie James

HOLST The Planets
Atlanta Symphony, Yoel Levi cond. (Telarc
80466, 49 min)* * *
Levi shows an instinct for natural phras-
ing and an overall belief in this big, col-
orful suite that recall such great inter-
preters of the past as Adrian Boult and
the undervalued Walter Susskind. The
orchestra comes through brilliantly, and
Telarc's splendid surround -encoded re-
cording is still splendid in two -channel
playback. I miss the usual organ glissan-
do in "Uranus," and you might expect a
second work on a full -price CD, but in
every musical and sonic respect this is
definitely top -tier. R.F.

LISZT Sonata in B Minor;
Deux Legendes; Gretchen
Jeno Jando, piano (Naxos 8.553594.

69 min) * * *
Jando gives a cogent, clarifying, if not
outstanding account of the B Minor
Sonata. The disc is well worth its modest
price for his poetically illuminating No
Legends and for Liszt's own piano ver-
sion of "Gretchen" from A Faust Sym-
phony - not a mere transcription but a
thoroughly pianistic piece built on the
same materials. Jando gives it his all,
which is considerable. The recording is
realistic and well focused. R.F.

RAMEAU Suites from "Platee" and
"Dardanus"
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, Nicholas
McGegan cond. (Conifer/BMG 75605,
75 min)* * *
McGegan has made orchestral suites out
of Rameau's Plain', a Baroque French
musical comedy in drag, and Dardanus,
one of his earlier and deadly serious
lyric tragedies, by putting together each

work's overture, dances, and some of the
scene music. These strings of gems glit-
ter even if they don't always hang to-
gether well. The performing style is vig-
orous and biting, the Skywalker Ranch
sound even more so, with an edge to it
that is profoundly un-Baroque. E.S.

SCHUBERT Lieder
Ian Bostridge, tenor; Julius Drake, piano
(EMI 56347, 69 min)* * * *
In addition to precise diction and tonal
beauty, Bostridge brings unusual sensi-
tivity to the texts of 22 of Schubert's
best -loved songs. His effective, idiomat-

ic performances display considerable
emotional variety, ranging from lyrical
happiness ("Seligkeit") to chilling drama
("Erlkonig"). This CD ranks with the
best issued during the 1997 Schubert bi-
centennial. William Livingstone

VIVALDI The Four Seasons
PIAZZOLLA The Four Seasons in
Buenos Aires
Jolanda Violante, piano:1 Solisti Italiani
(Denon 18036. 70 min)* * * *
Lilt and verve characterize this chamber
ensemble's stylish performance of Vival-
di's Four Seasons, Baroque depictions of
the bucolic lives of jolly Italian peasants.
In a stunning contrast, I Solisti show
equal virtuosity in Piazzolla's modern,
jazz -inflected, dissonant, and rather mel-
ancholy view of urban life in Buenos
Aires in the course of a year. W.L.

JOHN WILLIAMS The Guitarist
Orchestra, William Goodchild cond. (Sony
ASK 60586, 63 min) * * *
This album of sweet, modal guitar music
features Williams's own alternately seri-
ous and determinedly jolly Aeolian Suite,
solo works by Mikis Theodorakis (Three
Epitafios), Carlo Domeniconi (Koyunba-
ba), and Philip Houghton (Stele), arrange-
ments of music by Satie, and a trio of
medieval tunes. The Houghton has some
bite, but most of the rest is high -brow
background music, though played and
recorded with skill and affection. E.S.

sanfi" from the opera Zaide with neat, un-
exaggerated sentiment.

The Richard Strauss songs require a dif-
ferent kind of virtuosity. "Wiegenlied" calls

for a long, \A, Hiding legato arch, as does the
breathtakingly beautiful "Morgen." "Das
Rosenband" and "Liebeshymnus" are rarely
heard, and the 1933 "Das Bachlein" is even
rarer. These three are not among his great-
est songs, but delivered with the tonal puri-
ty, security of attack, and soaring line evi-
dent here, they reward listening. Claudio
Abbado and the orchestra provide masterly
support throughout. George Jellinek
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DENON
DVD-3000 DTS
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DENON
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MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
S YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

All produce are now USA merchandise emend by the manufacturers warranty of
ABCs excl...e hmtecl warranty

VISA

Components

that define

the present

Systems that

anticipate

the future.

Our

20th
year!

800.947.4434
so. cal. 310.517.1700

fax 310.517.1732
www.reference-ay.com

Competitive Prices  Courteous Service  Expert Advice

Authorized dealer for the finest audio & video brands

ADA Celestion
All Citation
Atlantic Tech Creek
Audible Illusions DCM
Audio Control Denon
Audio Power Fanfare

Audioguest Grado
Bag End Haller
Balanced Audio Hales
Bryston Harman Kardon
Bybee Infinity
Cal Audio Labs Jamo
Cardas JBL Synthesis
Carver KEF

Cary Kimber Kahle

Magnum Dynalab Sharp
Meridian Sonance

Mirage Sony
T Sperlron

Mitsubishi Straightwire
HAD Target

Nestoroyic Thorens
Niles Tice

Nitty Gritty Toshiba
Nordost Flatline Townshend

Pioneer Elite Von Schweikert
ProAc VPI

PSB Wireworld
Rega 5L0

Roomtune . . and more

18211 Dann Ave.. Bepl. SP. Gardena. CA 90248
e-mail ray2000iAaol tom

Thousands of CD's at Bargain Prices at the first virtual outlet
store on the Internet. Al Brand New and 50%-80% Off Retail.
Classical. Jazz, Dues. Pop. New Age and World. wivo.v.cyber-
mu9csurplus com

HIGH -END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES!!- B&W.
DYNAUDIO THIEL. TOTEM. BRYSTON, CINEPRO. CLASSE. KRELL.
AND OTHER EXCLUSIVE AUDIO PRODUCTS HELM MUSIC. (800)
925-8576

CATALOGS

NATURIST VIDEOS. Nudism lifeshile: fanly recreation & hone
life. Sampler 520. Foto-catalog S3. Natuurlijk. Boo 5278(3'4.
Santa Monica. CA 90409

LASER VIDEO

LASERTOWN VIDEODISCS

DVD'S-LASERDISCS
800-893-0390 215-721-8688

LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS
50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD www.lasertown corn
KULPSVILLE. PA 19443 FREE CATALOG

MISCELLANEOUS

SENSUOUS FEMALE + MUSCLE VIDEOS + MUCH MORE.
ADU LT 64 PAGE COLOR CATALOG + SEVEN BROCHURES $5.00
VISA/MC 803-320-7379 (+ 3.00 PHONE PROCESSING FEE)
18 YEARS + CRL. POB460SR CARMEL NY 10512
HTTPWWWW.SWANKEYVILLE COM

LOUDSPEAKERS

Read

Standard

N
Satisfaction

about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
process in Stereo Review June 1996

and Deluxe NEW -FOAM Kits

EwFoAm i1R5:'"v3'''
Guaranteed  Se Habla Espanol

Speaker Repair 8c Replacement Parts
Wnrldwitic Service Since 1979

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-487-2349
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND
ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker prot-
lems. www.NEWFOAM.com VISA/MC/AMEX/
DISC.

REE DSS TEST CARD information pockoge. Turns on 08 It14t
nets. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711 Buford Rd.. Suite 180, Rich -
'flood. VA 23235.

DESC RAMBLER. PROGRAMMING PACKAGE AUTHO-
RIZES ANY SATELLITE TO RECEIVE ALL CHANNELS AVAILABLE.
INCLUDING PREMIUMS AND PAY -PER -VIEWS. 599.95
803-333-6150 www satellitetuulnet

SKYVISION! Your Satellite Home Entertainment
Source. Best Values: DBS & C/Ku- band equip-
ment, including 4DTV. Most complete selection:
Parts-Tools-Upgrades-Accessories! Free
Discount Buyer's Guide. www.skyvision.com Call
1-800-543-3025. International
218-739-5231.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your pro-
tection.

1. Confirm price & merchandise
information.
2. Understand the seller's return
& refund -policy.
3. Understand the product's
warranty.
4. Keep a copy of
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you
generally have the right to cancel
the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution with-
out your prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller.
8. If you are unable to obtain sat-
isfaction from the seller, contact
the consumer protection agency
in the seller's state or your local
Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us
know. WRITE to Susan Ross,
Special Marketing, 45th floor,
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY
10019. Be sure to include copies of
all correspondence.



NEW PRODUCTS CABLE TV CABLE TV

THE

WORLD'S
BEST SURGE

SUPPRESSOR

The Brick Wall is the finest surge
suppressor/line filter money can buy.
There is no product on the face of

the earth that will protect your
valuable audio/video equipment better.

The problem with other line filtering
equipment is that their surge suppression is
severely lacking. Almost every line filtering

device that claims to have surge suppression
is using a small component called an MOV
(Metal Oxide Varistor(. There is one not so

slight problem with the MOV. It fails.
How's that for protection.

MOV's also divert surge current
to the ground line contributing to

power line noise. Isn't getting rid of power
line noise why you're looking for such a

device in the first place?

The Brick Wall does not fail.
The Brick Wall also does not divert surge

current to the ground line causing irritating
power line noise. All testing information

and methods are available for you
to review for yourself.

No frustrating proprietary claims here.

We at Price Wheeler believe everyone
should have a chance to try out the Brick

Wall. Which is why we offer o 30 -day trial
period. This way you can know for sure that
our system is for you, your equipment and

your listening area.

Finally there is a product built on
principles of sound engineering instead of
over -priced hype and "voodoo electronics".

How Important Is Your System?

BRICK WALL
SURGE FILTERS

Starting at the real world price of

$ 1 9900
30 -day trial available
Available in a variety of forms;

Point -of -use as well as rack mount

1-800-528-0313
BRICK WALL DIV.,
PRICE WHEELER CORP.

Fax: 1-800-528-6623
E -Mail: info@brickwall.com
Web: www.brickwall.com

We Will Beat
Any Price

11111111,1D,,

800.582.0989

COPY
RENTAL
TAPES

WITH OUR
VIDEO STABIUZERS

BEFORE AFTER

The dearest
picture possible

playing back
movies.

GU%RANTEED
to eliminate

copy protection.
 No RollsJIters

Flickers/F4dIN
 Works on all TVs

VCR's Bea 8 Cable
 Gold Vide, Connectors

8 Cables ncluded
 1 Year Warranty
 Money Bsk Guarantee

VISION ELECTRONICS
1-8130-562-2252

ED2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE  OMAHA, NE 58130 Es
http://www.moderneleetronics.com

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $14.951 See an premium it
pay -per -view chcrinels. Why pay hundreds more? For more
il,fonnullum I-600-752-1389.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS /CONVERTERS: "AB-

SOLUTELY" THE BEST PRICES! WHOLESALERS
WELCOME! FREE CATALOG. START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS. DETAILS: 1-800-827-1115 OR
www.sestv.corn

CABLE TV RAMBLERS

CABLE TV CONVERTERS
};q( 11111EIT Lowest Prices

1730 Day tlotaey
Back Guarantee

A I bear %arrant!,
A Dealer Pricing

Cable T.V.
Converters & Equipment

Lowest Prices

Dealer discoun

MC, Visa, AE, COD

30 -Day

Money Ba

1-yr warra

T (8001 888-5585
Let us point you in the right direction

CABLE T V
DESCRAMBLERS

CONVERTERS FILTERS
VIDEO STABILIZERS

FREE
FREE
FREE

30 Day Trot = 
Product Catalog
1 Year Warranty MI

wpm
unbeatab0PRICES!

rrow
Technologies

888-554-2776

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAMBLERS

g-KoiTRONICS

Visit us
tkaelectronics. corn

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL

800-729-1776
CABLE T.V.
BOXES & EQUIPMENT

 Free Surge Protector
 Free 30 day trial
 Free 1 year warranty
 Dealers welcome

888-828-7712
www. converterboxes com

All cable boxes
Honest prices
Newest equipment
 Tes chips
 30 days money

bads guarantee
1 year warrranty

 Dealers welcome
 MC Visa. COD

CLEARVIEW
1-810-739-2253
No Fbrida sales

CABLE I./ DESCRAMBLERS SAVE $1000 ALL MODELS AVAILABLE
IN STOCK. LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEE -HIGHEST QUALITY 30
DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 1 YR WAR. TL ELECTRONIC
I-888-823-6047.

All CAKE IV CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. WE J. BEAT ANY
PRICE. 33 DAY TRIAL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. QUALITY EQUIPMENT.
DEALERS WELCOME. 1-8013-538-CABLE(2225)

CABLE IV. CONVERTERS, TEST CHIPS & EXTERNAL ACTIVATORS.
ALL MAJOR BRANDS. DEALER PRICING. 1/1 IN TECHNICAL SUP-
PORT. CALL WOLVERINE ELECTRONICS: 1-B00-743-5350

CABLE 'V DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $12.951 Gucranteed to
descramble all pay -per -view & premium channels. Why
spend more? For complete Intorrnallon: 1-800-311-3196.

CALL 1(800)-313-9806 FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON ALL YOUR CABLE EQUIPMENT.
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. DEALERS WELCOME.

VISA/MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/C.O.D. CPI, WE
WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!!!

SAVE $$$
ON PREMIUM CABLE TV EQUIPMENT

CABLE DIRECT
CONVERTERS FILTERS

DESCRAMBLERS
COPY RENTAL TAPES W177.1 OUR

3000 VIDEO STABILIZERS
FREt

MEIN

FREE CABLE TV CATALOG
1 YEAR WARRANTY IX VONEY BACK 6oARANTEE

aMODERN ELECTRONICS
1-800-906-6664

VISIT OUR WEB SITE
httpl/www.modernelectro-ucs.com100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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For advertising information
call 1-800-445-6066,

or fax 1-212-767-5624.

CD/VHS CASE
>$1599Ir

512995
(SPECIAL SALE)

w Holds 504 CD's or Combination
of CD's, Tapes. Cassettes

w Furniture Quality
Oak Construction

w. Fully Assembled Dowel

Shell Unil
w Rand -Rubbed

Danish Oil Finish
w. Immediate Delivery

30 Day UnconclitIonal In Oak or Black

Mornay Back Dumyat** We oRot  cornololo i.. of otoducn
 ail NI block

1-800-878-7458
7artt VISA/MC/DISCOVER OD

HY-0 ENTERPRISES  14040 MEAD ST LONGMONT, CO 80504

EW

MODULAR HARDWOOD
T E

PROVIDES UNLIMITED STORAGE

FOR CDs, DVDs, VIDEOS, LPs,

LASERDISCS, CASSETTES & COMPONENTS.

DOESN'T YOUR COLLECTION DESERVE THE BEST?

FIND OUT JUST HOW AFFORDABLE TOP QUALITY IS.

REQUEST INFO KIT 3 & GET ALL THE FACTS...

CALL: 800-432-8005
FAX: 973-667-8688

E-MAIL: SORICEAV@AOL.COM

soRice
PO BOX 747-3A. NUTLEY. NJ 07110

IITTP://WWW.SORICE.0 OM

rfa

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

awes

306 CJ's
or any cornbr atm

of CDS. DOD's.
.,A VHS. Cassette,. etc

I L.It1/III, .q11 1,1,111Cti VrORA(1i NII 1),.

no plank Mold.. no ..u.led yuee  hi I I, ..... II draxei
did,,  h high qualn oak eneers and hardxonal

 23- H Iv " W I)  Full) as,inhled  Siakahle

cA 800-933-0403
to order or for a free. color brochure detailin 2,

all our disc, tape & component storage CE'RE.S.

[DI. Inc.  P.O. Box 277  Lartesboro. %IN 55349
Fax: 507-467-2468  Or e-mail its your

brochure request at lorentz polaristel.net

The STEREO REVIEW
CD STORAGE CONNECTION
puts manufacturers of CD storage units
in touch with the ideal audience...
CD purchasers unsurpassed in size,
buying activity & the need for storage of
their ever-growing CD collections!
For advertising information call

1  800  445  6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

or Fax 212-767-5624

AUDIO/VIE/EU FURNITUREJEDE S I G "rtel
"Well even design a piece to your exact specifications!"

#P8034 THE NEW

(T wiLT:rn)
#8248

Audio LP Storage Rack

#66S0 
1.1' Audio Rack

r"

THE NEW
tel.PDVDCD

Storage Rack

1Holds it all)

NEW Computer

turn re

 UM -44
TY Component Table

I
#PRO -1000
Holds 1000 EDs/DVDI

f
 NEW TRI #PRO.6 Audio Rack

TRI #PRO -I AMP Stands

#PRO -60
Entertainment
Center

4I47 -A Transport St. Ventura, (a ifornia 93003

805/644-2185
cutanc, us today fora ropy of our detailed newsletter

THE NEW BAGS REPORT #W
For your local deakr visit

WWWbillybags.com

Imagine 270 CDs in one drawer 15111-;
Then, imagine modular media cabinetry.

Now, let your imagination run will..
at . . u. (.

Please call to receive a catalog on
storage cabinets you can't outgrow.

'UMW IMO -3479790 gibt
Fax: 905-475-1154 www.can-am.ca

C A
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HOW TO REACH ADVERTISERS III THIS ISSUE

PAGE ADVERTISER WEB SITE/E-MAIL PI ONE

89, 99 America Online www.aol.com 800-603-8181

87 B&K Components www.bkcomp.com 800-543-5252

31 Bell'Oggetti www.belloggettl.com 905-890-8008

4 Bose -Lifestyle Systems www.bose.com/lifestyle 800-444-BOSE, x684

57 Boston Acoustics www.bostonacoustics.com 978-538-5000

43, 45 Cambridge Sound Works www.hifi.com 800-FOR-HIFI

23 Citibank/Sony Card www.sony.com/sonycarl 800-748-7669

30 Classe Audio www.classeaudio.com 514-636-6384

37-38 Columbia House CD Club www.columbiahouse.ccrrn 800-457-0500

49 Columbia House DVD Club www.columbiahouse.ccsr 888-242-3837

61 Crutchfield www.crutchfield.com/und 800-955-9009

C2-1, 27
28,29

Definitive Technology www.definitivetech.com 410-363-7148

99 800 Every CD www.everycd.com 800 -EVERY -CD

51 Energy Loudspeakers www.energy-speakerscom 416-321-1800

34 Flicks on Disc www.flicksondisc.com 800-238-4032

90-91 J&R Music World www.jandr.com 800-221-8180

47 Kenwood www.kenwoodusa.com 800-536-9663

84 Klipsch www.klipsch.com 800-554-7724

14 Lucasfilm THX www.thx.com 415-492-3900

C4 M&K Sound www.mksound.com 310-204-2854

24-25 Marlboro

35 MCM Electronics

Mirage

www.mcmelectronics corn 800-543-4330

53 www.miragespeakers.com 416-321-1800

88 NAD www.nadelectronics.com 800-263-4641

72 NCT/Gekko Speakers www.gekkoaudio.com 800-278-3526

101 One Call www.onecall.com 800-540-0900

59 PARA (Professional Audio/Video Retailers Association) 800-4-PARA-94

12, 13,
63

Paradigm www.paradigm.ca 905-632-0180

35 Phase Technology www.phasetech.com 888-PHASE-TK

55 Pioneer www.pioneerelectron cs.com 800 -PIONEER

C3 Polk Audio www.polkaudio.com 800-992-2520

92 Pro Sound Stage & Lighting www.pssl.com 800-672-4268

2-3.
17-20

Sony www.sel.sony.com 800-222-7669

100 The Sound Approach 800-388-2344

95 Sound City www.soundcity.com 800-542-7283

11, 103 Stereo Review's Sound & Vision 800-544-6748

7 Technics www.panasonic.comi 800-211-7262

33 Toshiba www.toshiba.com 800-631-3811

93 Uncle's Stereo www.unclestereo.coir 800-978-6253

40 Velodyne Acoustics www.velodyne.com 408-4367270

Stereo Review
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

PLACE
LABEL
HERE

MOVING? Please give us

8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check

box below and attach label with

ccrrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check

bcx and fill in coupon. For gift

subscriptions attach a separate

sheet.

Send STEREO REVIEW
for 1 year at $19.94

New Subscription Ll Renewal
 Payment enclosed  Bill me

Canadian and foreign orders
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1(303)604-1464
FAX 1(303) 604-7455

STEREO REVIEW
P.O. Box 55627, Boulder CO 80322

L'Payment 11 U S. funds Must act umpany order



COREY GREENBERG

Dylan '66 Revisited
I JUST BOUGHT the best CD I heard in
all of 1998, Bob Dylan's two -CD set Live
1966 (Columbia Legacy). This is the offi-
cial release of the most infamous live
rock bootleg of all time - the May 17,
1966, set Dylan played in Manchester,
England, for an audience of horrified,
squinch-faced folkies who rejected his
new electric rock songs so totally that he
blew a gasket and angrily mowed them
down with one of the most hateful, glori-
ous displays of distorted rock & roll ever
scorched onto magnetic tape.

If you're a Dylan fan, you were proba-
bly standing in front of me in line at Best
Buy with your copy already in your eager
mitts. If you don't have this CD set yet,
by all means go to the store and plunk
down your $22, because I promise that
you didn't hear anything new even half as
good in 1998, the worst year for rock mu-
sic since 1997.

I've been reading about this mythical
Dylan performance for years without ever
hearing a lick of it till now. To be sure, I
could've ponied up the 50 bucks or so
years ago for one of the many "genuine"
bootlegs of this concert that have been
floating around, but I didn't. Not out of
any kind of misguided sense of right and
wrong, mind you - I'm just cheap!

Hell, I love bootlegs. They can be the
best recordings of an artist you'll ever
hear. Just last month I burned a CD -R of
my brother's copy of George Harrison's
Beware of Abkco!, a notorious bootleg on
the Strawberry label that features the solo
vocal and guitar demos for the classic All
Things Must Pass album. I don't know
how this stuff escaped from the studio,
but it did, and any fan of ATMP will freak
out just as bad as I did when they get to
hear this bootleg.

Most boots have pretty crappy sound,
as they mostly originate from a dub of a
copy of a dupe of a stolen cassette, but I
swear this Harrison bootleg CD sounds
like it was mastered in real time from
the mixing desk. Just George's haunting
voice alone with his magic guitar circa
1971, sounding cleaner and clearer than
most recordings circa now, banging out
all those great songs that made ATMP by
far the best of the Beatle solo albums,
without any of that murky, tinny glaze
Phil Spector hamstrung these songs with

in the final mix. I swear, I think I like the
bootleg even more than the original re-
cord! No matter what some grownups tell
you, bootlegs are a good thing, and if you
love music you should check out as many
as you can.

The performance captured on Live
1966 came during Dylan's pivotal Euro-
pean tour of that year, where he would
come out with just an acoustic guitar and
a harmonica and play a solo acoustic set
for his purist folk fans. That's what you
hear on the first CD of the two -disc set,
and even though I'm not a huge fan of
Dylan's early folk stuff, I have to say that
this disc is a treat to hear. Dylan's in peak
form, and he weaves his way through
such signature songs as "Visions of Jo-
hanna" and "It's All Over Now, Baby
Blue" with such mastery of the form that
you can hear the sound bounce off the

and you can actually hear it thud against
his noggin and drop him flat on his back
- ah, the miracle of high fidelity). Dylan
and Robbie Robertson crank their guitar
amps all the way up to drown out the
boos as they plow through new songs
like "Leopard Skin Pillbox Hat" and
"Tell Me Momma," and the mood gets
uglier and uglier till finally some self-
righteous folkie cries out, "Judas!" be-
tween numbers, and the crowd laughs
and applauds him.

Now, Dylan had been faced with loud
and unpleasant reactions all through this
tour, from audiences and critics alike, to
his new marriage of folk lyrics and loud
electric rock - original drummer Levon
Helm had even quit the tour before it
went to Europe because he couldn't han-
dle the vicious, overwhelmingly negative
reaction Dylan's electric band set had
been receiving. But when that kid calls
Dylan by the name of the traitor of all
traitors, you can practically feel, even
331/3 years later sitting in front of your
stereo, a chill suddenly sweep across the

Music historians have called
this Dylan performance the most
confrontational rock concert ever recorded.

back wall of the hall without so much as
an interruptive cough from the spellbound
audience.

Then, after about 40 minutes of this
acoustic bliss, the roadies wheeled out the
big guitar amps and drums, to the utter
dismay of the folkies who saw Dylan as
their own Woody Guthrie. Dylan came
back on wearing a mod black suit with
pitch-black Ray -Bans wrapped around his
face and an electric Fender Telecaster
guitar resting on his hip, followed by a
backing group of hot Canadian rhythm &
blues musicians who would later become
The Band. This is the infamous set cap-
tured on the second disc of Live 1966.
and this is where all hell really and truly
breaks loose.

Music historians have called this per-
formance the most confrontational rock
concert ever recorded (although I'd give
that honor to a bootleg I've got of the last
Iggy and the Stooges concert, where Iggy
drunkenly baits the crowd till someone
finally chucks a beer bottle at his head,

stage. Dylan menacingly shoots back
with, "I don't believe you!" and then,
"You're a liar!" as the band starts to ten-
tatively fall in behind for the last song.
Then Dylan turns away from the mike
and yells to the band, "Play it f- - - in'
loud!" and the next sound you hear is ei-
ther Lee Harvey Oswald's bolt -action ri-
fle cracking across Dealey Plaza or drum-
mer Mickey Jones's apocalyptic rim shot
that kicks off the loudest, meanest, most
awe-inspiring version of "Like a Rolling
Stone" Dylan or anyone else has ever laid
down. Dylan spits the words at the crowd
as if he's swearing at them, the band
pounds their instruments as if they want
to break them in half before the end of the
song, and you can thank whatever god
you pray to that Columbia's recording en-
gineers had a tape machine rolling to cap-
ture these sounds that have never been
made before or since.

It's dirty, 1.0 -channel non -surround
sound, and you won't hear anything bet-
ter in 1999, either.
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"Do you really need
new speakers?"

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

aybe you don't need new speakers. Maybe you do. Here

are some tips on how to know whether or not it's time for

a change.

Do they work right?
The first thing to check is the woofer surround - the rolled edge of

the driver. If it's made of compressed foam and more than 5 years

old, it may be shot. Are there any holes or tears? Gently touch the

surround, if it feels brittle, stiff and ready to crumble, you need new

woofers. If the surrounds are rubber they're probably perfect

The next thing to check is whether all the drivers are making

sound. Play the speakers with the grilles off. Lightly touch all the

drivers to feel if they're moving. Cup your hand over the tweeter,

remove it. Does the sound change? If not, the tweeter is dead. Play

a solo piano recording at a moderate loud level. If you hear scratchy

sound or a buzz, the midrange or tweeter may be damaged.

If you have any doubts, bring the speakers in to a local

audio store and ask them to check them out. Most

dealers will be happy to help.

Are you happy with the sound?
Do they sound great with all the kinds of music you're

listening to today? Some speaker companies voice their

speakers to sound good with certain types of music

(a bad policy in our opinion). If your musical tastes have

changed since you bought your current speakers, it

might be time for something better. But if

you're really happy with the sound -

stick with what you've got

www.polkaudio.com
5601 Metro Dr_
Baltimore. MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377 7655
Monday - Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm E.S.T.
-Poi* Aucbs, ar. "Me Speaker Speoalols.
are twit...teat of Bolan,. Insestmenl
Corporal., Lned under INPIlle by
Poi* Aocho ..Nporaled

Dealer Locator Number

1-800.992.2520
Ad code: 10015

Do they look good? Do you care?
Do your current speakers look appropriate and fit comfortably in

your room? Has your significant other banished them to behind the

couch? Don't laugh, I know a household where that happened.

Today's speakers are generally smaller and better looking, with

better performance than speakers of ten years ago.

What will you do with the
money you save?
If looks ruin size are not an issue, if every-

thing's working OK and you like the

sound, save your dough. Buy some new

CDs or a DVD player or some flowers for

your partner. NEW! Polk bookshelf
speaker models are now
at Polk Audio retailers

Free stuff!
If you're shopping for a home theater system, you're going to

find that it's a lot more complicated than buying a pair

of speakers. But the rewards are greater, too.

Call (800) 627-7655 ert 101 for your free copy

of the Home 7bealer Handbook. It's full of
practical, u biased advice on how to select

and get th greatest performance from a home

theater system.

Listen for yourself.
I've been designing award -winning speakers for

over 25 yeas and naturally I think my speakers

are tenific. Don't take my word for it. Go

to a store and listen to Polk Audio

speakers and decide for yourself.



The M&K Subwoofers
Better Built. Better Sound.

Longer Warranty. Studio -Proven.

You Can Even Check Our References.

Skywalker Sound, Sony Music, Warner Bros, 20th Century Fox, Dolby, DTS, and more than 100 of

the world's most respected studios use M&K subwoofers for their most critical listening decisions.

Does your home system deserve anything less?

For 25 years, M&K subwoofers-like all M&K home speakers-have brought the sound of the

studio into thousands of homes. From our industry reference MX -5000 II (one of four THX-certified

subs) to the tiny and powerful VX-100, M&K has a model for your specific application and budget.

Visit your nearest M&K dealer for a complete demonstration. Who knows? One day you might even

1111111111111111, be one of our strongest references.

MILmiller Kreisel Sound Corporation
10391jefferson Blvd, Culver City, CA 90232 310 204-2854 fax 310:202-8782
faxback 800/414-7744 www.mksound.com


